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PREFACE.

About ten years ago the author published " Elements of Musical composition, '=

which was largely made up from the works of Dr. Orotoh, an English musician of the

last century, and whil e it contained many good things, there was much in it wUiob

die! not comport with our present ideas upon the subjects treated. When the pre-

sent book was first projected, it was intended only to revise that work, but, ajjon

matuier reflection, it seemed to become necessary to make au entire change, and

the following pages are the result.

The volume is divided into two Buokii, me hrsi of which is Catechetical, and the

second Illustrative. Each of ihese iJoots is further divided into four Parts, Cdmel>

Elementary, Thorough Base, harmony and Composition, and Form. In the Ele-

mentary part of Book I, wiU be found a concise and logical statement of the prln-

ciples of Musical Notation, and the same are illustrated in the corresponding Part

of Book II. Part SeconJ of the first Book is devoted to the subject of Thorough

Base, and treats of the formation of chords, their relations, inversions, and the

figures by which they are expressed. These are also illustrated in the correspond-

ing Part of Book 11. Tne third Part of Book I, entitled Harmony and Composition,

gives a clear idea of the progression of chords and all the entangling principles

which such progression naturally involves. The corresponding Part of Book II,

not only illustrates these principles, and continually refers back to them, but con-

tains short statements concerning them, which renders this Part of the work a

complete manual of Harmony in itself. Part Four of both Books is devoted to the

subject of Form, a department of the science of music which is little unilerstood

by musicians generally. The Author has endeavored to take the student by easy

steps, from the first principles of vocal Forms through the many grades up to the

Aighest Forms of instrumentation; and lest vocal students should feel (hat this

portion of the work is not for them, we woujd remark that it is only by studying

the higher Ait-Forms, that wo obtain a glimpse of the wonderful attainments of

Dhe human rainii, from a musiisal stand-point, and that it is only by gainino some
knowledge of the best that wejare enabled to form correct opinions. Most people

stand at a great distance from such geniuses as Beethoven, Haydn, Mozart. Men-
dlessohn, and others who are acknowledged to be the world's great ma-ster-

mlnds, and admire them !n a hazy, uninteligent sort of way; while some go Into

raptures, and talk learned nonsense about them, thus seeking to hide their igno-

rance. It Ig nioposed, Is this department of the work to assist students in
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forming a more intimate acc^uaintance with some of tlie most sublime writings ol

these wonder-worliera, anJ to place In their hands a key with wtiioh they will be

enabled to penetrate into the Holy qf Holies, the very inner Sanct/uary ot these

High-Priests of Song, these great Tone-magicians.

In these days most ot the works of the Masters are arranged for the piano-forte,

and, in nearly every town will be found some one who has skill enough to be

able, at least, to trace out the Ideas which are here laid down; and we would ad-

vise students, after studying this book, if not able to play themselves, to become

acquainted with some one who can, and who will be glad to divide with them the

benefits which may be derived from half-hours of mutual conversation upon An

Forms.

The writer would suggest to teachers of the Piano, that the advancement of

iheir pupils would be much more satisfactory to them, if each was required to

commit to memory a certain number of these questions and answers, and recite

ihem at each lesson.

The thanks of the Author are due to the friends wlio have so materially lightened

'lis labors by their encouragement and suggestions, and whose letters of commen-

dation are printed in connection with this preface. To Mr. W. S. B. Mathews, he

Is especially Indebted for valuable suggestions made in regard to the illustrations

uf the higher Art-Forms.

H. R. Palmek.

New York, June 15th, 1876.

OPINIONS OF PROMINENT MUSICIANS.

Fi-om Mit. W. s5. B. Mathews, Organist at the Centenary M. E. Chm-ch.

Prof. Palmeb,

Dear Sib:—Allow me to congratulate you on your admirable work on Mu-

ncal Theory, which 1 have examined in MSS. I take pleasure in complimentmg

you on the industry with which you have collected so great a mass of information,

much of which was not easily accessible before, and the gratifying success that

has crowned your effort to express it in clear and concise language. It covers a

ground previously unoccupied, and does it so well that I am very sure It will re-

ceive a warm welcome from the musical public, and do a great deal to Increase

musical inteligenoe in this country.

Such works laythe foundation for a broader outlook in the after coming genera-

tion You and 1 know how gladly we would have devoured such a book twenty

/ears ago, and how, like good old Simeon, we came most uncommonly near dying

without the sight.

lam yours truly,

CHICAGO, Feb. 16th, 1876. W. S. B MATHEWS.
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From the Eminent Pianist and Teacher, Mr. William Mason, Doctor ofMiinc.

Mb. H. B. Palmer,
Dear Sir:—The examination of your book has given me much pleasure,

and its simplicityseems to me one of its chief recommendations. It Ls progressive

and so clear, concise and logical in its definitions as to be easily and readily nn-

derstood, and I shall recommend it to my pupils and others as a book from whicb

they can obtain the most useful information concernine the subjects of which it

treats, with the least effort and in the easiest way. It appears to me that you

have especially succeeded in presenting the matter intelligibly, and have happily

avoided the befogged and complicated manner characteristic of most works oa

the same subject.

Yours, very truly.
Orange, N. J ., June 6th, 1878. William Mason.

IVom Mr. Dudley Buck, t1i£ renowned Organist and Composer.

H. E. Palmer,
Dear Sir:—I was very favorably impressed with the design and purpos*

of your new book. My examination of the advancp sheets was necessarily super,

flcial, owing to the short time afforded me for the purpose. Of tUis, at least, I am
certain, that the work will prove of decided value tc a>i w^o mafce use of it.

Very truly yours,

New York, May 23d, 1876. DitdleV Buck.

From Mb- L. O. Emerson, Director and Composer.

Friknd Palmer,
I have examined your new work on harmony, and must say that I an" e.«-

oeedingly well pleased with it. It will meet a want which has never before been

met. It must prove an invaluable aid m the study of Harmony and Musical Foim.
and should be In the hands of every musical person.

I am, yours, truly

Boston, Ang. I5tb, 1875. L. O. Emersos.

Fi-om Mr. W. Luddkn, Teaelier of Vocal Culture, Author, «fc.

Mr. H. R. Palmer,
Dear Sir:—I have examined the manuscript copy of your new work en-

titled Theory Of Music.'' and must express myself as delighted, both with Its

Jeneral structure and with the clear and concise manner in which you have
treated the several departments Into which the work is divided.

Your description of the Stiai-p Sixth with its classiacatlons, giving the origin

and derivation of each, is the most satisfactory treatment that I have seen, and
Is calculated to throw light on what has usually been regarded as a somewhat
ttbscure point in musical composition: wh''e Part IV develops. In a peculiar'^

happy manner, the subject of Musical Forxi which Is too little known and recog-

nized by our American musicians.

In my opinion this work will prove an Invaluable aid to both teacher and pupU,

Ve^y Vruly youra

Savannah, tSi., March 8th, 1876. W. Ludden.
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Frma Mr. F. W. Boot, Editor of Song Messi nger, Teacher of Voice Culture,

Author, etc.

H. R. Palmer,
Dbai! Sib:—I tiave taken great pleasure In looking through the MSS. of

your new book, glancing at the entire\)lan of the work, au(' examining with some
minuteness those portions of it whicli treat oX Harmony and Form. The thousands

of students ot musical theory who delve for knowledge, far from the centers of

artistic culture, are but poorly provided with means for its acquisition. Our Amer-

ican elementary musical text books have been brought to great perfection; but

such of the works before the public, as contain anything like a complete theoretical

course, seemed to me practicable only in an atmosphere of culture, under the

direction ot the best teachers.

I believe your book will go far toward supplying the want which exists in this

direction:— Its simplicity and clearness are snch'that all can understand it, even

those that have not had the advantage of especial culture and flue teaching; its

comprehensiveness is great, and in its exposition of the material and Form ot

composition It seems to me practicable beyond precedent. I doubt not that this

bQol^ will add another to the list of remarkable successes which have crowned

»onr career in authorship.

Very truly yours,

Chicago, Oct. 29th, 1876. Frederick W. Root.

From Mk. G. F. Root, Doctor of Music.

1 cheerfully endorse the above, especially whatis said of the chapter on ' Form."

Geo. F. Root.

JProm Mr E. h. Whitticmohe, Teacher of Music in the Public Schools of

Chicago, Organist &c.

PS.OV. Palmer,
Dear Sir:—^When will your new work on Harmony oaA Musical Form\ie

ready? I believe it will prove to be a work which every teacher of music in the

country will And invaVuahle and tnMspensable.

I was more interested in the pages you showed me, than anything of the kind I

have ever seen,

Yonrs truly,

Chicago June 10th, 1S75. E. B. Whittemore. ;

From Me. C. A. Havens, Organist at \st Presbyterian Church, Chicago.

Mr. H. R. Palmer,
Dkar Sib:—After having examined your work on harmony, I am convin-

ced that it is just what is needed by the musical public, both professional and

amateur. The clear and logical manner in which you treat subjects will do mni;

to render harmony better understood by students. This book deserves a wide-

spread circulation.

Yours truly,

Chicago, Sept. 1st, 1875. C. A. Havens.
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Fi-om Mr. Atjolph Badmbach, Organist at Gi-ace Episcopal Chnrchi

Chicago.

H. E.. Palmer,
Dear Sik:—1 have looked over yonr new treatise on the science of Music,

and am happy to say, it is the best work of the kind that has ever come nnder my
observation. It is the result of preat research and labor, and will be regarded as a

welcome guest and guide by all who take an interest in Music as a science. It is a

comprehensive and complete work, fl:om the treatment of simple chords up to

Counterpoint, and Form. I look forward for its publication impatiently, as I re.

gard it a valuable text book for my pupils.

I remain, very respectfully yours, '

Chicago, Jan. 6th, 1876. A. Baumbacb.

From Mr. I. V. Flagleu, Organist at Plymouth Church, Chicago.

Mb. H. K. Palmbb,
Dear Sik:—I have examined your new book on Harmony and Form, on6

am glad to say that I consider it an Inyaluablework; one which teachers as wellai

amateurs cannot afford to do without. I particularly admire your chapters oi-

Mnsical Form; and must say that I have never seen this subject treated with sucli

clearness and conciseness. I am sure that the present work will make itself felt in

our musical literature—to which ii will certainly form an essential addition.

yours, truly,
Chicago, HI., Dec. 29th, 1875. I. V. Flagler.

From Mb. 0. Blackman, Director of Music at Centeimi-y M. E. Church., ana

Teaclier of Music in Chicago Public Schools.'

Mb. H. R. Palmee,
Deak Sir:—The American Music Teachers will always feel deeply indebtea

to you for your new work on Harmony, as it puts everything in such an under-

standible shape, and brings together from so many good sources, the matters ol

such vital Importance to us all. I think it mast play a very important part in oni

American system of education. I am happy in being able to testily in favor of such

a good work.
Yours, Ac,

Chicago, Dec. 29th, 1875. o. Blackmak.

From Mr. Wm. I". Shbrwin, Anilior and Director.

Mr. H. R. Palmer,

My Dear Sib:—I have been so delighted in looking over the proof sheets

of yonr forthcoming Theory of Music, that I hasten to thank you for industriously

setting yourself to do so much good, for I believe no work has yet appeared

which is so admirably adapted to meet the general needs of Ameiican students.

You have shown remarkable culinary skill in stripping deflnitiona of useless

verbiage and tiresome technicalities, and then ''boiling them down'* until the

truth is made clear to any ordinary mind. But t am chiefly interested in the

section upon "Form," a subject which has heretofore received comparatively lit-

tle attention, imy conscience bearing me wituessl) but which you have so wisely

and attractively set forth, that I am sure it will be given its due place hereafter.

I moat heartily commend your work to all as a valuable contribution to oar too

scantmusical literature, and am
Yours very truly.

New York, February 18th, 1876. Wa. F. Shekwin..



PART FIRST,

ELEMENTAEY.

1. What is feiOUND ?

Sound is any thing audible.

2. Wlmtisa'io^^l

A tone is a sound in wliicli pitch is perceptible.

3. Wliatisal^x'i

A family of tones bearing a certain fixed relation one to another.

4. Sow many tones constitute a key ?

Seven.'

5. Wliat is the tonic, or Key-tone?

The tone from whicli all other tones are reckoned; the point of repose

€. Hov) ars the tones ofa key named!'

The tonic, or key-tone, is named one (or eight), the next tone above it

!S named two, the next three, etc.

7. tr hat syllables are sometimes applied to the tones ofa key ?

. The syllables Do, R° Mi, Fa, Sol, La, Si.

8. Tlie names of what lette?-" an used as the names of tlie pitches of

tones ?

The names of the first seven letters of the alphaLwt, A, B, 0, D, E, F, G.

9. W hat constitutes the Diatokic Scale?

The tones of a Icey in successive order, from one key-tone, or tonic, to

the next, inclusive.

10. 'n hat is the BiATvt

The stafl' is a character used to represent the pitches of tones.

11. Of what does it consist ?

It consists, mainly, of five parallel lines and the spaces which belong to

them: and is frequently enlarp-ed by means of sliort added lines and

spaces, above and below. Each line and space is called a decree.

12. How are tones represented as regards length or duration ?

By characters called Notes.

* It may be well to remark here, that a key really corsietfi of all the tones which
the ear can detect, haviufi a certain fixed relation to each other; for example, all

tiassible tones whose names are C, D, E, F, ii, A and B, constitute tho kev of 0.
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13. How many different kinds of notes are there i~. general use, and

wJiat are their names ?

Six. Tbe whole note, the half note, the quarter note, V.'ie <v^^ "''^e,

the sixteenth note, and tlie thirty-secoud note.

14. JEfojc is the whole note made ?

Like the letter 0, elougateu.

15. How is the half note made ?

With an open head, and a stem.

16. How is the quarter note made ?

With a lull head, and a stem.

17. How is the eightli note made f

With a full head, a stem, aud a book.

18. How IS Vie sixteenth note made ?

With a full head, a stem, and two hooks.

19. How is the thirty-second note m.ade ?

With a full head, a stem, and three hooks.

20. Wfiat are Babs?

Bars are small lines drawn perpendicularly across the stafl.

21. What is a Double Bar ?

A Double Bar is a broad bar drawn across the staff.

22. W7iat does it generally denote ?

The beginning and ending of a line of wordfe.

23. W/iat is the Close, and what does it signify f

The Close consists of two double bars drawn across the nn^ of the stafl

to indicate the close of the composition.

24. WlMt is a Measure ?

A measure is a gi-oup of two or more regularly recurring pulsations.

25. How is a measure represented ?

A measure is represented by the space between two bars.

26. .4 measure having two pulsations ts called what ?

Double measure.

27. A measure having three pulsations is caUed what ?

Triple measure.

28. A measure havingfour pulsations is called what ?

Quadruple measure.

29. A measure having six pulsations is called what ?

Sextuple measure, or compound double measure.

30. A measure having nine pulsations is called what ?

Compound triple measure.

31. A measure having twelve pulsations is called what?
Compound quadruple measure.

32. WItat is Beating Tlme ?

Indicating each pulsation of a measure by a certafn motion of the hand
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33. Describe ike beats in double measure.

Down, and up.

3i. Describe the beats m triple measure.

Down, left, and up.

35. Describe the beats in quadruple measure.

Down, left, right, and up.

3B. Deserve t/ie beats iii sextuple 'measure.

Down, left, left, right, up, aud up; or simply down and up, compre-

.itiudiiig three pulsations to each motion.

37. Describe the beats in compound triple measure.

Down, left, and up, comprehending three pulsations to each motion.

38. Describe the beats in compound quadruple measure.

Down, left, right, and up, comprehending three pulsations to each

motion.

39. What is Accent?

A slight stress upon a certain pulsation, to mark its position in the

measure.

40. Wliicli pulse* ofdouble measure is accented?

The first.

41. WJiich pulse of triple measure is accented ?

The first.

42. Wlucli pulses oj quadruple measure are accented I

It liiisa primary accent on the first, and a secondary accent on the third

43. Which pulses ofsextuple measure are accented ?

A primary accent on the first, and a secondary accent on the fourth.

44. WhiCh pulses oJ compound triple measure are accented ?

A primary accent on the first, and secondary accents on the fourth, ant'

seventh.

45. Winch pulses of compound quadruple measure are accented ?

A primai-y accent on the first, and secondary accents on the fourth,

seventh, and tenth.

46. What is the Fraction ?

Tlie fiirures placed at the beginning of a composition.

47. Wliat does the numerator denote ?

The number of pulsations in the measure.

48. What does the denominator indicate ?

The kind of note which is recl<oned to each pulse of the measure.

49. Wliat is the rule for applying words to music ?

Apply one syllable of the words to each note.

50. What is a Slur ?

A curved line connecting two or more notes upon diflerent degrees ol

the staff.

* We need hardly say that this word " pufse " or '* pulsation " is the same as was
fbrmerly called "part,'' and is stiU called **he(U " by some authors
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61. What is a TiEl

A curved line connecting two or more notes upon the same degree of

the stair.

52. What is the rulefor applying leords when the slur or tie occurs T

Apply one syllable of the words to as many notes as are so connected.

53. W/iat are Resist

Characters Indicating suspension of sound.

54. Sow many kinds ofrests are there, and what are their names ?

Six. The whole rest, the half rest, quarter rest, eighth rest, sixteenth

test, and thirty-second rest.

55. .4s regards duration, rests correspond to what >

To the notes of the same denomination.

66, How is the whole rest made ?

A square blocl; below a line.

57. How is iJie half rest made f

A square block above a line.

58. How is the quarter rest made f

Like the figure 7 reversed.

59. How is the eig/Uh rest made?
Like the figure 7.

60. How is the sixteenth rest made ?

Like the figure 7 with two heads.

61. How is the thirty-second rest made ?

Like the figure 7 with three heads.

62. Into liow many classes are human voices generally divided, aiui

•>hat are they called ?

Four. Base, Tenor, Alto, and Soprano.

63. Describe Base singei's ?

(Jentlemen who can smg low, and cannot sing high.

64. Describe Tenor singers ?

Gentlemen who can sing high, and cannot sing low.

65. Describe Alto singers f

Ladies who can sing low, and canuot sing high.

66. Describe Sopra'.tC dingers ?

Ladies who can sing high, and cannot sing low.

67. What is meant by Middle C ?

The pitch C, which all voices have in common; it nemg in the mlndlo

of the great vocal compass, ladies can sing as many tones above it, as

gentlemen can sing below it.

68. How is the pitch middle represented ?

By the added line above of the base staff, the added hne below of the

eoprano staff, and by the third space of the tenor staff.

69. Wliat is a Ghv.Fi

4 character which determines the pitch of tones as represented by thestafE
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70. HoiB many clefi are there in general use, and what are ffi^ called?

Three. The soprano clef, the base clef, and the tenor clef.

71. What does the soprano cUrfindicate ?

That the pitches are so arranged as to fix middle C on the added line

below.

72. Wliat parts singfrom the staffso arranged ?

The soprano and alto, and sometimes, (alwaj'S incorrectly,) the tenor.

73. Wliat does the base clefs/iow ?

That the pitches are so arranged as to fix middle C on the added line

above.

74. What parts singfrom the staff so arranged?

The base and sometimes the tenor.

75. Wliat does the tenor clef denote ?

That the pitches are so arranged as to fix middle C on the third space.

76. Wliat part smgsfrom the staffso arranged i

The tenor.

77. Wliat was theformer use of the tenor or Cclef?

It was sometimes placed on the first line as a soprano clef; on the third

line as an alto clef; on the fourth line as a tenor clef; and in ancient music

it was sometimes placed on the second line.

78. What is a Brace, and what does it indicate ?

The brace is a character used to connect two or more staff's, and aenerally

Indicates the nun.oer of parts which are to be performed simultaneously.

79. Staffs, when connected by a brace, are called what ?

A Score.

?0. What is the use ofa Dot ?

It adds one half to the rhythmical value of the note or rest after which it

is placed.

81. How is the repeat made, and wliat does it mean f

It consists of dots placed in the spaces at the left hand of a bar, and

shows that the preceding passage is to be repeated.

82. When only a part of the previous passage is to be repeated, how is

it imlicatea ?

By dots placed in the spaces at the right hand of a bar, in Thich case

dU between tne two sets of dots, is to be repeated.

83. Wliat does Brs imply ?

That the nassase so marked is to be performed twice.

84. What does the Hold, or Pause, denote ?

That the tone indicated is to be prolonged at the option of the leader.

85. What is o Unison passage?

A passage in which two or more parts sing the same tones.

86. What is to be undm'stood by the letters D. G ?

The Italian words Da Capo; more frequently the Italian sentence 0^
Capo al Fike.
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87. What is the translation of Da Capo al Fine?

Da, from the: Capo, commencement; al, to the; Fine, end; sing "from

ihe commencement to the end."

88. What is the meaning of I). S f

Sal Segno, return to the sign.

89. What are triplets ?

Three equal tones performed in the time of one pulse; the tiaie usually

i^iven to two tones divided into three equai parts.

90. Row are they represented ?

By three notes grouped with a slur or tie, or marked with a figure 3.

91. Wliat is Sykcopation?

Commencing a tone on an unaccented pulse of a measure, and con-

tinuing it into the following accented pulse, thereby temporarily displacing

the usual accent.

92. TF7ia< are Intermediate Tones?

Those which occur between the regular tones of a Key.

93. Between what tones of a major Key do wefind intermediaiefymes -

Between 1 and 2, 2 and 3, 4 and 6, 5 and 6, and 6 and 7.

94. When is a tone said to resolve ?

When it is followed by a tc ae to which it naturally tends.

95. Bow are intermediate tones indicated ?

By the aid of characters called sharps (#), flats (b), and cancels (l!).*-

96. For what is a sharp (8) used ?

To indicate an intermediate tone, the tendency from which is upward.

97. For what is aflat (b) used

?

To indicate an intermediate tone, the tendency from which is down
ward.

98. For what is a cancel (fl) u^ed ?

To cancel the effect of a previous sharp or fiat

99. How many ways are there of representing each intermediate

tone, and what are they ?

Two: if its tendency is upward, it is represented by the lower of two
degrees, and called sharp; if its tendency is downward it is represented

by the higher of the two degrees, and called flat.f

* The pernicioiis effects of calliiiff this character
flj)

a "Isatueal" are apparent
thronghout the entire connti7.—notwitL standing tlie fact that, when so employed, its

use is pnrrly tfcltmcal. it is very easy to see how readily the idea wonld obtain, in

the minds of beginners, that some tones are more, natural than others : and the un-
fortunate impression which has become so universal among thote who have little

knowledge of the subject, that the key of C is more natural than other keys, and that

the real difficulty in learninf? to read mnsic only begins when we introduce other
keys, is clearly traceable to the inappropriate name of this character. The character
itself is never used except f()r the purpose of canceling the effect of a previous shai'p

or flat; hence, no instance can arise in which the word ^^rtaturaV may be used where
the word " cancel" would not be more appropriate. For these reasons, the author
has decided to adopt the name Caitcki. instead; and would ask all teachers to assist

in- the effort to curtail the evil effects of the tei-m natural.—H. E. P., Kew York, April

13, 1876.

t There are exceptions to this, as to all general rules.
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100. What is a Chromatic Scale ?

A scale iu which all the tuues, intermediate and diatonic, occnr in snc-

cessive order.

101. Wfil/ is this scale called chromatic ?

From the fact that the intermediate tones were formerly written in

colors.

102. W/tai are Accidentals ?

Sharps, flats, or cancels used throughout a composition, for the purpose

or introducing intermediate tones, or a modulatiou,

103. W7tat is the rule for their continuance ?

Accidentals continue their significance throughout the measure in

which they occur.*

104. What is 1, or 8, ofany key called?

The Key-tone, or Tonki.

105. What is the difference between a scale and a key ?

A scale impUes a certain order of succession ; while the family of toijes

of which it is formed, called the Key, may lie used in any possible order.

106. What other difference is there ?

A Scale must have eight tones, while a Key is manifested with seven.

107. Wliat is the order of intervals in the major Key ?

Major seconds must occur between 1 and 2, 2 and 3, 4 and 5, 5 and d.

and 6 and 7; minor seconds must occur between 3 and 4, and 7 and 8.

108. WJiat is a Signature '

The sharps or flats at the beginning of a composition, which indicate

the Key or Scale.f

109. How many major keys are there in general use '

Twelve.

110. What tonesform the key of C?

C, D, B, F, G, A and B.

111. What is the signature of the key of G? jt^
It has no signature.

112. WJiat tonesform the key ofO?_
G, A, B, 0, D, E, and EJ.

113. Wiat is the signature of the key ofOf^
One Sharp.

114. What tonesform the key ofD ?

D, B, n, G, A, B, and C*

115. What is the signature of the key ofD ?

Two Shiirps.

* The aiUUtioual clause of this rule, namely, " and from measure to measure, until

canceled by a note intervening upon another degree of the staff,*' is very properly
diacoutinued by most of our composers, as it is of no benefit, and causes great confu-

sion. In all the author's works whenever an accidental is required in the following

u^easure it will be placed ther6.

1 See Webster's Dictionary.
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116. What tones form, the key ofA?
A, B, at, D, E, Rt, and Gt.

117. What is the signature of the key ofA f

Three Sharps.

118. Wliat tonesform the key ofE f

B, n, Gt, A, B, CJ, and DJ.

119. Wliat is the signature of the key ofST
Fom- Sharps.

120. W7iat tonesform the key ofB ?

B, at, m, i\ n,. G#, and AJ.

121. W7iat is the signature of the key ofB ?

Five Sharps.

122. WJiat tones form the key ofl^ ?

Fit, GJ, AS, B, Cf, DJ, and Ei. *

123. What is the signature of the key ofI%i
'Six Sharps.

124. What tonesform the key ofF?
F, G, A, Bfe, C, D, and E.

125. What is the signature of the key ofF?
One flat

126. Wliat tonesform the key ofBn ?

Bb, C, D, Eb, F, G, and A.

12". Wliat is the signature of the key of Bur
Two flats.

128. What tones form the key of ih ?

Eb, F, G, Ab, Bfe, 0, and D.'

129. What is the signature of the key of Bit?

Three flats.

130. What tones form, the key of ASt ?

Ab, Bfe, C, Dft, Eb, F, and G.

131. What is the signature of the key ofKaf
Four flats.

132. What tonesform the key of Db .'

Db, Eb, F, Gb, Ab, Bb, and C.

* It will be readily seen that although tlie pitch E| is identical with the pitch F,
there are two reasons why it cannot be named, or reyreuented, as F. Firstly, the D
degree of the staff being used for 6, and the F degree for 7, the E degree would be
lett out; thus making the intei'val between 6 and 7 a third of some kind instead of a
second; and secondly, the F degree being already used to repre=-nnt 8, cannot be used
to represent 7 ; for, although a degree can be made to rep: 3nt two tones, a half
step, or even a step apart, it can, in no possible manner, be made to j-epreseut two
tones, the interval between which is a major, or even a minor second. It should be
remembered, that the word secorul always implies two degrees, while the word step ot
half step may or Tnay not imply two degrees. Hence, those writers and teachers ard
wrong who adopt the language " from one to two is a step, from three to four is a
half-step," &c. For instance,—in the C scale, li'om E to ]S| (same pitch as F) is a
half-step, but it is not a minor second.
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133. What is the signature of the key of&t?
Five flats.

134. W/iai tones foi-m the key of Gir
.''

G\t. Ab, Bb, Cb, Db, Eb. and F.

li'.o. What is the signature of the key of Gh^
Six flats.

*

136. W^fl!< isa Minor ScALK?

A scale in whicli tlie intervals from 1 to 3 and from 1 to 6 are minor.

137. What is tlie order of intervals in the minor scale ?

Jlajor seconds must occur between 1 and 2, 3 and 4, and 4 and 5;

;nmor seconds must occur between 2 and 3, 5 and 6, and 7 and 8 ; wliile

from o to 7 must be an augmented second.

138. Should this order be preserved in descending ?

It should.

V6'J. How is the harshness of the augmented second between 6 and 7

somelimes temporarily avoided ?

By raising the sixth," or, more correctly speaking, by making the

Interval from 1 to 6 major instead of minor.*

14). What tonesform the key ofA minor ?.

A, B, C, D, B, F, and Gf.

141. What is the signature of the key of A. minor ?

Lilie its relative, C major, it has no signature.

142. Wliat tonesform the key of E minor ?

B, fir, G, A, B, C, and Dg.

143. What is the signature of the key of B minor ?

Like its relative, G major, it has one sharp.

144. What tonesform the key of B minor ?

B, CJ, D, E, n, G, and AJ.

145. W7iat is the signature of the key of B minor ?

Like its relative, D major, it has two sharps.

146. Wliat tonesform the key of Fit minor ?

Ft, G«, A, B, at, D, and EJ.

* This avoidance of the aut^meuted second between 6 and 7, by ''raising P," gave
rise to what has been called the "Melodic Minor Scale," which is given hy some
writers, and still adhered to by many teachers. Bnt the law whicli provides that all

duininant chords shall liave major thirds, atid thus fixes 7 of the minor key a half-

step beluw S, is no more binding than the law whicli says that the fiub-dominant
chord of a mintn* key shall always have a minor third, and so establishes the interval

of ail augmented second from 6 to 7. It is absolutely impossible to harmonize the
melodic form in any acceptable manner; and while all the classical composers fre-

quently t^ave that form in melodic passages, they invariably wrote the sub-dominant
chord with a minor third. Most of the old tlienrists pass over this striking incon-

sistency ill sil>-jc?; probably recognizing the fact that any attempt to reconcile such
palpable contradictions would be utterly useless. Richter says that " The sixth

det^ree of the minor scale (key) is not capabl-e, in a harmonic sense, of any suchchro-
matic alteration;" also, that tiie sub-dominant chord with a major thir*^, (in the

minor key,) " cannot be conceived of. ' In other words, we have but one minor A:ey,

that which has been known as the Harmonic Minor; (the order of intervals of which
is given at question 197.) and while we frequently form a scale, called the Melodic

Minor Scale, there never was a Melodic Minor Key. Whenever snch paas'»ges occur,

they can easily be accounted for as passing tones or appoggiaturaA.

See 1
— " "" "»"> '»
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147. Wliat is the signature of the key of F8 minor f

Like ita relative, A major, it has three sharps.

148. What tonesform the key of Ct minor?

C«, D#, E, Ett, Glf, A, and B#.

149. What is tlie signature of the key of Ct minor f

Like its' relative, £ major, it has four sharps.

150. What tonesform the key of GS minor ?

Gt, AS, B, CI, D#, E, and F double sharp (X).

151. W7iai is the signature of the key of GS minor?
Like its relative, B major, it has five sharps.

152. WJiat tones form, the key of D( minor ?

DS, E«, E8, G*, AJ, B, and double sharp.

IS."}. What is the signature of the key of DJ minor?

Like its relative, FJ majov, it has six sharps.

154. WJiat tones form, the key of D minor ?

D, E, F, G, A, Bir, and C#.

155. What is the signature of the key of D minor f

Like its relative. F major, it has one flat.

156. What tones form the key of G minor ?

G, A, Bb, 0, D, Eb, and Fjf.

157. Wliat is the signature of the key of G minor ?

Like its relative, Bfe major, it has two flats.

168. Wliat tones form the key of C minor ?

C, D, Eb, F, G, Ab, and B.

159. Wliat is the signature of the Tcey of C minor ?

Like its relative, Eb major, it has three flats.

160. Wliat tonesform the key of F minor ?

F, G, Ab, Bb, C, Db, and E.

161. Wliat is the signature of the key of F minor?

Like its relative, Ab major, it has four flats.

162. What tonesform the key o/Bb minor ?

Bb, C, Db, Eb, F, *Gb, and A.

163. Wliat is the signature of the key of Bb m.inor ?

Like its relative, Db major, it has five flats.

164. WItat toi^esfonn the key of Eb minor ?

Eb, F, Gb, Ab, Bb, Cb, and D.

165. What is the signature of the key of Eb minor?

Like its relative, Gb major, it lias six flats.

166. WJiat are Passing Tones?

Tones which are introduced for the purpose of enlivening or embpllish-

ing the melody. Imt wliich do not form an essential partof t)ie harmouy.

167. Wliat is an Appoggiatura?

A passing tone, which precedes an essential tone or an accented pulse

of a measure.
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168. How is it tisually represented?

By a smaller note.

169. >F7ja< IS are AcciACCATDRi?

A passing tone, a half step above or below the tone to which it is pre-

ssed. It is usually written with a dash across its hook; it has no de-

termined time-value, and should be closely blended with the following

tone.

170. W^aiis CTK Aftek-tone?

A passing tone which follows an essential tone, on an unaccented ptdse

of a measure.

171. How many degrees ofpower are there, and wJiat are they caUed !

Five; Pianissimo, Piano, Mezzo, Forte, and Fortissimo.

172. What does Pianissimo mean ?

That the tone or passage so marked should be performed with great

restmiiit ; the first degree of power.

173. W7i.at does Fiano mean ?

That the tone or passage should be performed with restraint; the second

degree of power.

174. What does Mezzo mean ?

That the tone or passage should be performed with medium power,

neitlier restraint, nor with uncommon exertion ; the third or middle degree

of power.

175. Wliat does Forte mean ?

That the tone or passage should be performed with some exertion; the

fourth degree of power.

176. Wliat does Fortissimo m^an ?

Tliat the tone or passage should be performed with great exertion, the

loudest that can be given consistent with purity; the fifth degree of

power.*

177. WJiai does Crescendo mean ?

That the tone or passage should be commenced in a low degree of

power and increased.

* These five degi'ees of power are sufficient for all practical purposes, and if com-
posers would grade tbem in this way, performers would soon learn to use them so.

That there is an innumerable number of degrees of power between pianissimo and
piano must be admitted; otherwise uo such effect as crescendo could be produced,
but like the innumerable number of pitches which, all must admit, lie between C and
CJ, the human mind cannot classify or analyze them.
Alter many years' experienoe in condncti'iiff large hands of performers, both vocal

and inwtrumental, the writer is prepared to assei-t. without fear of contradiction, that
no perlormer can produce a degree of power between piano and mezzo or between
TT^zzo a\ti\ forte, (any more than they can produce a pitch between C and CJ;) hence
the tet-ms mezzo-put'nn and mezzo-forte, with their abbreviations m p. and mj'. are nou-
bcnpica'. and should be thrown out of our nomenclature We might as well eay
mezzo-pianisnmo or -mezzo-fortisxmo. The bad effects which have arisen from a lack
of a classiiication of these degrei'S of power is shown by the fact that when our mod-
ern cfunposers wish a passafje to be perfot-nied mammdmo, thev mark it witli three or
even with four p'«. Now. as pianissimo means tiiat the tone or passage shall be as
soft as possible, we cannot make it softer with a dozen p*s ; and if fortissimo ineanE
all the power of wli ch the performer is capable, (coQsisteot with ptue tone,) a thous-
axidf's would not make it louder.
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178. WJiat does Decrescendo, or Diminuendo mean ?

That tlie tone, or passage, should be commenced with a high degree

of power, and decreased.

179. What does Swell mean ?

A union of crescendo and diminuendo.

180. WTiat does Sforzando mean ?

That the tone should be commenced in a high degree oif power, and

instantly dimmislied, and held in a lower degree of power

181. Wliat does Legato m/ean ?

That the passage should be performed in a smooth and connected man-
ner.

182. What does Staccato mean ?

That tlie tones should be performed in a short and distinct manner,

and should be sustained only one-fourth as long as represented.

183. What does Semi-staccato m,ean ?

That the tones should be less short and distinct than staccato, anu

should be sustained one half as long as represented.



PART SECOND

THOROUGH BASE.

J84. WJiat ',5 Thorough Base ?

"fhorougn Base is that part of the science of music which treats of a
combiuatioQ ci woes into chords; giving tlieir names, relations, inver-

sions, and the j^jures by which they are expressed.

185. WJta, is an Interval ?

An inter-'Q,l is tl:e difference of pitch between two tones, or their effect

when poriormed simultaneonslj'.

186. iVJiat is a FRm^t
Pri'jie is the' name given to two tones which involve but one degree in

representation, as C and C(.

-87. What is a Second ?

An interval which involves two degrees in representation, as C and D.

188. WJiatisa Third?

An interval which involves three degrees, as C and E.

189. WItat is a Fourth ?

An interval which involves four degrees, as and P.

190. Wliai is a Fifth ?

An interval which involves five degrees, as C and G.

191. Wliat is a Sixth ?

An interval which involves six degrees, as C and A.

192. WJiat is a Seventh ?

An interval which involves seven degrees, as C and B.

193. What is an Octave ?

An interval which involves eight degrees, as C and C above.

194. Wliat is a Ninth ?

An interval which involves nine degrees, as C and D, nine degrees

ooove.

19.'). Row many kinds ofprimes are there, and what are they called ?

Two: perfect primes, and augmented primes.

196. How many kinds of Seconds are there, and what are they called!

Three; major seconds, minor seconds, and augmented seconds.

197. How many kind? of thirds are there, and what are they called

Three; major thirds, minor thirds, and diminished thirds.
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198. Bow Tnany kinds offourths are there, and what are they called;

Three; perfect fourtlis, diminished fourths, aud augnieuted fourths.

199. How many kinds offifths are there ?

Three; perfect fiftlis, dimiuished fifths, and augmented lifths.

200. How many kinds of Stxllis are there ?

Three; minor sixths, major sixths, and augmented sixtlis.

201. How many kinds of Seventlis are there ?

Three; major sevenths, minor sevenths, and diminished seventlis

202. How many kinds of Octaves are thei-e ?

Two; perfect octaves, and diminished octaves.

203. How many kinds of Ninths are there ?

Three; minor ninths, major ninths, and augmented nincuB,

204. How aj-e Intervals measured ?

By means of steps and lialf-steps.

205. WJiat is a Half-Step ?

The smallest interval now in use.

206. Wliat is a Step ?

An interval as great as two half-steps.

'07. Wliat is a perfect Prime ?

Two tones upon the same pitch: a unison.

208. Wliat IS an augmented Prime ?

A prime as great as a half-step.

209. W7iat is a minor Second ?

A second as small as a half-step.

210. WJiat is a major Second ?

A second as great as a st«p.

211. TVhat is an augmented Second ?

A second as great as a step-and-a-half.

212. What is a diminisJied Third?

A third as small as two half-steps.

213. What is a minor Tliird?

A third as great as one step and one half-step.

214. Wliat is a major Tliird ?

A third as great as two steps.

215. Wliat is a diminished Fourth ?

A fourth as great as one step and two half-step&

216. What is a perfect Fourth ?

A fourth as great as two steps and one half step.

217. What is an augmented Fourth ?

A fourth as great as three steps.

218. Wliat is a diminished Fifth ?

A fifth as great as two steps and two half-steps.

219. What is a jjejfect Fifth ?

A fifth as great as three steps and one half-seep.
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220. WJiat is an augmented Fifth ?

A flfth as great as four steps.

221. What is a minor Sixth ?

A sixth OS great as tbree steps and two half-steps.

222. What is a major SMh ?

A sixth as great as four steps and one half-step.

223. W7iat is an augmented Sixth ?

A sixth as great as live steps.

224. What is a. diminished Seventh ?

A seventh as great as three steps and three half-steps.

225. What is a minor Seventh ?

A seventh as great as four steps and two half-steps.

226. What is a major Seventh ?

A seventh as great as live steps and one half-step.

227. What is a diminished Octave ?

An octave as great as four steps and three half-steps.

228. Wliat is a parfect Octave ?

An octave as great as five steps and two half-stepp

229. What is a minor Ninth ?

A ninth as great as five steps and three hali^eps.

230. WJmt is a m,ajor Ninth ?

A ninth as great as six steps and two half-steps.

231. What is an augmented Ninth ?

A ninth as great as five steps, two half-steps, and a step-and-a^half.

232. Wliai is a chromatic Half-step ?

A half step, which nivolves but one degree in representation, as C ami

CS, A and Ab; an augmented prime.

233. Wliat is a diatonic Half-step ?

A half-step, involving two degrees in representation, as C and D|?, D
ind Eb; a minor second.

234 When is an Interval said to be inverted ?

When its position is so changed that the lower tone becomes the

higher.

235. A Prime, when inverted, becomes what ?

An octave.

236. A Second, when inverted, becomes wJiat ?

A seventh.

237. A TIdrd, when inverted, becomes what ?

A sixth.

238. A Fourth, when inverted, becomes what ?

A fifth.

239. A Fifth, when inverted, becomes what ?

Afonrtb.
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240. A Sixth, when inverted, iecomes what ?

A third.

241. A Seventh, when inverted, becomes what ?

A secouil.

242. An, Octave, when inverted, becomes what?

A prime.

243. A Ninth, when inverted, becomes what?

A seventb.

244. A diminished Interval, when inverted, becomes whatf

It becomes an augmented interval.

245. A minor Interval, wJien inverted, becomes what ?

It becomes a major interval.

246. A perfect Interval, when inverted, becomes what '!

Unlike other intervals it does not change its character by inversion, biR

becomes a perfect interval of another denominatiou.

247. A major Interval, when inverted, beco'ines what ?

It becomes a minor interval.

248. An augmented Interval, wlien inverted, becomes what?

It becomes a diminished interval.

249. A perfect Prim^e, when inverted, becomes wJiat?

A perfect octave.

250. An augmented Prime, when inverted, becomes what ?

A diminished octave.

251. A minor Second, whmi inverted, becomes what ?

A major seventh.

252. A major second, when inverted, becomes what ?

A minor seventh.

253. An augmented second, when inverted, becomes what ?

A diminished seventh.

254. A diminished third, when invered, becomes what ?

An augmented sixth.

255. A minor third, when inverted, becomes what ?

A major sixth.

256. A major third, when inverted, becomes tohat ?

A minor sixth.

257. A diminishedfourth, when inverted, becon:.es what ?

An augmented fifth.

258. A perfect fourth, when inverted, becomes what f

A perfect fifth.

259. An augmentedfourth, when inverted, becomes who, "

A diminished fifth.

260. A diminished fifth, when inverted, becomes what ?

An augmented fourth.
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261. A perfect fifth, when inverted, becomes ichitt ?

A periect fourth.

262. An augmentedfifth, when inverted, becomes what t

"A dinilnishoil fourth.

263. A minor sixth, wlien inverted, becomes what f

A major third.

'264. A major sixth, when inverted, becomes what ^

A mmor third.

265. An augmented sixth, when inverted, becomes what

}

A dimiuished third.

266. A diminished seventh, when inverted, becomes what

!

An augmented second.

^67. A minor seventh, when inverted, becomes what

!

A major second.

268. A major seventh, when inverted, becomes what ?

A minor second.

269. A diminished octave, when inverted, becomes what?
An augmented prime,

270. A perfect octave, when inverted, becomes what ?

A perfect prime.

271. A Tninor ninth, when inverted, becom.es what

}

A major seventh.

272. A major ninth, when inverted, becomes what'/

A minor seventh.

273. An augmented ninth, when inverted, becomes wliai''

A diminished seventh.

274. Wliat is meant by Tonic?

Tlie tone upon which the Icey is founded, the key-tone.

275. W7iat is meant by Supertoxic ?

Two of the key, or the tone first above the tonic.

276. Wlmt is meant by Mediant ?

Three of the key, or the second tone above the tonic.

277. Wliat is meant by Sub-dominant ?

Four of the key, or the third tone above the tonic.

278. What is meant by Dominant?

Fivp of the key, or the fourth tone above the tonic.

279. W/iat is meant by SvB-ifEmAyn?
Six of the key, or the fifth tone above the tonic.

280. W7iat IS meant by Sub-tonio or Leading-tone ?

Seven of the key, or the tone first below the tonic.

281. Wmt is a GnoBB^.

A combination of two or mere tones, performed simultaneously, so ar
ranged as to produce an agi-eeable efiect.
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282. Wfiat is a Tbtas?

A chord composed of a fundamental tone, to<retber with its third anu

fifth.

283. Which is thefundamental tone ?

The tone upon which the chord is founded.

284. W/iat tonesform the triad ofCI
C, E, and G.

285. What tonesform. t!ie triad of Di
D, F, and A.

286. What tonesform t/ie triad of E?
E, G, and B.

237. W/iat tonesform the triad of F?
F, A, and C.

288. W7iat tonesform the triad.ofGi

G, B, and D.

289. What tonesform Hie triad ofAt
A, C, and E.

290. What tonesform tlteti-iad of B1
B. D, and F.

291. WJiich are the principal Cliords ofthe major Key?

The chords of I, IV, and V.

292. Wliy are they tlie principal Chords ?

Because they are major chords, and, together, contain all the tones of

the key.

293. Wliat is a consonant Triad ?

One which has a perfect fifth.

294. WJiat is a dissonant Triad ?

One which has a diminished or augmented fifth.

295. What is a major Triad?

One which has a perfect fifth and major thutl.

296. W7iat is a minor Triad?

One which has a perfect fifth and minor third.

297. What is an augmented Triad ?

One which has a major third and augmented fifth.

298. What is a diminished Triad ?

One which has a minor third and diminished fifth.

299. 77(6 chordfounded upon one ofany key is called whai ?

Tonical harmony.

300. 27(6 cliordfounded upon two ofany key is called what ?

Super-tonic harmony.

301. Tlie chordfounded upon three ofany key is called wkcU ?

Mediant harmony.

302. 77ie chordfounded unon four ofany key is called what f

jttb-dominant harmonr
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303. The cJtordfmnded uponfive ofany key is callB., »•«•>

.

DomUmut harmony.

304. Tim c/iordfounded upon six ofany key is called what ?

SuLi-meiUant liaroiouy.

305. The chordfoandei upon seven ofany key is called what f

Sub-tonic harniouy, or harmony of the leading tone.

SOB. How many major Triads are tliei'e in a major key ?

Tliree; the tnads of I, IV, and V.

307. How many minor Triads are there in a major key .'

Three; the triads of ii, iii, and n.

3C8. The Triad of Ya° in the major key is what kind oj a triad ?

A diminished triad.

309. Wliat kind of a Triad is that which isfounded upon I m a m,inoi

tey?

A minor triad.

310. WJiat kind of a Triad is that which isfounded upon if ofa minot

key?

A diminished triad.

311. What kind of a Triad is thai which is founded upon HI', of B
minor km/ ?

An augmented triad.

312. Wliat kind of a Triad is that which is founded upon iv o^ a
minor key ?

A minor triad.

313. Wliat kind of a Triad is that which is founded upon Y of a
minor key ?

A major triad.

314. What kind of a Triad is that which is founded upon VI of a
minor key ?

A major triad.

315. Wliat kind of a TMad is that which ts jOunded upon vn" of a
minor key ?

A dimmished triad.

316. WJiat names are given to the several memiers ofa Triad f

Fnnclamantal, third, and fifth.

317. When is a chord said to be in its First position f

When the fundamental is the highest

318. When is a chord said to be in its Second position ?

When the third is the highest.

319. MHien is a chord said to be in its Tliird position ?

When the fifth is the highest.

320. How do we obtain Four part harmony wheri there are but (hrae

(ones in a chord ?

By daplicaeiD£ one of the tones.
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S21. Which of the three is it best to duplicate ?

The fundamental.

322. Which next best f

The fifth.

323. May we ever duplicate the Third f

Only in extreme cases.

324. Wliich member of a Triad should never be omitt^i

The third.

325. The lowest part is always what f

Base.

326. TJie highest part is always what?

Soprano.

327. The part next below the Soprani is what ?

Alto.

328. The part between the Alto and the Base is what f

Tenor.

329. Whatfigures standfor tlie Triad ?

g
The flgm-es 5, or any two of these alone;

3

330. Wliat do they indicate ?

That the tones which form the third, fifth, and eighth team the Base ap

to be written or played.

331. Should these figures always be used?

Wot necessarily.

332. When no figures ap2)ear, what chord is to be written or played.

The triad of the letter which forms the Base.

333. How is a Unison passage indicated ?

By the letters "T. S." or " Tasto Solo," meaning without chords.

334. When a Dash (
—) follows thefigures, what does ii signify ?

That the tone indicated by the figure which precedes the dash is to b»

repeated.

335. When a Sharp (t). Flat (hj, or Cancel * (9) is placed over j

Base note, what does it signify ?

That the interval of a third from the Base note is to be sharped, flattec',

or restored.

336. Wlien a Sharp, Flat, or Cancel is placed before a figure, what

does it denote ?

That the interval from the Base, indicated by the figure, is to be

sharped, flatted, or restored.

337. Wlien is a Oliord said to be in its directform ?

When the Base takes the fundamental.

* On accouEt of the bad effects of calliBg this character ( t] ) a natural, the authot
has determined to adopt the more appropriate term " cancel." For more defluitf

reasons, see note on page 1 .
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338. When is a Chord said to be in Us first invertedform ?

When the Base takes the third.

339. How is thefirst inversion figured?

It is figured |, or simply e-

340. W7ien is a Cliord said to be in its second invertedform f

iWhen the Base talses the fifth.

341

.

How is the second inversion,figured ?

Q

It is figured 6, or simply
J.4

342. In this second inversion of the Triad, which member is it best to

Jluplicate ?

The fifth; the tone upon which the Base stands.

343. What is a Dissonance ?

A chord in which two tones occur in alphabetical order, OC one In

Yhich there is an augmented or diminished interval.

344. What is a chord of the Seventh ?

A triad, with the interval of a seventh added.

345. Wliat is meant by the Dominant seventh ?

A chord of the seventh founded upon the Dominant

346. Of what intervals inust it always consist ?

A major third, perfect fifth, and minor seventh.

347. By what figures is it indicated ?

7
By the figures 5, or simply 7.

348. Mow many Inversions are there of the Dom,inara seventh ?

Three.

349. W7ien is the Dominant seventh said to be in its first invertedform^

When the Base takes the third.

»(S0. Row is thefirst inversion of the dominant seventhfigured?

It is figured s, or 5.o 3' S

351. Wlien is it said to be in its second invertedform, f

Wlien the Base takes the fifth.

352. How is the second inversion of the seventhfigured?

rt is figured 4, or 4.
3 **

353. When it is said to be in its third invertedftyrm ?

When the Base takes the seventh.

354. How is the third inversion of the seventh figursti y

it is figured 4. '»" i, or sometimes simply ?..
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355. All dominant sevenths, wheffier in major or minor keys, must
consist ofwhat intervals ?

Major third, perfect fifth, and minor seventh.

356. WJiat other chords of the seventh are there in general use ?

A chord of the seventh of ii and vii° in the major key, and a chord of

the seventh of ii°, and ot vii° in the minor key.

357. What intervals form the chord of the seventh of n in t/ie maj-jr

hey?

A minor third, perfect fifth, and minor seventh.

368. How is it m^stfrequently employed ?

In its first inverted form.

359. WJiat intervalsform the chord of the seventh ofYif, in themqytrr

key?

A minor third, diminished fifth, and minor seventh.

360. Wliat peculiarity has this chord.

The seventh must always be in the Soprano.

361. What intervalsform the chord of Vie seventh of ii°, in the minor
key?

A minor third, diminished fifth, and minor seventh.

362. W7tat intervalsform, the chord of the seventh ofYif, in the minjrr

key?

A minor third, diminished fifth, and diminished seventh.

363. Wliat is this cJiord generally called ?

The chord of the diminished seventh.

364. What is a chord of the ninth ?

A chord of the dominant seventh, to which is added the interval o> a

ninth.

365. How is itfigured?

It is figured |.

366. W7iy should the 7 be used ?

To distinguish the chord from ninths, which are sometimes formec ny

suspensions.

367. Upon what member of the key is itfounded ?

Upon the Dominant.

368. Is the chord of the ninth a major chord or a minor chord ?

In a major key it is a major chord; In a minor key it is a minor ehori

369. In four part harmony, what tone is most frequently omitted in

chords of the ninth ?

The fifth.

370. W7iy?

Because if the fifth is retained, the chor.' 'ould contain two perfect

fifths ii> itself; namely, from fundamental to fifth, and from fifth to ninth,

which cannot be avoided by the omission of either the third or the seventh.
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371. Horn many inversions has the chord of the ninth ?

Three; namely, when the base takes either the third, fifth or seventh.

372. Are chords oj the rdnth ever founded upon otiier tones than the

Dominant ?

Some theorists recognize and classify chords of the ninth founded upon

other tones; but sucli chords are generally treated as suspensions, which

renders their explanation vastly less complicated.

373. What are chords of the eleventh, and chords of the thirteenth ?

Like chords of the niutli, they are dominant seventh chords, to which

iS added the interval of eleventh, or thirteenth.

374. Are tltey generally classed as fundamental harmonies ?

By some theorists they are so treated; but, as they alwaj'S have the

character of suspansioiis, most writers choose to classity them as such.

375. What is meant by altered chords ?

Tne cnromatic alteration of one or more intervals of fundamental har-

mouies.

376. Wliat is the effect ofsuch alteration ?

It has the two-fold eflijct of producing a modulation, and of giving a

new cliord formation.

377. Mow many )ieio chords jnay be soformed?
Xheie are only live which may be met with in practice.

ST8. Wi'iat IS an, Augmented Triad ?

A major triad, with the fifth augmented.
379. W7iere is this cliordfound as a fundamental chord without chro

matte alteration ?

It is a fundamental chord when founded upon the mediant of a minor key.

380. Cpon what tones is it most frequently formed ?

Upon th3 Tonic, Sub-dominant, or Dominant of a major key.

381. Sow many Inversions has the augmented triad ?

Like the major triad it can be a-sed with good efiect In both inversions.

382. Wliat Sevenths may be employed with the augmented triad ?

The major seventh of the Tonic, and the dominant seventh may be
udded at pleasure. Also, in rare instances, the major seventh of the sub-
dominant may be added.

383. WJien the maior seventh of I or IV is added to the augmented
rriad, which member of the following chord must always be doubled?
The inird.

S,'«4. What is an Augmented Cliord of the Sixth ?

A chord, consisting of a major third and augmented sixth.

383. li'rom what is it derived ?

From the chord of the seventh of ii°, in the minor key, with the third
diered inim minor to maior. and Hie fundamental omitted.

386. Vfliich inversion of this seventh cliord brings the auffmentea
•nord of the sixth ?

The flr"*" "ivovQmn
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387. Infour part luirmony, whichpart of the Augmented Sixth Chord

should be doubled ?

The third.

338. How is the chordfigured ?

It is figured 96.

3«9. What name is sometimes given to the augmented sixth chord ?

Some theorists call it tue Italian sixth.

390. What is an. Augmented Chord of the Sixth, Fourth, and Tliird ?

A chord consisting of a major third, augmented fourth, and augmented

sixth.

391. From what it is derived ?

From the chord of the seventh of n°, in the miner key, with the third

altered from minor to major.

392. WJtich inversion of this seventh chord brings the Augmented
Chord of tlie Sixth, Fourth, and Third?

The second inversion.

393. Sou) is itfigured f

It is figured |.

394. Wliat name is sometimes given to the Augmented Chord of tht

Sixth, Fourth, and Third ?

Some theorists call it the French Sixth.

395. What is an Augmented Cliordofthe Sixth and Fifth ?

A chord consisting of a major third, a perfect fifth, and an augmented

sixth.

396. Frotn what is it derived ?

From the chord of the seventh and ninth of n°, in the minor key, with

the third altered from minor to major, and the fundamental omitted.

397. WIdch Inversion of this seventh and ninth chord brings the Aug'

mented Cliordofthe Sixth and Fifth ?

The first inversion.

398. How is itfigured ?

It is figured *|.

399. What name is sometimes given to the Augmented Chord of the

Sixth and Fifth ?

Some theorists call it the German Sixth.

400. WJiat otJier Cliord isfound by alteringfundamental harmonies ?

A very useful chord may be derived from the chord of the seventh and

ninth of 11°, of the minor key, by altering the third, fifth, and seventh,

making the third major, the fifth perfect, tne seventh dimmished, and

omitting the fundamental.

401. Which inversion of this seventh in,d ninth e/iord wiU bring <M»

new chord ?

'i'be second i ersion.
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402. How is itfigured?

u
It is figured %i.

3

403. WJiat name is proposed to give this cJiord f

Tlie Americau Sixth. *

40i. What is a Sdspbnsion 1

The withhokliiig of a tone which is proper to a chord, and, in its stead,

retaining' a tone from the preceding chord, thus producing a momentary

dissonance.

405. In what parts, and before what members of a chord may a

Suspension be employed ?

In any part, and before any interval of the triad, also before sevenths

lu rare cases.

40S. Can Suspensions occur in more than one part at the same time ?

Two, or three parts may be suspended, called double and triple sus-

pension.

407. W/iat is ANTiniPATiON ?

The abandoning!: of a tone which is proper to a chord before the

metrical division leads us to expect it, and, in its stead, taking a tone

which belong to the succeeding chord, and retaining it until the other

parts follow; the reverse of suspension.

408. Can Anticipations occur in more than one part ?

Anticipations may occur in two or three parts, at the same time.

409. What is Organ-point, or Pedal-point V

A passage in whicli tnenase sustams the Tonic or Dominant, while the

other paria move independently.

410. May the Organ-point be taken by other parts than the Base ?

It m:iy be sustained by any part; but when such tones are taken by the

upper parts, they are more correctly called Stationary Tones.

411. Vf7ia< 2's a Sequence ?

A regular succession 'of similar harmonic, or melodic, formations, or

phrases.

412. Ofwhat does a Sequence generally consist ?

Of a chord, thought, or phrase, which is repeated at a higner or lower

pitch.

413. In a phrase Sequence, what is the firstfor-mula called?

The figure.

* The author claim3 the ori«;iDal claRsification of this chord. He has been unable
to fiud it in the works of *iiy other author, neither it is mentioned among the altered
chords by any theorista, so far as he has been able to find by diligent research. That
it is correctly bnilt is acknowledged at once by all theorists with whom he has had
the oppot'tun'ty of conversins. The proposition to call it the American sixth meets
with general favor, being suggested by the names Italian sixth, French sixth, German
sixth, and English sixth (this last nearly obsolete): see page 96.

Although very usefnl for voice leading, it is seldom met with in practice, for the
reason th^t no tiieorist has heretofore recognized it, or alluded to it in any way.
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4:14. Wliat is the secondformula, thirdfwmula, etc., called f

The first repetition, second repetition, etc.

415. W7ia< are PASSING Tones?

Tones wliicli are foreign to tlie harmony, and wliich are used in pass-

ing from one cliord-tone to anotlier.

416. What are the distinctive properties of Passing tones ?

Tliey must not appear at tlie same instant witli the chord-tone, Imt
must iollow it, and ao not generally progress by skips.

417. W}iat are Changins Tones?

Foreign tones which enter with the harmony, and attach themselves to

the harmonic tone.

418. WlMt are the distinctive properties of Oianpinff tones ?

They can progress by skips, and when forn>od below, they incline to ine

distance of a minor second from the harmonic tone.

419. What are Passing Chokds ?

Chord-formations which grow out of a combination of two or more
passing tones, the harmonies of which are generally too transient for

their construction to be recognized.



PART THIRD.

HARMONY AND COMPOSITION.

420. fVTien is a part, or chord, said to remain stationary f

Wjisn the tone or chord is repeated.

421. When is a chord said to progress ?

When some or all of its parts move to other tones, and thus form an-

other cliora.

422. W/iat does such progression involve ?

Motion.

423. Mow many kinds of Motion are there, and what are they called ?

Three: concrary motion, oblique motion, and similar, or parallel motion.

424. When are two parts said to move in contrary motion ?

When one ascends, and the other descends.

425. When are two parts said to move in similar, or parallel,

motion ?

When they ascend or descend together.

426. W/ien are two parts said to move in oblique motion ?

When one part ascends or descends, and the other remains stationary.

427. W/iat is the first great Law of Pbogkbssion ?

Each part should move to that tone in the next chord which occasions

the least motion.

428. What is the second great Law of Peogeession ?

If the two chords contain a mutual tone, the part which sings it in the

first chord should sing it in the next chord.

429. WJiat is such m,utual tone called ?

The bindin;; tone.

430. Row s/ioulil the binding tone be indicated ?

By connecting the two notes with a tie.

431. WJtat tone is mutual in the chorals of the Tonic and Super-

ionic ?

They have no mutual tone.

432. WJiat tones are mutual m the chords of the Tonic and Mediant ?

The third and fifth of the Tonic chord are always the fundamental and
third of the chord of the Mediant.
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433. What tone is mutual in the cluyrds of the Tonic and Sub-

dominant ?

Tlie fundamental of the Tonic chord is always tlio fifth of the Sub-

domiiiuut chord.

434. What tone is mutual in the chords oftlie Tonic and Dominant ?

The fifth of the Tonic chord is always the tundameutal of the Dominant

cliord.

435. What tones are mutual in the chords of the Tonic and Sub-

mediant ?

The fundamental and third of tlie Tonic chord are alwaj'S third and fifth

of the Sub-mediant chord.

436. What tone is mutual in the chords of the Tonic and buo-tunw ?

They have no mutual tone.*

437. What is the third great law of progression?

Two perfect fifths must not occur consecutively between the same parts.

438. What is the fourth great law &/ progression ?

Two perfect octaves must not occur consecutively between thesame parts.

439. What is the rulefor avoiding consecutive faults ?

Make tlie ofiending part move in contrary motion.

440. What is the rule for the jjrogression of tlie leading tone ? (See 280.1

It should ascend a minor second.

441. If the base moves a second or a third, how should the upper three

•parts move ?

• If they cannot remain stationary, they should move in contrary motion.

442. Between the Soprano and Base what motion is generally prefer-

able ?

Contrary motion.

443. Wliy does the second inversion of the triad require more careful

treatment than thefirst ? (See questions 337 and 342 inclusive.)

Because in the second inversion of the chord, the interval of a perfect

fourth takes on the character of a dissonance, which weakens the eUect.

444. Does the interval of a fourth generally bear the cliaract&i- of a

dissonancel '

Never, except when it stands over against the base, as in the ^ chord.

445. Z<i this the case with real dissonances ?

It is not; they alwajs retain their dissonant character.

446. When is the | chwd most effective ?

, . When it is formed upon the Tonic, Dominant, or Sub-dominant, enters

upon an accented pulse, either free or as a suspension, and resolves into

the
I
chord of the tone which forms the base.

- £»o learner should .new compara the chord of the Siipertonic with all oth^*"
' chords, and point ont the mutual tones, then proceed the sanie way with the cLordB
of the Mediant, Sub-dominant, Dominant, Sub-mediuit, and Sub-tonic
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?47. In what other manner is itfrequently employed !

\s a passing chord upon an unaccented palse.

WS. W'at triads mostfrequently jareceole the ^ cliord?

The triad of IV or of n. (See 300 and 302.)

4t9. Where is the | chord, mostfreqentlyfound ?

In formations of tlie Close. (Cadences.)

450. Wliy is it particularly effective in modulations f

Because, in entering upon tlie accented pulse, it instantly produces the

feeling of a modulation.

451. In what other way is the ® chord employed ?

As a suspension; in which case the fourth is always prepared.

452. Wlieu does the ^ chord appear at greatest disadvantage?

When, with prepared base, it enters on an accented pulse.

453. When is a part said to resolve properly ?

Wlien it progresses according to its natural tendency.

454. What is tlie proper resolution ofaugmented intervals ?

ijpward.

455. H7ja< is the proper resolution of diminished intervals ?

Downward.

456. Should augm,ented or diminished intervals be doubled ?

They should not

457. Why not ?

Because, being dissonances, they have a determined resolution, and if

rtoubled, and both parts properly resolved, consecutive octaves would

result; and if, to avoid the consecutive fault, one of the parts is made to

move contrary to its natural tendency the elTect is still worse.

458. Wliat is the svnoothest way of approaching and leaving the chord

<)f the Su'per-tonio ? (See 300.)

Approach it from the Sub-dominant, and leave it through the second

inversion of the Tonic.

459. Wliat is the smoothest way of approaching and leaving the chord

if the Mediant ? (See 301.)

Approach it from the Dominant, and leave it through the Tonic.

460. WJiai is the smoothest way of approaching and leaving the Sub-

iominant? (See 302.)

Approach it from the Tonic, and leave it through the second inversion

of the Tonic.

461. WJiat IS the smoothest way ofapproaching and leaving the Dom-
inant ? (See 303.

)

Approach it from the Tonic, and return to the Tonic.

462. Wliat is the smoothest way of approaching and leaving the Sub-

mediant? (See 304.)

Approach it from the Tonic, and leave it through the Sub-dominant
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463. What is the smoothest way ofapproaching and leaving the chord

ofthe Sub-tonic or leading tone ? (See 305.)

Approach it from the Tonic, and return to the Tonic.

464. What is the resolution of the chord of the Siib-tDnic ?

Its ruiidumeutiil being the leading- tone, must ascend a minor necond:

Its fifth being diminished, must descend a minor second; its third :<s free.

465. To what harmony does it invariably resolve ?

To the Touical harmony.

466. WJien are parts said to be written or played in dose harmony ?

When the highest three parts are all written within the compass of one
octave, so that they may be played with one hand.

467. Wlien are parts said to be written or played in dispersed har^
mony ?

When they are so arranged that the interval between the base and tb.;

soprano is about equally divided by the tenor and alto.

468. In dispersing harmony what is the rule for separating the parts ;•

Not more than an octave should intervene between any two contiguous

parts, except the base and tenor.

469. Wlien is a dissonance said to be prepared ?

When it appears as a consonance in the preceding- chord, and is taken

by the same part, so that it can be connected by a tie,

470. Wliat are the rules for the progression of the chord of the Domi-
nant seventh ? (See 345 to 356.)

The seventh descends one degree ; the third, being the leading tcne of

the key, ascends a minor second; the fundamental and fifth are free.

471. Into what harmony does it generally resolve ?

Into Tonical harmony.

472. Into what other Imrmony may it resolve .'•

The Dominant seventh of a major key may resolve Into the Tonical har-

mony of the relative minor key; and the Dominant seventh of a minoi

key may resolve into the harmony of IV of the relative major key; other

resolutions are possible, but not as usual.

473. Ofwhatpeculiar resolution is the dominantseventh chordcapablef

One seventh chord may resolve into another, and that into a third, eic-

474. 27*6 third inversion of the dominant seventh c/iord
( | ) necessarily

resolves into what chord ?

Into the first inversion of the Tonic.

475. Are there exertions to the rule that the interval ofa seventh must

descend one degree ?

There is one exception, viz. : in the second inversion of the chord ;

when the seventh is in the soprano, and the chord resolves to the first in-

version of the Tonic, the seventh may ascend without producing a bad

efifect.

476. Are there other exceptional treatments ofthe interval ofseventh ?

^here are; it way be abandoned entirely; it may also be transferred
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from one part to another, when the chord is repeated; in which case the

part that has it last must be responsible for its correct resolution.

477. If it should become necessary to omit any of the tones ofthe Domi-

nant seventh c?iord what tones can be spared best ?

The octave of the fundamental first, the fifth next, and, in extreme

oases, the third may be dispensed with.

478. Wliat is the especial use of the Dominant seventh cJtord?

It is especially useful in cadence formations, and in determining the

Key iu modulations.

479. How does it point to the key in modulated passages ?

No otlier chord is built like it, (major 3rd, perfect 5tb, and minor 7th,)

its fundamental is always five of some key, and having found Ave it is

easy to determine the Tonic.

480. WJiat rules govern the resolution of the several inversions of the

Dominant seventh chord?

The same rules that govern the direct form, the seventh descends one

degree, the third ascends a minor second, the fundamental and fifth are

free.

481. Dues the Dominant seventh require a preparation ?

Not necessarily.

482. Sow is the chord of the seventh of n, in the major mode, mast

frequently employed? (See 356.)

In its first inverted form.

483. WJien thus used, what nam,e wasformerly given to it ?

The Ecclesiastical chord.

484. Why?
Because it is peculiarly adapted to church harmonies.

485. Wliat is the resolution of tlie chord of the seventh of vii°, in the

major mode ? (See 356.)

Its fundamental being the leading tone, ascends a minor second; its

seventh descends one degree; its fifth, being diminished, descends a minor

second, and its third is free.

486. In what position should this chord always be used ?

With the seventh in the soprano.

487. Hcjw can consecutive fifths be avoided between the third and
seventh ?

By either doubling the third of the tonic chord, (which is most usual.)

or, by causing the third of the seventh chord to descend five degrees.

488. Does this seventh require preparation ?

Not always.

489. How does the chord of the seventh ofn° in the minor mode, differ

from that of vir' in t?ie major mode ?

' Only in the resolution of its fundamental tone, which, being no longer

the leading tone, is bee.
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490. Into what harmony does it mostfrequently resolve ?

Into Dominant harmony the fifth and seventh descend a minor second,

the fundamental moves to the Dominant, (eitlier up or down,) and the

third ascends one degree.

491. Wliat is the primary resolution of the chord of the seventh ofviC
in the minor mode ? (See 366.)

Its seventh and fifth descend one degree, its fundamental ascends one

degree, and its third is free.

492. W/iat is this chord sometimes called ?

The equivocal chord.

493. For what reason ?

Because it does not point to any particular Tonic, and is capable of a

great variety ot resolutions.

494. WJiich inversion of this chord is least satisfactory ?

The third inversion.

495. Hoxo can this chord be converted into a dominant seventh chord!

There are four principal ways; First, one of its members may descend

a half-step, Ivhile the others remain; Seconii, three of its members may
ascend a half-step, while the other remains; Third, three of its members
may descend a half-step, while one descends a whole step: and Fourth.

three of its members may ascend a whole step, while one ascends a half-

step.

496. What other peculiar progression can beformed with this chord?

All its tones may be made to descend a half-step, thereby forming an-

other similar chord, which, in its turn, can be resolved the same way,

md so on indefinitely.

497. Does the Seventh in this chord require a preparation ?

It does not.

498. Wliat is the Besolution of the chord of the Ninth ? (see 364.)

The ninth descends to the eighth, when the chord becomes a chord ol

the Dominant seventh, and is resolved accordingly; or the chord of the

ninth may resolve directly to the Tonical harmony.

499. WTiat rule should be borne in mind when using chords of the

Ninth ?

The fundamental tone and ninth should be kept nine degrees apart.

500. What is the progression of the Augmented (Mord ? (See 378 to

383.)

Its fundamental remains stationary, or descends five degrees; its third

may ascend a minor second, or remain stationary; and its fifth ascends a

minor second.

501. Do tliese rules apply to the inversions also ?

They do.

502. What is the resolution of the Italian Sixth ? (Augmented Cliord

of the Siicth, see 384 to 389.

)

It resolves to the Dominant harmony: the fundamental, (original third,)
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descends a minor second, the augmented sixth, ascends a minor second,

the third descends a minor second, or ascends one degree.

503. Which member of this chord may be doubled in four part

harmonies ?

The third only. (The original fifth.)

504. Arc the inversions of this chord generally usidf

They are not.

505. What is the progression of the French Sixthf {Augmented

Chord of the Sixth, Fourth, and Third, see 390 to 394.)

Its fundamental, (original fifth,) descends a minor second; the third,

(original seventh,) descends a minor second; the foufth, (original fanda-

ineutal.) remiiius stationary, and the sixth, (original third,) ascends a

minor second.

506. Are the inversions of this chord generally used ?

They are not.

507. Sow does the French Sixth compare as regards its usefulness

with the other Augmented Sixth Chords ?

It is considered inferior to either ot them.

508. What is th» progression of the Oerman Sixth ? (Augmented
Chord of the Sixth and Fifth, see 395 to 399.)

It has two resolutions. 1st. The third and fifth remain stationary, the

funtlamental descends a minor second, and the sixth ascends a minor

second, thereby forming a * chord of the minor Tonic, which resolves im-

mediately to the Dominant; and, 2nd, the fundamental descends a minor

second, the third remains stationary, the fifth and sixth ascend a minor

second ; thereby forming a * chord of the major Tonic.

509. What other resolutions are soinettmes found ?

It is sometimes resolved directly to the Dominant, in which case open

fifths can be avoided only by a pre-resolution of the fifth; a fine effect can

also be produced by converting this chord into a chord ot the diminished

seventh, by causmg the fundamental to ascend one half-st«p.

510. Are the inversions of this chord generally used ?

They are not.

511. What is the progression of the American Sixth ? * (See 400 to

403.)

Its fundamental descends a minor second, its third remains stationary,

its fourth and sixth ascend a minor second.

512. Is this t/te only resolution ?

It is.

513. Are the inversions of this chord generally tised ?

They are not.

* The author claims the original clasBification of this chord, coucerning which see

marginal note on page 31.
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514. W}iat is Modulation ?

Passing from cue key into another.

515. W/iai may be called tke point ofModulation ?

The point when the hoine-feeling, or Tonic, seems to have taken a. new
position.

516. Oan this shifting of the Tonic, or home-feeling, take place with-

out the use of tones which areforeign to thejirst key ?

It can; wlienever the tones of a key are so arranged that their relations

have changeil, and have centered around a new Tonic, modulation has

taken place.

517. Iloui IS this change of Tonic usually effected ?

By use of tones which are foreign to the ruling key.

518. What two chm-ds foi'm the chief means ofModulation f

The dominant seventh and chord of the diminished seventh.

519. Why are these cliords better for that purpose than others ?

These two are never to be mistaken, while all others are ambiguoua

520. How are the other chords ambiguous ?

They can belong to several different Icej's.

621. Wlien an ambiguous chord is used as a means of modulation,

how are we to recognize the new key ?

By the succeeding chords.

522. Wiat IS the simplest and most natural conclusion which wt

arrive at when a foreign tone or chord is introduced ?

That it belongs to the key which is nearest related to the ruling key.

523. What keys are nearest related to the principal key ?

The key of its parallel major or minor; and of its Dominant and Sub-

dominant, together with their parallels.

524. Should a key which is brought about by modulation he used as

thefinal key of a composition ?

It should not; a composition should end in the key in which it com-

mences.

525. Should a composition ever end in an inversion ?

It should not. The final chord should always be direct.

526. Wliat was the custom of the old composerrs with regard to the

final chord ?

They went so far as to say that all compositions, whether major or

minor, should end with the miijor triad.

527. How does this fact effect our later opinions ?

Wlien a minor composition closes with the plagal cadence, it is still

usual to end with a major triad.

628. WJiat was such endingformerly called ?

Tierce di Picardi.*

* Picardi waB the province iu Europe where this effect was first used.
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529. W7iat is the object of suspensions ? (See 404.)

A closer liinOing of cliords.

530. When does such binding take place?

When the in'o^i'ession of one or more tones of a chord is clelayed Until

tlie others have fornieil the component parts of the following clioril.

5.S1. What are the three essential points to be co)isidered in a suspen-

sion ?

Its preparation, entrance, and resolution.

532. Through what tones ofa chord may the preparation take place?

Through either of the component parts, or the dominant seventh.

533. Upon which pulse should the preparation take place?

The unaccented pulse.

J34. Upon which pulse sliould tlie suspension enter ?

The accented pulse.

535. WJien is it said to resolve properly ?

When, upon an unaccented pulse, it takes its place in the reigning

jhord.

536. May the tone which is delayed by a suspension be taken by any

other part ?

By no part except the base, and then there must be at least an octave

between them.

537. Do suspensions remove the effects ofconsecutive octaves orfifilis j

They do not.

538. Before what members of the triad may suspensions take place ?

Before the fundamental and the third alwajs; the fifth, in certain posi'

'.ions, and, in rare instances, the seventh.

539. Must tlie chord which accompanies the suspension always remain
until the suspended tone resolves ?

Not necessarily; it may progress to any possible harmony which con-

tains a tone that will resolve the suspended tone.

540. How many kinds of suspensions are there, and what are they

called ?

Two; suspensions from above and suspensions from below.

541. What further peculiarities has the suspension?

One or more tones may be taken between the suspension and the res-

olution. Also the part which has the suspension can, immediately after

the resolution, pass' through several chord-tones while the remaining

tones of the chord are sustained.

542. R7^aiJ•s a Cadence?

The end of a musical tliought or expression.

543. Row many kinds ofcadence are there, andxekataretheirnames?

Six ; tlie perfect cadence, the imperfect cadence, the half cadence, the

olagal cadence, the deceptive cadenne, and the suspended cadence.
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544. What conditions are necessary for theformation of a perfect

cadence ?

The final chord must be Tonioal harmony with the fundamental in

both base and soprano, preceded by the Dominant harmony.

545. What is an imperfect cadence ?

The same as a perfect cadence, except that the soprano in the last

chord rests upon the third or fifth, instead ot the luudamental.

546. What is a half cadence?

One in which the final chord is the chord of Five, preceded by the

chord of 0^E or Four.

547. Wliat is a plagal cadence ?

One in which the last chord is the chord of One, preceded by the bar

mony of Four.

548. What is the Plagal cadence sometimes caUed ?

The Ecclesiastical cadence.

549. Wiy?
Because it is peculiarly adapted to church music.

550. Wliat is a deceptive cadence ?

One in which the harmony of Five, instead of resolving to the harmony
of One, as we expect, resolves into some other harmony, thereby deceiv-

ing our expectations.

551. What is a suspended cadence ?
,

One in which the harmony of Five is prolonged, or suspended, until

the base has taken its final position upon the Tonic, on an accented pulse

of the last measure.

552. What general rule should befollowed in theformation ofa pedal

passage? (organ point, see 409.)

The harmony of the pedal-tone should commence the passage, frequent-

ly make its appearance throughout, and finally conclude the whole

thought.

553. What tones are best adaptedfor remaining stationary?

The Tonic and Dominant.

554. Are they ever sustained together ?

They are.

555. How should the other three paris be arranged?

So that they will form a complete and correct three-part composition,

capable of good effect if heard alone.

556. Which of the three parts assumes control of the three-part har-

mony ?

The lowest, regardless ot the sustained tone, even if it should some^

times belong to the same harmony.

557. If figures are useA to indicate the harmonic progression of an
organ-point, froTn which part are they reckoned ?

From, and with direct reference to, the sustained tone; thereby fre-

quently altering the usual mode of fijgirina:.
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55S. If t7te organ-point stands upon the Dominant which cadence

must be avoided ?

The Plagal Cadence.

559. ffthe sitstained tone be taken by an upper or middle voice, what
will it be necessary to guard against ?

It will be necessary to guar(^ against the too frequent use of harmonies

wlilcli are foreign to the sustained tone.

560. For what reason ?

Because such upper voices do not possess the power, which is peculiar

w the base, of counterbalancing the foreign harmony.

561. Sow many kinds oj sequences are there, and what are they call-

ed? (See, 411.)

Two; chord sequences, and phrase sequences.

562. IVJiat is a chord sequence ?

One in which two or more chords follow each other in a similar har-

monic uianner.

563. Informing a symmetrical chord sequence, what is it necessary

to obsbrvs ?

That the parts should move by similar intervals; and each part, if taken

alone, khould be regular and self-consistent—and that the sequence should

extend over at least four successive accents.

564. What is a phrase sequence ?

One in which a phrase Js repeated at a higher or a lower pitch.

563. Are the rules for progression as binding in theformation ofse-

4iiences, as in otlier cases ?

They are not.

566. Why not?

Because our musical perceptions suffer more from lack of symmetry,

than from lack of pure harmonic progression.

567. When do covered or hidden fifths and octaves take place ?

"When two parts, starting with different intervals, move in simiU-r mo-

tion to a fliiih or octave.

568. Wliy are they disagreeable ?

Because our perceptions naturally supply all intermediate tones over

which the parts pass, and which, if written out in full, would result in

open consecutives.

569. Under what circumstances are they allowable ?

II the upper part moves only one degree.

570. /;* such cases how can they be made less objectionable ?

If one or both the other parts move in contrary motion, or remam sta-

tionary.

571. Undei- what othtr circumstances are they allowable ?

When the base moves one degree, and the chords are bound togethM
fiy a seventh
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572. May covered octaves pass over a minor seventh ?

Tliey may not

573. Are covej-edfifths and octaves'in tfie middle voices as objectiona-

ble as in outer voices ?

They are not.

574. A}-e covered ffilis and octaves betueen a middle and outer voice

as objectionable as in outer voices ?

Tliey are not.

575. W7tat is a safe rule in such cases ?

Avoid covered fifths and octaves as much as possib'e.

576. What is an unharmonic cross-relation (false relation ?)

It is an arrangement whereby a tone which is sung by one voice is, in

tlie next chord, chromatically altered and given to another voice; as C in

soprano of one chord, and CJ in base of next chord.

677. What is the rulefor their avoidance ?

Cliromatic alterations of a tone should appear in the same part which

contained the unaltered tone.

678. Are tliere exceptions to this rule?

There are . so many, in fact, that some theorists discard the doctrine ol

cross-relations entirely.

579. Mention a list ofprogresswns which can be safely used by begin

ners?

Tonic to Dominant
Tonic to Sub-dominant

Tonic to Sub-mediant

Snpertonic to Tonic.

Supertonic to Sub-mediant

Supertonic to Dominant
Supertonic to Sub-tonic.

Mediant to Dominant

Mediant to Sub-mediant

Mediant to Tonic.

Sul)-dominant to Tonic.

Sub-dnminant to Dominant
Sub-dominant to Supertonic

Dominant to Tonic.

Dominant to Sab-mediant.

Sub-mediant to Sab-dominant

Sub-mediant to Tonic.

Snb-medlant to Dominant (certain positiODBl.

Sub-mediant to Supertonic.

Sub-tonic to Tonic.

Sob-tonic to Dominant seventh.
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580. Mention a list of rules far the guidance of beginners in writing

music ?

First ; if a part cannot remain stationary it should move to the tone in

the next cliord which occasions the least mDtion.

S.'.cond; give to each voice a smooth and pleasant melody.

Third; the inner parts sliould move as little as possible.

Fourth; if the base moves a second, lliird, erlifth, the other parts should

move in contrary motion, if possible.

Fifth ; a composition should end with the Tonic triad of the key in

which it commenced.

Sixth; do not use harsh and unmelodious steps, such as augmented

intervals, major sevenths, etc., etc.

Seventh ; keep constantly in mind the compass of the several voices,

neither write too high nor too low.

Eijhth ; if a bold, loud, or brilliant effect is desired, lead the voices up

to tlie higher tones.

Ninth ; if ii solemn, mournful and dirge-like effect is to be produced,

write so as to keep tlie voices upon tlie lower tones.

Tenth ; do not use two progressions of a fourth or fifth in the same di-

rection, especially in tlie base.

Eleventh; never use two successive chords in their second inversion.

Twelfth ; contrary motion is preferable to parallel motion between so-

prano and base.

Thirteenth; in arranging the different parts, combine parallel, oblique,

and contrary motion as much as possible.

Fourteenth; avoid a too frequent use of inversions; also a too frequent

use of direct forms ; but rather mingle them ingeniously.

Fifteenth ; Avoid a too frequent use of the same chord.

Sixteenth; avoid too many remote or abrupt modulations or transitions,

as they not only produce a vague and undecided effect, which is unpleas-

ant, but tend to confuse the singer.

Seventeenth ; avoid a too frequent use of the same cadence.

581. W7ien a scale passage occurs in the base how should it be accom-

panied ?

Chords should be written only on the chief accents.



PART FOURTH

FORM.
582. Ofwhat does Foem treat ?

The science of Form treats of the shape or stracture of a compositjoo

as distinguished from the material of wliich it is composed.

583. Wliat is a tone-chain ?

A succession of tones regulated by the laws of rhythm.

584. What is an ascending tone-chain ?

One which progresses from low to high.

585. What is a descending tone-chain ?

One which progTesses from high to low.

58(). Wluxt is a vague tone-chain ?

One which Doth ascends and descends.

587. Wliat is the effect produced by an ascending tone-chain ?

That of elevation, exaltation, tension.

588. WJiat is the effect oj a descending tone-chain ?

That of relaxation.

589. What is tJte effect of a vague tone-chain ?

Neither of tension, nor relaxation; but with a certain indecision \t juij

partake of both. However, in a general way it may belong to either.

590. What is a rhythmical tone-chain ?

One in which the time is well regulated by strong and weak pulses.

591. WJiat is a rhythmical and melodical tone-chain called ?

A melody.

592. What is thefoundation of all melody f

The Diatonic Scale.

593. How IS tlie diatonic scale divided ?

Into repose and motion.

594. Wliat is the point 6j repose t

The Tonic, either one or eight.

595. WJiat is motion ?

All that is not Tonic ; 2, B, 4, 5, 6 and 7, together with all intermediate

tunes.

tt96. Wliat is a design ?

It is the germ out of which grows the entire period.
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597. Bow many tones must it contain f

Two or more.

598. When is a design said to be transfimned ?

When, being repeated, it assumes some different form, but Is still to be

recognized astlie same general design.

599. How many principal ways are there of transforming a design,

and what are they called ?

Eleven, viz.: 1st, Transposition; 2d, expansion; 3d, contraction; 4th,

augmentation; 5th, diminution; 6lh, repetition of fragments; 7th, omis

sion; 8th, changing the order of tones; 9th, reversing the order of tones;

lOch, combining members of dift'erent designs; and, 11th, inversion.

600. Wlien is a design said to be transposed }

When it is repeated at a higher or lower pltcb.

601. W7ien is a design said to be expanded?

When it is made up of larger intervals.

602. W7ien is a design said to be contracted ?

When it is made up of smaller intervals.

603. When is a design said to be augmented ?

When the time-value of each note is doubled.

604. When is a design said to be diminisfted ?

When the time-vaiue of each note is diminished.

605. Wlien are thefragments of a design said to be repeated?

When the design is enlarged and remodelled by the repetition of Ita

nombers or fragments.

606. When is the design said to be inoom,plete by omission ?

When one or more of its members or fragments are omitted.

607. When is the order of tones changed ?

When the tones are introduced in a different order, without altering the

fhjtlim.

603. WJien is the order of tones reversed ?

When the design is taken backwards, from the end to the beginning,

irithout altering the rhythm.

609. What is the result ofcombining members of different designs f

A great variety of new designs may be thus formed.

610. When is a design said to be inverted ?

When, commencing upon the same tone, it moves In an opposite di-

.'ectioD.

611. May several of these modes of transformation be combined?

They may; for instance, a design may be transposed and contracted:

transpose/! and expanded; transposed and inverted; transposed and re-

-versed; transposed, inverted and contracted; transposed, inverted, con-

tracieu and reversed, etc.

612. Wliat is a Passase V

A series of designs which have no well-marked reposa
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613. What is a FbraseI

A series of des^as so joined as to have a well-dcterained motion and

repose V

614. What is a Period ?

A series of pliruses—usually four -each having a well-deflned motion

and repose, so related to each other as to produce the impression of com-

pleteness.

615. How may pdriiis b3 diviisi ?

Into two equal portions called sections; the sections into halves caUed

phrases; the phrases iuto halves called motives.

616. In, the formation ofperiods, what general principle sJtould be in-

voiced ?

The first phrase should l)e so built as to excite expectation in our minds-

which should be only partially answered by the second phrase, thus lead

in^' to a reiteration m the third phrase, and a final, complete and satisfab-

tory conclusion in the last.

617. Tliat which excites expectation is called what ?

618. That which replies to thesis is called wJiatf

Antithesis.

619. Wliat kind ofmusic is usually written in thisform f

All single church tunes or chorals.

620. W7iat is thisform called i

'I'he soNQ-FORM of One period.

621. May tlie song-form have more than one period?

It may; there are song-forms of two periods, and song-foims of three

periods.

622. How is the song-form of two periods constructed? ?

The second period generally begins with a new design, which actuate."*

Its first two ptiras3S, while the last two phrases bind the whole by reiter-

ating the spirit of the first period.

623. Wliat hind of m,usic is generally written in the song-form, oftwo

periods ?

All double church tunes, and many of the popular songs and ballads.

624. Row is the song-fovm of three periods constructed ?

The second period generally makes a more decided digression from the

Qrst, to which it returns in a very complete manner m the tnird period.

625. Wl'af kind of music is generally written in the sona-form oj three

periods ?

Most of wLjI .lie called songs with chorus: the third period usually

lakes the form o^ a chorus which contains the animating design ot the song. *

• Of conrBe we have reference only to mnsic which is written by musical scbol&re.
It is a matter of much re(;ret that a larf^e amuiint of the mnnic of the present day,
both in Europe and America, is written by persons who may have some indefinite
ess about melody.^but who know very little coiMerniKu; Harmony, and positively

..Jbian at all of Port
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626. W?iat kinds of instrumental music are written tn thisform ?

Tlie Cotillon, Reel, Jig, Horupipe, etc. The Fandango in Mozart's

Figaro is a good illustration.

627. What is the Applied Song-Form ?

A composition consisting of two or more melodies, (or song-forma,) bo

reUted aa to form one.

628. W7iat is thefirst melody called f

The Theme.

629. What is the second melody called f

Trio. *

630. WhatfoUaws the Trio ?

The Theme.

631. How does the Trio preserve its relation to the Theme T

By bemg in a nearly related key, and by retaining the same tempo,

632. What should be the character oj the Trio as compared Wit/t tA*

Uieme ?

It should be of a more mild and quiet character than its Theme.

633. In what way should Theme and Trio be related?

If the Theme were in F minor, the Trio should be either in Bj minor,

C minor, F major, or Dfe major. If the Theme were in F major, the Tno
would be either in F minor, D minor, B|j major, or Dlz major, etc

634. What kind ofmusic is usuall^i written in this form, ?

Polkus, Schottisches, Quicksteps, most Marches, and the several move-
ments of Quadrilles, as well as a large majority of parlor pieces for plana

635. What is Counteepoint?

The name applied to the art of writing music in parts, f

636. W7tat is plain Counterpoint ?

A plain counterpoint is one having a uniform rhythmic movement o\

one note for each note of the melody, i called, "note against note,") or

two notes to one of the melody, or "three against one," or "lour against

one," which movement is maintained throughout the period.

637. Wliat is Florid Counterpoint ?

A florid counterpoint is one not having a uniform rhythmic movemeni-

638. How is Counterpoint further divided ?

Into Double connterpoint, Triple counterpoint, Qaadmple counterpoint,

and Manifold counterpoint.

639. Wliat is a double Counterpoint ?

A composition in which two equally important par'i mnst be so ar-

* Wherever the word Trio is used throiighnut the department of ..'orm, it si<^i)fieR

A certain portion of a compositiou, and has no refereuce whatever to its usual signifi-

catiou of triphonic harmony.

t Connterpoint and Harmony work from different stand-points. In harmony the
ohlef object is to furnish a satisfiictory succession of chords; counterpoint lias refer

ance to securing a flowing movement of the separate voice-paits. In Connterpoint i

melody is taken (which la called cantusjlrmits,) to which one or more flowing voi'<-

irts is added, the part, or ports so added being called the " Coantemoiat

"
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ranged &at the InveTsion of their order, (i. e. the lower part placed above

the other,) does not efiect the correctaess of their mutual relations.

640. What is Triple Counterpoint, Quadruple Gounterpoint, omO,

Manifold Counterpoint ?

An arrangement whereby three, four, or more parts are so constructed

that any one, or all of them, may be inverted without causing incorrect

relutious.

641. ll^.a< is a FnouE?
The Fugue is a composition in two or more parts; a phrase, which is

called the Subject, appears tii'st in one part, and then proceeds to another

part, then to a third and fourtli, etc.

642. Explain the Counter-Sulfject ?

The part which has just given out the Subject continues its song, while

the Subject is being performed by another part; and. such continaatioQ

18 called Counter-Subject

643. What is tlie Response ?

It is the repetition of the Subject, note for note in the key of the Demi-

oant

644. WJiat is the "meaning oj Slretlo ?

Stretto is an Italian word, signifying near or dose.

646. Explain its present use f

If the Subject, which begins in one part, is taken up immediately by

one or more oihsr parts, so as to be heard in two or nvore parts at the

same time, such construction is called a Steetto.

648. WJiat peculiar changes in form do the theines oj Viigues some
times undergo ?

They are sometimes written in Augmentatioit, i. e. In notes of double

their original value; sometimes in Diminution, i. e. in notes of half their

original value; and sometimes In Invebsion, i. e. where it originally as-

cended. It now descends, and vice versa.

647. WTiat is InrrATioN?

The repetition of a phrase or period already given in another veice-

part

648. Vl'hat are the chi^varieties ofImitation?

Free imitation. Strict imitation, and imitation in contrary motion.

649. How are these explained ?

In free imitation the melodic progressions of the original phrase are not

strictly repeated; intervals, upward or downward, are imitated by similar

progressions, but not always of the same distance; for instance, an up-

ward progression of a major second may l)e imitated by an upward pro-

gression of a minor second; a major third by a minor third; a fourth by

a sixth, etc. Strict imitation repeats the exact melodic progression of the

sri^nal phrase. In imitation by contrary motion, upward progressions

are imitated by downward ones, and vice versa.
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650. What is a Canon ?

A Cauon is a. composition in whicli two or more parts are introduced,

one after the other, and proceed together in equal time, each imitating

the one before it, note for note, so that all parts have the same melody

from beginning to end. Canon is strict imitation.

651. What is a Canon in Unison ?

One in which all the following parts commence upon the same tone.

652. WImt IS a Canon in Octate ?

One in which the following parts begin an octave higher, or lower than

t)ie flrst.

053. What is a Canon of the Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, etc. ?

One in whicl. the following parts begin at tho interval of second, third,

fourth, fifth, etc., froi i the tone upon which the first started.

654. Wliat is a mixed Canon ?

One in whiLJ the several parts begin at diflerent intervals.

655. Wltat is a strict Canon ?

One in which all the laws are strictly observed.

656. Wliat is a free Canon ?

One in which a deviation from the rules is necessary. One in which

the melody in the first part is not strictly followed throughout.

657. Wliat u Lie. EoNDO?

A higher devc.kpment of art-work, in which the various materials are

30 woven together as tj form a continuous web; the foundation of all Art

Forma.

658. In how manyforms is the Bondo divided ?

Into five forms.

659. How is the First Rondo Form, constructed ?

It has a Theme, consisting of two or more periods, followed by a Pas-

sage, (or a long succession of short phraeia in several keys,) and closes

with the Theme and Conclusion made up of motives taken from the

Theme or the Passage.

660. Wliat is the plan of the First Hondo Form ?

Theme, Passage, Theme, Conclusion.

661. How is the Second Rondo Form constructed ?

It has a principal Theme, which is followed by a secondary Theme in

a new key, (called an Episode,*) after which the Theme re-appears, and

the whole closes with a Conclusion.

662. What is the plan of the Second Rondo Form ?

Theme, Episode, Theme, Conclusion.

66.3. Mow is the Tliird Rondo Form constructed ?

It has a Theme, followed by an Episode in another key, after which the

» I)r. Marx, apeskiag of the Second Bondo Form, Bays, " The leadirR from the

Theme to the Episode, (by means of a Passage,) is mostly unnecessary, and the leading

bock is rare."
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Theme is repeated; then a Second Episode iu the relaave key, closing

with the Theme and Conclusion.

664. What is the 'plan of the Tliird Hondo Fc'm ?

Theme, 1st Episode, Theme; 2d Episode; The .ne and Conclusion.

665. How is the Fourth Rondo Form constructed ?

The Theme, first Episode and Theme are quite closely combined.

These are followed by tlie second Episode, which, iu order to counterbal-

ance tlie preceding, is constructed with emphatic completeness, while the

wliole is united by a recapitulation of the Theme and first Episode.

666. What is tlie plan of tlie Fourth Hondo F&rm ?

Theme, 1st Episode, Theme; 2d Episode; Theme, 1st Episode; to
^- ^ ^- ^ ^ -^

which is sumetiiues added a Conclusion.

667. How is the Fifth Hondo Form constructed ?

The Theme and first Episode are followed by a decided and extended

Conclusion, all of which are usually repeated; the second Episode alone

forms a distinct portion of the work; after which appears theThe'i'3, first

Episode and Conclusion.

668. Wliat is he plan of the Fifth Hondo Form ?

It has three woli "ounded and distinct divisions, firmly united by a cen-

tral idea, the Theme; viz.: Theme, 1st Episode, Conclusion; 2d Episode;

Theme. 1st Episode, JcocJasion.

669. Wliat is a>j::.:TlSA.i'

A Sonatina is a work 't two or three different movements, each a com-

plete rondo of itself, yet so united that we instinctively perceive them to

belong together.

670. Wliatisahi^y^ATA?

A Sonata is a work consisting of thre.T.r four movemer.ts, one of which

is usually slow. In sonatas of four mo-veraeuts, tlie tl!;id is more fre-

quently a Scherzo, or Minuet, with Trio. (Applied Son.-i,- Form.)

671. Wliat IS a Svjm ?

The Suite is a form cons-.sting of several movements -\;raaUy five-dtv

vised by Phillip Emanuel Bach, and practiced extensively '.y Handel, and

other writers of that period: out of this form grew the rtouata. TheSuiie

has lately been revived by Eafl'.

672. What is an Overture .'

The Overture is an orchestral composition of one movement, mostly ji

the Sonata or Sonatina form ; and, as its name Impliis, is used as an

opening to an Oratorio, Opera, Concert or Drama.

673. What is Chamber Music .'

Buos, trios, quartets, quintets, sextets, septets, and octets, written for

stringed instruments, or for pianoforte, and other instruments.

674. What is theform of Cliamber Music ?

Classic chamber music is all in the sonata form There exists, bowev-
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jr, many modern compositions in the suite form, designed for liglit com-
binations of iustruinunts; sucli as the potpourri, fantasia, eve.

675. What is a Symphoni' ?

Tlie Symphony is a composition in the Sonata Form; but, being written

for the lull powers of a largv orcliestra, it is usually constructed upon a

large and massive plan. It g ^rxerally consists of an Introduction, AUegi'o,

Andante, Scherzo, and Fnule, --ach of which is more fully developed than

is necessary in the Sonata.

676. What is a Concerto ?

The Concerto is a composition of three movements in the Sonata Form,

in which one instrument, or several concerting instruments, perform the

prhicipal parts, accompanied by an orchestra.

677. W7iat is a Concertino?

A small Concerto, limited to two movements

678. What is a Nocturne ?

The Nocturne is a coniposition in varia'ile fnrm (usually a variety o'

the Sonii-l'^orni,) for piano or other instruments; and, as its name implies,

has a character wliich accords with the calmness of a beautiful night, or

a quiet evening.

679. W/itit IS a Fantasia ?

The Fantasia is a composition for a solo inr,trament, which is notbourid

oy any particular form. Keys, modulations, arrangement of forms, iii

short, everything is surrendered to the composer's fancy.

680. What is a Capriocio ?

The Capriccio, or caprice, is a composition sometimes in the Sor-aia

Form, sometimes in the Rondo Form, and sometimes assuming the unJri-

died license of the Fantasia. "^

6P1. What is the Polo.vaisb or Polacca,?

A composition in ^ measure, usually in the Rondo Form, haviny tha

rhytlim of the Polish dance, from which it has taken its name.

682. What is a Mazurka?

A Pr. ish national dance, or the music which accompanies it; its char-

acteristic rhythm is: <,

I ^"3 J J I

j683. What is a Redowa ?

A slow and graceful dance tune, I i | mc re; its characteristic

rhythm is:

—

a
i .n J3 J

1

684. What is a Polka ?

A dance tune,* originally in | measure, .cr characteristic rbjrthm ol

which is as follows:

—

o

* Czerwineki Rives the following interesting account of the origin of the Poiha.
" Sompwhere ahnnt the ypar 3831, a yoiiDg ppapant gii'l, who was in the BCrvice oi a
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685. What is a Schottische ?

A dance tune similar to the Polka, but somewhat slower, of which the

following' is the characteristic rhythm:—

I
1-5 1-5

I

686. WliatisaViiVtzt

A composition in triple measure, for a circular whirling dance, its usual

rhythm is—

i-c^iJjjTBij J lor.gij ji J j^ij jui
687. WJiat is a Quickstep ?

A lively, spirited march iu | or | measure.

688. TfViaiisaMAECH?

A piece of music designed or fitted to accompany and guide the move-

ment of troops: its rhythm is:

—

ra
I

I ra I ra i j raj i

689. Wliat is a Potpodkri ?

A melange of diflerent airs, or melodies, strung together; A medley:

It has no definite form whatever.

690. Wliat is a Galop J

A quick dance tune, generally in | measure.

691. W/iat is a GALorADE^
A quick German dance tune; a Galop.

692. What is a Fandango?
A lively Spanish dance tune, in | or | measure, much resembUng the

English Horn-pipe; it is usual to beat the time with castanets. The fan-

dango was brought from Guinea by the negroes into the West Indies,

and thence into Spain.

693. TT7iai is a Hornpipe?

An animated dance tune, which takes its name from the instrument

formerly played during its performance. The instrument called the Horn-

pipe, is common in Wales, where it is called pib-corn. It consists of a

wooden pipe with a horn at each end, and holes at stated distances.

Horn-pipe music is supposed to be of English invention, and was origin-

ally written in | measure.

citizen of Elbeteiuitz, performed a dance of her own invention, one afternoon, for
her own especial delectation, and sang a suitable tune to it. ' The scLoolnia&ter. Jo-
seph Neruda, who happened to be present, wrote down the melody, and the new dance
was soon after publicly performed for the first time in Elbeteinitz. About 1835 it

made its entrance into Prague, and then obtained the name of /'olkii, from the Bohe-
mian word Pulka^ or half, from the half-Rtep prevalent iu it. Four yeai's later, it

was carried to Vienna by a Prague band. Iu 1840, a dancing master of Prague danced
the Polka, with great success, at the Odeoiv, in Paris, whence it found its way with
extraordinary rapidity to every dancing room," \

t It seems to me that the name must have been adopted because the dance was in-
vented by a woman, as the'word polka means a Polish woman; thus PoUca-jacket, a
jacket worn by a woman, etc. All names of Polish gentlemen, wliich end in i have
their corresponding names for ladies which end in a: for example, if a gentleman's
_._.»,.) be WitchowBki. his wife's name would be Witchowska.

—

Ed.)
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694. Wliat isaJial

A ligbt I)risk tune, generally in | measure.

695. WJiat IS a Reel?

A lively dance tune, peculiar to Scotland. It is generally iu * measure,

out sometimes in |. The Reel is characterized by a reeling ur vvhirliug

motion.

696. W/iat is a Qujdbille ?

A French dance, consisting of a set of five consecutive movements, viz:
•' La Pantalon," " La Poule," ' L'ete,"' "La Trenise ou Pastourelle," and
"La Finale." It is performed by four couples placed in quadrangular

losition, hence the name Quadrille.

697. Wfiat is a Cotillon ?

A lively animated dance tune, generally written in | measure.

698. What is a Scena ?

That portion of an opera called a scene. The term is applied by the

Italians to a portion of an opera comprised in any one entire composition.

693. W/ial is a Canzonet ?

A diminutive of canzone ; and in Italy signifies a little or short song in

one, two, or three parts. In England it is applied to a song in two or

three parts.

700. What is a CAYATmA?
A short air of one movement, with little repetition of words, and which

Is sometimes preceded and relieved by a recitative.

701. What is a Fanfare ?

A short, lively, loud, and warlike piece of music, composed for trum-

pets and kettle-drum?; also the name of a lively little piece performed on

(muting horns, in the chase.

702. What is a Cadenza?

An extempore tiouiash of voice or instrument at the end of a period, or

phrase; and is introduced ad lib. by the performer. It should partake of

the general character of the piece, be sung with one breath, and ended

with a trill. The first tone is generally sung loud, and held, to indicate

its introduction to the accompanying performers.

703. What is an Etude ?

A composition which is intended, or may serve for a study. It difiers

from the Exercise in that the Etude has an artistic purport, and the Exer-

cise has not

704 Whafi-S an Aeia?

An aoconipaniei? song for a solo voice. It is either in the Rondo-Form,

.ir Sonata-Form, but with the second part abbreviated or omitted.

705. WTiat is a R.joitative ?

It is a song which does not take the form of a melody, neither "oes it

-Dnforra to the strict value of notation, nor to fixed musical rhythm; but
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strives in its rbythm and succession of tones, to imitate as far as possible

tlie declamatory accents of speech. It lias no determined measure,

although it is usually written in measure, merely to assist tlie eye.

701). Wliat are the names of the Ecclksiasticai. FoR}is of vocal miwic?

Tlie CUunt, the Choral, the Hymn, the Sentence, the Anthem, the

Motette, the Cantata, the Mass, and the Oratorio.

707. W/ial is the Chant!

The most ancient and simple form of choral music. It consists of word?

recited to musical tones, without musical measure.

708. What is t/ie CaoRALi

A simple sacred tune of one period, (possibly two,) designed to be sung

ill unison by the congregation, as an act of divine worship.

709. Whatist/ieRYym^

A song of praise or thanksgiving to God ; a choir Tune of one or two

perluds. It differs from the Choral in that it is intended to be suns iiy

traiueii singers, and consequer.tly admits of more elaborate voice-relations;

and may be diversified by tLa introduction of certain phrases for Solo

voices, which is never allowable in the Choral.

710. W7tat is a Sentence ?

A short scriptural text set to music: it seldom extends beyond one or

two periods.

711. WJiat is an AItthem?

A composition which is more elaborate than the Sentence; it common-

ly contains several periods, and is a freer settiii;; of scriptural texts. It is

derived from the G.-eek word antiphon, signifying response. The most

ancient form of church music was the Antiphony,—" an Anthem sung

alternately by a choir, or congregation, divided into two parts."

712. Wliat is a Motette?

Ther3 are two kinds of Motette. " The fii-st takes the form of an

ecclesiastical Cantata, consisting of several separate movements of difler-

ent forms, such as solo, trio, chorale, fugues, etc. The second is a choral

composition, (mostly of devotional character,) in which, after a caiitabile,

or figurated introduction, (or without it,) a fugal theme is carried through

once, then a second time, and then a third ti.ae, and finally aids with

this, 01 the introductory movement, orwiih f separate closing phrase.''

X; Tiiinoubtedly should h»ve ? piace oetween ^e Anthem and Cantatr

How^vsr in Americ. It Is commonly used at synonymcms with Aninem.

713. Wltat is a Cantata ?

An extensive composition, combining rceitativcs, airs, choruses, etc..

Bi which different feelings and circumstances of lyrical or cn-amatic inter

est are represented in a combined form : though dramatic, it is never in-

tended for a theatrical performance in CTsturoe.

714. What i^ a Mass'

"The comniunion service, or tbe conse .ration and oblation ot tlie Host
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iu the Soman Catholic Churches." High Mass is that which is sung or

chixuted, and Low Muss is that which is read. High Mass usually consists

of a series of Choruses, Solos, Trios, Quartets, etc., twelve ni iiuruher,

(always with the same words,) viz. : Kyrie Eleisoii, Gloria iu Excelsis, (.in

four parts, i:i2.: Gloria, Qui 'i'oUis, Quoniuni, laid Et cum Saucto Spirito;)

Urjilo, (.in throij p-irts, viz.: Credo, Et iiicariialus, and Et resurexit,;

—

Saiictus, Beijcdictus, Agnus Dei, and Dona nobis Facem.

715. What is ail Ob^tokio?

A sacred coiupositiou, consisting of Arias, Recitatives, Duets, Trios,

Choruses, etc., with full orchestral accouipauimeuts. The subject is

goiiL'rally taken from the Scriptures. It is sung and recited without actiou

or any of the adjuncts of theatrical I'epresentatiou. Originallytho Oratorio

was a sacred opera, but scenery, costume, and action have been done

aw.iy with, and it has been elevated to a dignity conimensurr.te yitli the

character of the sacred events it portrays. The Oratorio was derived from

the reii.nioua tragedy in the middle ages, of which it presents a modified

form. Its origin lias generally been ascribed to St. Phillipo Neri, who, in

1510, lonned the celebrated congregation of the Oratory in Rome; one of

tlie olijecis of which was to deter youn.g people from profane amusements

by rendering religious services as attractive as possible. The term Oratorio

has been loosely applied to a class of compositions which require scenery,

costumes, and acting for their performance.

71G. Wliat are the names of the secular vocalforms ?

The Ballad, the Song, the Solfeggio, the Glee, the Madrigal, the

Operetta, the Opera Bouffe, and the Grand Opera.

717. What is a Ballad?

It was formerly a dancing song, (from Italian hallare, to dance, hence

the word " ball," a social dancing party.) In modern usage, however, it

is a popular song, eitlier sentimental or a narrative, in simple stanzaa,

each usually sung to the same tune.

718. What is a So^at

Song 13 a term which, la a general sense, covers all utterances with

musical modulations of the voice, whether of the human voice or that of a

bird. It is more usually applied to a simple composition of one or two

periods, set to either sacred or secular words. It diB'ers from the Ballad,

particularly, in that the Ballad is never set to sacred words.

719. Wliat is a Solfeggio ?

An exercise written for the voice; so named from the syllables do, re,

mi, etc., which nre applied to the tones of the key, in the use of which,

both pronunciation and voice arefcultivated at once.

720. PF/ia<i.srt VooALisE?

An exercise which is intended to be practiced with vowels entirely,

chiefly the vowel a (ah); an Etude.

721. Wliat is a Glee?

A composition for three or more voices, generally of a light and secula^

character. It is of modern English origin.
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722. Wliat is a Madrigal?

A more elaborate vocal coiupositlon than the Glee, in five or six parts,

723. W7«a< 2S aft OpbkettaV

A short, light, musical drama ; a diminutive Opera.

724. Wliat is an Opera Bouffe ?

A comic Opera.

725. Wiat is a Grand Opera?

A lyric Drama, consisting ot Airs, Recitatives, Choruses, etc., enriched

With magnificent scenery, ar^d other decorations. It is intended to be

Iperformed with tragic and passionate action.

726. WliatisaXl-ZY.-il

A piece of music written for two voices, or instruments.

,727. What is a Trio?

A piece of music written for three voices, or instruments.

728. W/iaiis a Terzetto ?

A light composition, eitlaer sacred or secular, for three voices: a Trla

729. W7iat is a Quartet ?

A piece of music written for four voices, or instruments,

730. Wfiat is a Quintet?

A piece of music written for five voices, or instrument
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ILLUSTKATIONS OF

PART FIRST.

; Thefigures refer to the corresponding questions in Part I., Book /.]

Example No. 1.

THE STAFF. See 10. ADDED LINES. See 11. CiLOSE. See 23.

Ex. 2. NOTES. See 12 to 19, inclUBive.



Ex. 7.

THEORT OF UnSIC.

QUADRUPLE MEASXJBE. See 28.

rBooKu.

E^azs:^_u -N N-

Ex. 8. SEXTUPLE MEASURE. See 29.
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Ex. 15. BESTS, WITH THEIR COKRESPONDING NOTES. AyeeSStoBl.

Whole Nate Half Kote Quarrer Note Eighth Note Sixteenth Note Thlitj^Becond Note
ukd rest. Ukd ce'it. and rest. and test. and rest, and rest.

y—s' —

I

3i^ ^± 3-Si;-^—B-

Ex. 16.

a Clef.

CLEFS. See 69 to 77.

F Clef. ! Clef. ;B

:

Ex. 17. THE F, OB BASE CLKP. See 73.

The usual compass of Sase voices. MiddU O.

Ex. 18. THE C, OH TENOK CLEF. See 7B.

The usual compass of Tenor voices.

MM:
.«. * Middle

O DEFGABCDEFG
gx. 13. THE a, OE AITO AND SOPEANO CLEF. See 71.

The lUQol compasa of Soprano voloea.

-Midrtle- -^_«_
•^ «- — ^ -^

.* -#• ^ The nanal compaaa of Alto volcej. _^
G A B O DEFGABCDEFG

Ex. 20. THE BRACK See 78.

fix. 21. THE DOT. See 80.

The above example is performed as if written as followB :

l^^:^ £^^L*:':Ez=tizS^
^zEEtE =F=g=1^



m
, Ex. 22.

THEORY OF MUSIO.

THE BKPEAT. See 81.

SBOOKlI'

Ex. S3. BIS. See S3.

m lEE^^
Ex. 24. THE HOLD. See 84.

,_

4:^?m
FraiBe ye Je -ho - vah's name.

Ex. 25.
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Ex. 30. SXNOOPATION. Seen.

Ex. 31. AOvJIDENTALS. See 102.

Ex. 32.

CHBOMA-ilC SCALE. See 100.

Ascending,

-a-—m-'i*^—i^-P-^s^S^^^-,s(-i«-

Perreaiieut Names - C, CJf, D, D(, B, P, Pf, G, GJ, A. A|, B, C.

Syllable Names— Do, Di, Re, ,KU Mi, Pa, Pi, Sol, Si, La. Li, SI, Do.

Prououuoed— Doe, Dee,Eay,Kee, M.je,Pah,ree, Sole ,See, Lah, Lee, See, Doe.

NumeriU Name— 1, jfl, 2, p, «, 4, H, 5, Jo, 6, J6, T, a

Ex. 33. Desce/iiin^.

<S>-9S'—i3-r)x>--
:*-?^_zc=ic^5n.^P^-

Permanent Names—» 0, B, B|j, A. Ajj, G, Gjj, P, B, %, D, DJj,
' O.

Syllable Names— Do, Si. Se, La, Le, Sul, Se, Pa, Mi, Me, Re. Be, Do.

Pronounced

—

Doe, See, Say, Lah, Lay Sole, Say,Pah,Mee,May,Ray,Rah,Doe,

Numeral Names— 8, 7, )£!, 6, 1:6, S, I^S, i, 3, JiS, 2, \^, X.

Ex. 34. THE G SCALE.

With a Clef.

See 112 k 113.

With P Clef.

-«•-«-

-^-'- ;p^=
-t-

-I5>- 2ZL
Z12Z

IS-

<ta£f as
(ug it.

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 6, 7, 8. 1, 2, 3, 4, S. 6, 7, 8.

Do, Re, Mi. Pa, Sol, La, Si, Do. Do, Re, Mi, Pa, Sol, La, Si, Do.

G, A, B, C, D. E, Ff, G. G. A, B, C. D, E, Ff, Gr

The po.sition of the scale with the C clef beinf; always tbe same npon the
the G clef, it is not considered necessary to occupy time and space by illustrat*

Ex. 35.

_ rj. With G Clef.

-Br-»

THE D SCALE. See 114 & 115.

With P Clef.

5=c:

sz^fz
«--«-.^.a.

^
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.

Do, Be, Mi, Pa, Sol, La, Si, Do.

D, E, PJ, G, A, B, C(, D,

"T-

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 6, 7, 8.

Do, Be, Mi, Pa, Sol, La, Si, Do.

D. :E, PJ. ft .A. B, Oft B.
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Ex. 36. THE A SCAU!. See 116 & 117.

With G Clef. .,^ , With F Clef.

IWI 1^^^
1, 2, 3, 4, 6. 6, 7, 8.

Do, Be, Mi, lE, Sol, La, Si, Do.

A, B, Cjt, D, E, I't, GJ, A.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.

Di),Ile,Mi, Fa, So), la. Si, Do.

A, B, CJ, D, E, EJ,(iJ, A.

Ex. 37. THE E SCALE. See 118 & 119.

With G Clef. . With F Clet.^^m^m
X 2, 3, 4, 5, G, 7,

Do, Be, Mi, Fa, Sol, La, Si, Do.
E, I*U#,A, B, CJ, D|, E.

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 6, 7, 8.

Do,Be,Mi,ra,Siil,La, Si, Do.

E, Fft GJ, A. B, CJ, D|, E.

Ex. 38. THE B SCALE. See 120 & 121.

"With G Clef. With F Clet

d.S-'S.; :^2z

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.

Do, Be, Mi,Fa,Siil,La, Si, Do.

B, CJ,DfeE,l^G$.A){, B.

mm7--.±-^-'^^"-T

EI

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, G, 7, 8.

Do,Be,Mi.Fa,Siil,La, Si, Do.

B,CJt.D},E,iJ,GftA|,B.

Ex. 39. THE SCALE OF FJf. See 122 & 123.

With G Clef.

0-'
:^=2e^ ^fe

with F nrf.

-"*-
"«;^: :;iZ32:

-«!-:

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.

Do,Re,Mi,ra,Sol,La, Si, Do.

FJt,GftAJt,B,Ot,D|,EJt,F}.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, G, 7, 8.

Do, Re Mi,Fa.Sol,La, Si, Do.

Il,Gf,A},B,CftDJ,E(,Fjf.

Ex. 40. THE F SCALE. See 124 k 12S.

With G Clef. With F Clef.

^^^^^i5 -t-

32Z

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 6, 7,

Do, Be, Mi, Fa, Sul, La, Si, Do.

F, G, A, BJ2, C, D, E, F.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.

Do, Be, Mi, Fa, Sol, La, Si, Do.

F, G, A, B|j, C, D, E, F.

Ex. 41. THE SCALE OF Bfe. See 126 & 127.

With G Clef.
.

'With F CSef.

I -e>-

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.

Do, Be, Mi, Fa, Sol, La, Si, Do.

% C, J}, % F, 0, A, Bit.

-s-

1. 2, 1, 2. 3, 4, 6, 6, 7, 8.

Do, Be, Mi, Fa, Sol, Ln, Si, Dn.

Bt, C, D, Eb, 1-, G. A, Bt,
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Ex. 42.

t:fe2:tT

THE SCALE OP Efe.

With G Clef.

Sm 123 & 129.

Witli P Clef.

PI
-TS-'^- n̂

Ex. 43.

m^

1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.

Do, Re, Mi. I'a, Sol, La, Si, Bo.

Efc P, G. Afe, b|,, O, D. E|j.

THE SCALE OF Ajj.

With G Clef. ^ _«.

fc ISZI

1, a, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1, 8.

Do, Ue, Mi, ra, Sol, La, Si, Do.

Efc F, G, Afc Bt C, D, Efe.

£ee 130 & 131.

Witli F Clef.

fitzszP-
-US- ^^ i-^n^:^Z'?73

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.

Do, Ke, Mi, Pa, Sol, La. Si, Do.

Afe, B|j. C, D|2, 3%, F, G, Afe.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.

Do, Ee, Mi, Fa, Sol, La, Si, Do.

Ajj, Bt, C, Dfe, E|j, F, G, A),.

Ex. 44.

fefe

THE SCALE OP Dfe.

With G Clef.

See 132 & 133.

With F Clef. ,-.s>-t^

~m^?:s. -S>-

1, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6, 7, 8.

Do, He, Mi, Pa, Sol.La, Si, Do.
D|j, ^^, F, Gfe. Afe, Bfe, C, D|j.

Ex. A5. THE SCALE OF Gfe.

With G Clef.

§iSI -i»-
-h

^:1
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.

Do.Ke.Mi, Fa, Rol, La, Si, Do.

D|,, ^,, F, Gfe, Afe, B|2, O, Dfe.

See 134 & 135.

With F Clef.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, 7, 8. 1, 2. 3, 4, 6, 6, 7,

Do,Ee, Mi, Fa,Sol,La, Si, Do. Do, Ee,Mi,Fa,Sol,La, Si, Do.

Gb. A|2, B|j, CJj, Dfe, E|i, F, Gfe. G|j, Afe Efc Cfe, Dfe, Efe, P, G|j.

A remavliable feature of this Bcale is that it is produced upon the organ and piano

by pressing the same keys which are required to produce the scale of Fj( i^See Ex. 89J

Ex. 46.

SCALE OF A MINOK. See 136 to 141.

Harmtmic Form.

-isr -^ " " -^ -TS^ r^
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1.

La, Si, Do, Be, Mi, Fa, Si, La, La, Si, Fa, Mi, Be, Do, Si, La.

1,

Ex. 47. SCALE OF A MINOB. See 139.

Melodic Form.

H
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Bemabk.—That xnv learner may clearly understand there is no sucli thing as a
Melodic Minor Key, it will only be iiecesBaiy to elate that the chords of the Tonic,
Sub-dumiiiaiLt and 'Dominant, coutaiu all the tones ueceesar; for the manifesting of a
key, in either majo^ or minor. Thus, the seven tones which manifest the key of G
Q.tujor, ai-e all contained in the three chords of C, F, and G, ; e. g.:

Ex. 48,

As these chords must be major chords, t. e , must each be made up of a major third
and perlect tilth,—^it necesbarily fullc . 's that these three chords nx the order of inter,

'vals in the lUfgor key; i. e. 1 is fixed, being fittU uf the Sub-dominant chord; 2 is

fixed, beiug fifth uf the Dominant chord; 3 is fixed, being thii'd cl Tonic chord; 4 is

fixed, being fuudameutal of Snb-dumiuant chord; 5 is fixed, being fifth of Tbnio
chord; 6 is fixed, being third uf 8uu-dominaut chord; 7 is fixers, being third Cif Domi-
aaut chord. By analyzing it will be luund that the order uf iuterrals is at the same
time established. Su in the minor key the tones, (and conseQuently the ord^r of in.

tervals,). are fixed by three priuciijal chords, thus:

S.d, TonP"^'

3- -p--^

As will be seen, 7 is fixed, a minor second below 8, being third of the Dominant
chord; ( Dominant chords, whether major or minor, m-usl ilwaj/s have majir Uiivds;)

6 is fixed, being third of the Snb-domiuant chord; (the f^ub-dominaut chord of a
minor key mtu^ always have a minor tliird;) thus is established the augmented second,
between 6 and 7.

This order is perfectly consistent from a harmonic stand volnt, as will oe seen by
the following cadence:

Ex. 50.

The following example will show the impossibility o^ harmonizing the Ictelcrdle

Minor Scale in any acceptable manner:

Ex. 51. MELODIC MINOE SCALE.

-1 r

Harmonized according to Vie ascending

form,

I I
I

Es. 52

Harmonized aprardtng to the descendinfi-

farm.

Ex. 53.

By playing these two pxercineB, the absurdity will become apparcDt. But. iC '''S

be objeoterl, we ftequeutly meet examples of the Melodic foim. True, hii; t.'iey air

always either passing toues. appopRiatnras. or in some other way connected wi*ij tli^

euphony of the passage. The following are several instances of dcriatioQ from tlM

trijp minor key,' with reasons for their ocpurrence:
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Ex- 64.

At a, the minor character of the passage is establiBhed by the I^; and we can afford

to alter the 6th for the sake of euphony; but at &, we are; obligeu to use AJj to avoid
destroying the minor character of the passage, as would be the case had we used A
instead.

Ex. 55.

At c it was necessai-y to employ FJ for the sake of euphony, as in many Biioilai in,

dtauces of passing tones and appoggiatur&s.
Cases may arise wheu it will be necessary, also, to write both 6th and 7th minor, as

the following, from Weber, will show

:

:^gJj r^.^.
Ejl. 56.

The following quotation, from Beethoven, is conclusive evidence that for the sate
of euphouy and smooth voice-leading alone, are the intervals c the jMelodic Scale
employed.

Beethotek.

Ex. 57.

Ex. 58. SCAIiE OF E MINOK.—(Eelative of G Majob.)

See U2 & 143

=^i^:^ 3̂-= m_ ,_*_
liit:

La si do re mi fa pi la la si fa mi re do si la.12345678870 64321 La Fi do re mi fa si la.

123 4SG7S
Ex. 59. SCALE OI" B MIXOR.—(KEtiTiVE OF D Majob4

See lU & 145.

r**"
ij;c*:f#t

•^^m^
La si do re mi fa si la la ni fa mi re do si la.123466 7887 664321 La si do re mi fa si la.

12 3 46 678
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SCAIiE OF FJ MINOR.—(Bblaiite of A Majob.)
tSoi lllj & 141.

[Book II.

^5^i:ji;"si==|g|ip^^
La si do re mi t'a Bi la la si fa mi re du si la.

12ai6678U7fi01ii21 La si do re mi fa si la.12316678
Ex. Gl. SCALE OF C( MINOB.--(Rei.ativk of E Majob.)

tice lia & llil.

m.
La 8i do re mi ia rI la la bi fa mi re do 8i la.

12346 G78876 54 321

eSi'
r-r/te

La si do re mi fa f\ ji,,

1 2 3 1 6 6 I £

Ex. 62

fe^
SCALE OP GJt MINOR.—(Relative of B Majob.)

Sae l^J & 151.

s*»- »5(#- il^^?Z»J

La 8i do re mi fa Bi la la si fa mi i-e do si la.

123 45 6788 765 i 3 21
La si do re mi fa si In

123 46678

Ex. 63. SCALE OF DJ MINOR.—(Relativk op DJ Majob.)
See 152 h 153.

gitr'-'^m- ^W=^
La si do re mi fa ri la la el fa mi re do rI la.

1234567887 G 543 2 1

%^La si do re mi fa si la

12346678
Ex. 64. SCALE OP D MINOR. —(Relative of F Majob.)

See 154 & 155.

ijfc?^^
-»-w- EiE^

La si do re mi fa si la12346678La Ri do re mi fa si la la si fa mi re do si la.1234567887664321
Ex. 65.

r-

SCALE OF G MINOR.

—

(Relatiye of E|j Majob.)
See 166 k 157.

fl- m §_,_«_

La RL do re mt'v p\ la la si f^ ml re do si la.12346G788T6&4321 I.a si do re mi fa si la

1234 6 678

Ex. 66. SCALE OF C MINOR.—(Relative of Efc Majob.)
See 158 & 159.

fe^E S .t»*

~^^t'- S^-
La si do re mi fa Bi la la si fa mi re do si la.

1 23 45 678 376 6 432 1
La Bi do re mi fa b\ la

123 46 678
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Ex. 67. SCALE OF F MINOR.—(Eelative of Afe Majob.)

See 160 & 161.

71

i^^rt-^i

La si do re mi t"a si la la si fa mi re do si la.

1234 a 67887 &5 4 321̂

mmEiH?
La si do re mi fa si la

12345 67 8,

Ex. 68. SCALE OF Bt MINOR —(Kelatpve of Bfe Majob.

See 162 & 163.

\mi?r -t*!i
-*-»B»- [gag^ij

La si do re mi fa si la la si fa mi re do si la.123466788 7 654321 La si do re mi fa si la

1234 6678

Ex. 69. SCALE OF E(y MINOE—(Eelative of G\f Majob.)

See 164 & 165.

Kie^^^^^iSfe^t
La =1 do re mi fa si la la si fa mi re do si la.1234667887664321 La si do re mi fa si la

1 2345678

The following table will show at a glance the different transpositions,

mnjor and minor, with their several signatures. The larger notes repre-

sent One (Do) of the major key;, and the smaller notes represent Oke (La)

• of the relative minor key.

Ex. 70.

Kev of
I
Key of I Key of I Key of I Key of I Key of I Key of I

0. G. D.
I

A
I

E.
I ,.

B. FJf. I

'»

Oue.Oue. Oue. One. Oue. Oue. One.
'

OuOue. Oue.

Rv Rhftm. Tl Tl

Key of Key of Kev of Kev of Kev of Kev of

m^m^^&M^m
Oue.

^P^

One. Oue.
B>-
Onp.

gi^Efzfe?^EI^&
Oue.
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Ex. 71. MAJOR
TEANSPOSITION BY SHARPS.

B
tUS

A
gf

»

F
e:

at

D
o|

C

K
xt

A
sX

Q
.,

F
E
dt

D
<«

O



ILLUSTRATIVE.

Ex. 72. MINOR
TBANSPOSIXION BY SHARPS.

eX

a

F

D
<4

c

a

»S

A
e«

c
^«'

F

D
<«'

C;

B
I

»J'

Ai



Ex. 73.

THEORY OF MUSU

PASSING TONES. See \,^

Essential Tones of the Melody.

[Boozja.

mi iw-
Tlie melody euliveued by PasBlug Xonee.

^^3'^^i^^^^m
Ex. 74. APPOGGIATUEAS. ^ee 167. ^i-I-

*^ -jtjt.

Ex. 75. AFTER TONES. See. 170.
Writtoi. Peifcnned.

p^g^a^^gj^ggg
Bemiakk.—There are other embellishments, graces and ornameuts. such aii Doubi.£

Appoggiatuka, the Tubs, the MoiidiiJii, the Tbilij, the Double Xhllij, the IbiI iT.

Chain, the Oademza, etc., which it is uut thought beut to intioduce liere.

Ex. 76. ACCIACCATURA.. See. 169.

'%^$^^^^Bj^

£x. 77.

Kx.78.

THE FIVE DEGREES OF POWER. Bee 172 to 177.

p

o O 6 O
CRESCENDO. Sa 177.

Ex. 81.

o
SFORZAM)0. See 130.



ILLUSTRATIONS OF

PART SECOND,
[Tiiefigures resjfer to the corresponding questions in Part II.Book J.]

Ex. 82.

INTERVALS.

PRIMES. See 186 to 195, inclusive.

-I- ^\m^^^^
Perfect. Augmented.

Ex. 83. INTERVALS OF THIi KEY OF C. Set 187 to 192.

All the Secouds in the key. All the Thirds in the key.

0 l«

M^yoi*.

All the Fourths in the key.

PW^
Miuor. M^or. Minor.

All the Fifths in the key.

^^i^p^JiiEpiiSipgi
Ang-

meuted.
Diinin-

--^ ished.

All the Sixths in the key. All the Sevenths in the key.

M^jor. Minor. Major. Minor.M^jor.

Ex. 84.
PBTMES. 5iwl95. SECOims. iS'ee396. Thiuds. Sf.e 197. FotmTHs. ^ee 198.

Perfect. Aug. M^or. Minor. Aug. Me^. Mln. Dim. Ferf. Dim. Aug.
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FoTHs. See 199. Sixths. ^Tee 200. Sktenths. See 201. Octaves. See 202. Nihths. See 203.

I

iSi^iSSllpfei ds^s^

Peri". Dim. Aug. Maj. Miu, Aug. Maj. Miu. Dim. Perf. Dim. Maj. Miu. Aug

Ex. 85. CHROMATIC HALF-STEPS amd MINOR SECONDS. See2S2anO 233

i 1211 -+-

•JL

-I-

Curo. half-steps ur Aug. Primis. Diatuuic lialf-stt^ps or Miuor SBcou'3*i_^

b^. 86. FiuMEb Invebted. See 249 and 250.

\-

^—^r M*m
Ex. 87.

Per. Prime. Per. Oct. Aug. Pi-ime. Dim. Oct

Seconds Intebied. See 261 to 253.

git

—

\^»

i
'^^=^-

Miu. 2d. Mq. 7tb. Maj. 2d. Min. 7tll. Aug. 2d. Dim. 7tb.

Ex.88. Thibiis Invested. See 254 to 256.

Dim. 3d. Aug. 6th. Min. 3d. Maj. 6th. M^'. 3d. Miu. 6th.

Ex. 89. FOUBTHS IHVEETED. See 257 to 259.

£3W
Dim. 1th. Aug. oth. Per. 4th. Per. 5th. Aug. 4th Dim. 5th.

Ex. 00. Fifths Inveeted. See 260 to 262.

Dim. 6th. Aug. 4th. Per. 6th. Per. 4th. Aug. 6th. Dim. 4th.

-iijx. 91, Sixths Inveeted. See 263 to 265.

Min. eth. M^j. 3d. Miy. 6th. Min. 3d. Aug. 6th. Dim. 3d.
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Ex. 92.

ILLUSTRATIVE.

Sevenths Imtebted. See 266 to '

^^=^^
Dim.Ttll. .-^ug.ad. Mill. 7th. Maj.2<l. Maj. Ttll. Miu. 2d.

7?

Ex. 93.

ECx. 91.

Octaves Istektkd. See 209 and 270.

i^^

^
Per Oct, Pel. Prime. Dim. Oct. Aug. Prime.

Ninths Invekted, See 271 and 272.

S: 1 f: I

-9«-

Mao.9tll. Min. 7tll. Miu. 9tli. Maj. 7tli. Aug. 9tll. Dim. 7tli.

TRIADS. See 316 ateo 282. 1

Ez. 95.

Triad of D. Triad of F. Triad of A. Triad of O.

n , I
(•OPiiUi.

HtT— 1, 1~a iTPiRE: 1 yOTMrd. I~B"C rmiaiiliimcd. I

\'f7T\ aTTajBT"' |~a AThlti. g'
A FnndamenfaL I i

r\fc|T a P Thipa.~ " I g F PundMnentiu. I p' I 1 "I
I

~~ «) D PiuidUDentiC
j

'

TRIADS AND POSITIONS. See 317, 318 &, 319.

Ex. 9B.

TnadofC. Triad of Triad of E. Triad of E.

I
•

i 1 s 9 1—

'

' '

1

1 *
i

r '
I :s.

zM^i—fz

Ist.po. 2d.po. Sd.po: lat.po, 2d.po. 3d.po: Ist.po. 2cl.po.3d.po; lst.po.2d.po.3d.po

Ex. 97. Triad of &. Triad of A. Triad of B.

$
Triad of A.— j_-

I - -.
-'-

i
dh

IZ

1st. po. 2d. po. 3d. po. 1st. po. 2d. po. 3d. po. 1st. po. 2d. po. 3d. po.

ATT, THE TRIADS IN C MAJOR. Sk 299 to 308.

Ex. 98.
Super- Med- Siib- Domi- Hub- Snb-

Principal. Triads in C MnjorL Tonic, tonic, iaut. dominant, nant. mediant, tonic.

I I

t7fc=- =t^^
I, IV, V.

—

«

m • - ^-

i; n, m, IV, V, V,, ni°.
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Bebeabs.—It will be noticed that all major triads are indicated by large Boman
niunei'als, and all minor ti'iadH by Buiall Bomuu uuuiei-ald,wiuie tue dlminiBlied tnads
ore indicated by small Bomau uumei-altt tu which a cipher iu added, andthe augmented
triads by large Bomau numerals to which an accent mai'k ia added.

AIJj THE TBIADS IN A MINOB. See 309 to 315.

Toulc. Super-tonic. Mediant. Sub-dominant. Dominant. Sub-Mediant. Stib-touic,

=3:

I,

Ex. 100.

^
Iff, IT, V, VI, VII°

TEIABS INDICATED BY FIGITBES. See 329 & 830.

E^lEp ^MEt=.ti
^ -^ -0- -» -0- i=

£ee 3S5. See 336.

V

^ s s
I

—»-[i gr—j-^3drr--|—*zz|:-*—
>——r- |:»=z

I i i
I I

i I
I

» I n h

Ex. 101. rSTEESIGNS or TRIADS.

n
,
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Ejc. 103.

iMTEltmOMS OF DosnNANi; Sbvenths,

See 'ii& to ZU.

-»-J;=tozq-_=j-'
h »m-»M~»—

-I— « V' -•—*-
X

—

*"

^> fl^ •—*—

•

—n 1—-r-—ri 1 r-

i i %

Ex. 104.

Sevenths of u Major.

See 356 to 368.

^^
6 6
5 5

Chord of the Seventh of vno Major.

5ee 339 Is, 330.

Ex. 105.

^

9-

§ t

Chord of the Seventh of no Minor.

See 361.

Ex. 106.

'^
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Ex. 110. OBiaiN OF THE AUGMENTED CHOBD OF THE SIXTH. See 385.

Origiual \ Same with 1 Same without ( iBt InverBion brings the 1 Same in
Chord. I id altered. ) Fuudameutal. ] Aug. 6tli Chord or Itahau6th. | four parts.

Sz. Ill, Obigin op the Augmented Ghobd op the Sixth, FoirnTH, and

Thibd. See 39U to 391.
'

( 2nd In. brings Aug. 6th, 4th,
Original CLord. Same with 3d altered. Ist Inversion. ( and 3d, or French 6th.

~-n5=5- w -gai <5-€z

m
Ex. 112. Okigin of the Augmented Ceiobd or the 6th akd 6th.

^ee 395 to 399.

Original \ Same witti 1 Same with ) Same without Hst In. brings Aug. fith

Chord, j Ninth. ) 3d altered. ) JTuudauieutal. J and 5th. orOeruianGth.

m
A : iii

11w J^
i?£5r

h

i^

Ex. 113. Obigin of the Amebican Sixth. See 400 to 403.

Original 1 Same with 1 Same with 3d, 6th, ) Same without ) 1st In- ) 2nd In. brings
Chord. J

Ninth. ( and 7th altered. ( Fundamental. J version. ( theAni. 6tb,

Tlie following table shows at a glance all the Chords which will be

usually met with in practice.
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Ex. 1 14. MAJOR TBIADS. MINOR TRIADS.

Of the Migor key. Of the Minor key. Of the Major key. Of the Minor key.

-*-
--

-!§:- is~ S
c : I, IV, V. A : V, VL c : u, ni, vi. a : i,

Ex. 115. DIMINISHED TRIADS.

Of the Major key. Of the Minor key.

AUGMENTED TRIAD.

Minor key.

-^- ^^
i»-

A:ni'.c : Tii°. A : 11°, yn°.

Ex. 116. INVERSIONS OF TRIADS.

First Inversion. Second Inversion.

i =SI

w
Ex. 117. CHORDS OF THE SEVENTH.

Camiiiant Formed tbe same Seventh of Seventh of Seventh of Seventh of
Seventh. iu Minor. two M^or. seven Major, two Miuor. seven Minor.

^-J^&Ti ifc

c:V,. c:V,. : II,. c : vii? A : iii :vn?

Ex. 118. INVERSIONS OF THE CHORDS OF THE SEVENTH.

First Inversion. Second Inversion. Third Inversion.

P i«sr F^

iiEE=
o« V. V.
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Kx. 119.

THEORY OF MUSIO.

AI/TEEED CHOBDS.

(Chromatically changed.)

In M^or: Augmented Triad on One, Four, and Five.

^OOKII

^
W/Si- zaz i^

c: 1', IV',

Ex. ISO.



ILLUSTRATIONS OF

PART THIRD,

j37ie -ftjures refer to tlie questions in Part JH., Book J.]

ffljen tones, or cnoras, are repeated, they are said to remain stationary:

Motion occurs wlien lUey progress to otlier tones, and tliereby form auotlier

oliorj. Tiiere are tiirfte kinds of motion, called Similar, Contiary, and

Oblique.

Ex. ISl.

Statiouary tones
aud Chords. Similar Motion. Contrary Motion. Oblique Motion.

EEE^E
-•—•- ::z^=jj_f:

-4^.
_,_,- :S

Kemark.—We wowld call attention to the fact that the word " motion " is also
applied to rhythm, as iu the expressioDS *' triplet motion," " sixteenth uote motioii,"
Btc.. e. g.

Ex. 122. Triplet Motion. Haydn.

Ex. 123. Sixteenth, note motion.
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In writing music care should be taken to have each part move to that

tone in the following chord which will occasion the least motion ; and if the

two chords have a mutual tone it should be continued in the same part,

and marked with a tie. (See 427 to 431

J

Ex. 124.

G IB the Mutual tone. C is the Mutual tone. Mutual tones are

C.E. ,C.A. A.F. ,

One of the first things to be taken into consideration, in writing music,

is the avoidance of consecutive fifths, and octaves. The reason v/hy con-

secutive octaves are disagreeable is, tliat, while we expect to hear fouf

well balanced parts, we have, in reality, only three; one of which is so

overloaded as to destroy the symmetry of the whole. Consecutive fifths

are worse ; tor, as the musical ear naturally supplies the major third,

whenever a perfect fifth is heard, the key is changed with every pro-

gression; than which nothing in music can be more disagreeable. (See

437 to 437. J

Ex. 125. Consecutive Fifths. ConsecutlTe Octaves.

^^-B
In the first measure of the above example, the small notes indicate tlip

major thirds, as our perceptions supply them. In the second, and third

measures, two keys are dislinctly heard at once, in direct violation of the

great commiwidment— " Thou siialt not have two keys in thy mind atone

time." By playing these examples the student will perceive at once wliy

consecutive .fifths and octaves are not allowed.

The. second inversion of the triad
( | ) requires careful treatment. If it

appears as Tonic, Dominant, or Sub-dominant, upon a^i accented pulse,

and is resolved by the chord of the tone which forms the base, it la al-

ways safe. (See 443 to 452.)

Ex. 126. ~

As a Tonic chord. As a Sub-dominant chord. As a Dominant chord.
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It can also be used as a passing chord upon an unaccented pulse, as

follows:

Ex. 127.

15—pz
•- .- 9. 1_^

Hi: -I- % zM-zi^. I
It often appears as a suspension with good effect, as follows:

Ex. 128.
As Tonic.

I

As Sub-dominant. As Dominant.

!«' "_ • * ' • ^ ^- -^

I I

9-^E.
I

It is very effective as a means of modulation, e.g.: (See 450.)

Ex. 129.

%^^^^^^
Ttt*

3:
X-~-

Wben the four-part harmony is written so that the three upper parts

are contained in an octave, and can be played with one hand, it is called

Close Harmony. If the interval between the soprano anil base is about

equally divided by the tenor and alto, it is called Dispeksed Haemonv.

Ex. 130. Close Harmony. Dispersed Harmony.

W=^=^=^ •

—

—w—• — I—»—»^«

—

*
I

! •—*--; r r-
I I

- *- Jt *

-:S=tii^Eiz:p-i=t lEzib^iB -a:
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Chords of the Dominant Seventh usually resolve into tonic harmony;

the Tth descends one degree, the 3d, (leading tone, ) ascends a minor sec-

ond ; the fundamental and fifth are free. The inversions of this chord all

follow the same rules, (tke 470 to 480.) e.g.:

Ex. 131.

Direct. 1st inversion. 2d inversion. 3d Inversion.

7 § 4 • 4 .

There is one exception to the rule obliging the interval of the seventh

in this chord to descend: when from the second inversion of the doini-

jUiint seventh chord we jirogress to tlie tirst inversioi; of the Tonic, the so-

prano having the seventh, it may ascend; e.g.:

§i:

The reason for this is that the tone wliich would resolve tVe 7th is taken

by the base, and is consequently, so prominent that our expecatious are

fully satisfied.

Tlie Dominant seventh of a Major Key may resolve into '.he Tonic

harmony of the relative minor key, also the Dominant seventh of a minor

key may resolve into the sub-dominant harmony of the relatirc Wiyat

key. e.g.:

Ex. 133.

i ^
Si;

4=^
a: V, 0': IV
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One Dominant seventh chord may resolve into another, producing a fine

wffect. (dee 473

J

Ex. 134.

rc

=ffr

-?•

-15- n bm-
mar jzr
y*-p^*-^

^i
-r :fc

n:V, o:V, f:Vj Bb:V, Efe:V, ilj: V, Afe:I

Other resolutions of the Dominant seventh chord may also be made, but

the above are the most usual.

The interval ol' seventh may be abandoned, or it may be transferred

from one part lo another when the chord is repeated, in which case, the

part which has it last must be responsible for its resolution. (See 476.) e.g.

Ex. 135.
7th abandoned. 7th transferred.

I?—«-

-rg-

zsz

6
<9-

Tlie chord of the seventh of Two major is usually employed in its first

Inverted form. (See 482.^ e.g.:

Ex. 136.

i
ih

-1 r— I »-

:gnrF=» E

8 7

-€ -(^

The chord of the seventh of seven, in the- major mode, is less useful

than the other chords of the seventh, and is generally employed with the

seventh in the soprano. Its progression is as follows : The funda-

mental, being the leading-tone of tlie key, ascends a minor second, its

flrth, being diminishea, descends a minor second, its seventh descends one
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Segpee, and its third is free, (See 485J Tlie third of the following Tonic
chord is usually doubled, to avoid consecutive fifths; these may be avoided
however by causing the third of the seventh chord to descend five

degrees. e.g.:

Ex. 137.

. _ ei m
^^ ^==^

o: vn? vn?

The chord of the seventh of ii, in the minor mode, diflei? ;fartn the

above chord only in its fundamental tone, wliich, bemg no lons.yr the lead-

ing tone, is free; its usual resolution is into the Dominant; the fifth and
seventh descend a minor second; the third ascends one degree, and the

fundamental moves to the Dominant, (either up or down,) (/See 489 A
490.) e.ff.:

Ex. 138.

4-

s

The chord of the seventh of seven, in the minor mode, is an eqnivocal

chord, inasmuch as it does not point to any particular Tonic, and is

^capable of a great varietj' of resolutions. Its primary resolution is into

'the.Tonic;' the fifth and seventh descend one degree, the Fundamental
ascends one degTee, and the third is free, (see 49i,J e.g.:

Ex. 139.

m
a

*
3

«t

i*r :=? ^

—

—*ts
— • m

a: „vn° vnj VII?
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' This CliDrd may be conrerted into a Dominant. 7th Ghord in tonr differ-

ent ways; -thus making- possiljle the formation of a great vairiety .of

•

motlulations by means of this chord. See 495.

First. One of its members may descend one half-step, while the others

remain; thus:

Ex. 140.

mEi^=^
=»?= t K

A.vn9 o:V,
f=^f

^
a: vn? EbT„

I

pfej^^E^^^^
a: VII? fflV,, a: rafi a: V„

Second. Three of its members may ascend one half-step, while the

other remains; thus:

Ex. 141. '
'

,

i
=^T

E^E ^=
Sift^^

a: tu? Bl2:V,, a: VII?
.. ,gT„

h==MtZ
-^i

^*
e:V„ Db:V„

Remabk.—Tbis- change from G# to A]? (at *_) is called an Enharmonic change^
vhereuy tiie resolution ib clianged, without altering the tone.

Thti-d. Three of its members may descend one half-step, and one

ieatxad a whole step; thus:

Ej 143.

^:^^^^
fe£|:jp=i^ r^ S=+l=

a: vifi b:V„ a:vii; d:V„

a: TO? p:V„ I. a: vn? aIj:V„ I.
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Fourth. Three of its members may ascend a whole step, and one a
half-step; thus:

Ex. 143.

m^m^^^^
a: VII?

r
b:V„ a:tii? a}j:Y„

i =^
--^,--

'0 , • rrg 5-#
,

a: VII? f: V„ 1. Aivn?
r
d:V„

A peculiar progression may be formed with this chord, ny cnnsins ah
the tones to descend one half-step, thus forniinj!; aiiotlier similar chord,

which may be resolved the same way; and so on indefinitely. (See 4£e, J

e. g. :

Ex. 144.

^ i!2^i-_u«_u« t—^

In chords of the ninth, the fundamental tone and nintli should lie kept

nire degrees apart. It may resolve directly to the tonical harmony,

althoniih its usual resolution is to the dominant seventh chord, the ninth

descending one degree. In four part liarmonj', the fifth is usually omitted,

otherwise the chord would conttiin two perfect fifths in itself. naiTiely from

the fundamental to the fifth, and from the fifth to the ninth. Chords of the

ninth are major in a major key, and minor in a minor key.

Ex. 145. MAJOR NINTHS.

m
or tbus, la fbur parts.
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Ex. 147.

fi ^t _i_zL_j_ja -L.J ^ ^ I

I '

J5 is J6

ii^k^KET =t=
$^

(=
:lE=p=

#—P-
-^s::

The inversions of the augmented chord may also be used.

Ex. 148.
I I

m 31

*6 1 *

Fltat Inreraioa.

c:r rv

Second l&Tenion.

o: r IV

When formed upon the chord of One, the major seventh maybe addedi

in which case the third of the following chord must be doubled; e.g. -

£z. 149.

l^=Md^d^=i zsagzr

:22Z ^
c: I IV IV

When formed upon Four, the major seventh is seldom added. WheB
formed upon Five, the minor seventh may be added.

E±. 150.

^t^^m^^^
^smmT=t: m ^r f—1-

-1^-

6

c:V V, I V V, I V V, I f:V V'^
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2d. The Italian Sixth, (augmented chord of the Sixth, spe 384 & 502)

usually resolves ,into the Dominant harmony. .(For rules of resolution

.see 502.) In four-part harmonies the third only, (originUl fifth,) can oe

doiubled; e.g. :

Ex. 151.

'i^^
ts

r^bS:

J^O-
^d^E

^m

d:P^

3d. The French Sixth, (augmented chord oi Sixth, Fourth and Third,)

SsB 330 i, tiQJ,) like the Italian Sixth, usually resolves into the Dominant

Aar^Jiony. (For rules of resolution see 505;) e.g'. .

£>- 152.
#2 Jt" «|

—r-

5 *

I

^±^£Efe|i|;=f^^l^

It \s capaMv.j of various resolutions ; " notwithstanding which," being

.nnucli harsher, .t is greatly inferior to eitlier of tlie other augmented sixth

chords. The following are some of its various resolutions : >
,,
- ,;,,,_

Ex 153 ,
;."!.: ,:;*;;;;v.' J..;cT .„::.;!; a:^/

1
tj % S6 M

1

#6;

m^^^. •2*

:ci

The following examples will give a more practical view of the handljing

of th'- ^snCb Sixth chord:
.

.
v,-: -,.o:j5!:„.
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Ex. 164.
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Sing I sing and re jolce. Smg 1 sing and re joicc,

*
*-_-^_f-__ ^ *

r'f-Tr

-N fs—K-

T-*^-*-?-*-?-
I _^ ^^—^zzr.-'l

'-^'-T^, r !

y"« f-i-^ ?

p-^-*-^*-
:?:S-^ib^-^ ' i^-^i^ i

$
^t*= ;«ur^ r^ =*s^t; 'X-^' î T^

* I.

^~~^^-t M^^^m- . *
SJ^ig^EFi^^^m'-n- i

i h ip-^-n-j ^-=t-=tifJ—^-P--E-

-k—b*

—

»-

From •' io Ceuerentoio."Ex. 155.

Mrj'E giivr;!5ri!Ciftzi}5. -A—s—n—>>- -«v—n,—^—».,—t^

:{f^

-?—

N

—N- h—V—N—

N

r-K—N—

N

—N—

M

-

a - long; On a clear and Itosty morning, Flitting onward with a sung;

s^-a-r^^i9::"^llt£F^:^^:^z:fer^-z:J5z^:~^=±^Jr:^_=^^

4th. The German Sixth, (Angmented Chord of the Sixth and Fifth, see

395 and 508, 1 has two resolutions. Its primary resolution is to, the | of

the minor Tonic which, in Its turn, resolves to the Dominant, e. g.
•

I

Ex. 156.

i ^ ^
n I «

lai

Its secondoiy resolution is into the | of the major 'romb u. >
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Ex- 157.

±=%SZ

^'

,
*

fn slow movements tliis chord may resolve directly to the Dominant, in

wnich case consecutive fifths will be fouutl between the base and the part

wuicli takes the fifth, (Tenor or Alto.) However, the consecutive, being

fietweeu the base and au inside part, can scarcely be detected by the ear.

Ex 153.

ip^ HSJZ teE-p-^-
Ifel

^

t6

The above is the only exception known to the writer in which any
ortssieal author uses, and defends, consecutives. These chords were used

by Moziirt; who. when criticised on account of the consecutives, said:

—

'•Henceforth such consecutive fifths shall be correct." Even Mozart used
them sparingly; and our advice is, do not use them at all.

file German Sixth mny be converted into the chord of the Diminished
Seventh by causing the fundamental to ascend one half-step. {See 609.)

e. g. .

Ex. 159.

-6>-

S6
5

6̂
4

-O-

5th. The American Sixth, (see 400 and 511,) has but one resolut;:^, to

the 8 di the major Tonic, like the secondary resolution of the German
Sixth. Inasmuch as the writer claims the orifdnal classification of this

chord, the following illustration of the ori,!iin of tne several augmented
Sixth chords may set forth his claim more clearly:
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ORIGIN OP THE SEVERAL AUGMENTED SIXTH CHOED&

Xx. 160. ITATiTMT HIXTH. OR ATTG. OHOKD OF THi; SIXTH.

I

Orlsinal Chord.

m^Ei^.

Same witb 3cl I Same withont
allured. | J^'uadoiutiDtal

let fnyeTBion bringa
Uie Itailno 6tb, or

aug. 6tli diurd.

lEZ
-i;^

'iWl 'Z>JSZ

$e

Ex. 161. THE FRENCH SIXTH, OK AUG. CHOBt) OF 'SIXTH, FOtTBTH
AND THIBD.

?d iDTeraion brings
the French lilh, or aug.

6th, 4lli Ji 3d.

a: II?

Ex.. I6S. THE GEEMAN SIXTH, OB AUG. CHORD OF
SIXTH AND FIFTH.

P
Original Chord.-

Same with
ninth

Same witK 3d
nltireiL

^
-t s«_^

—

CZ^n&
w-

ilst
inv. brings U

Germnn 6th. or nilf.
6:ii & &th.

l^^^^j
«g

-«>- ^
a; II?

Ex. 163.

Orleinal
Chord.

THE AMEBICAN SIXTH.

|9d inv, brinfEa

American 6th.

Same with | Siime with 3d. | Same withoat
nmth.

a: 111
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The writer cK Bs the original classiflcation of this last chord for the

following reasons:—He has been unable to lind it u tlie works of any

other author, neither is it mentioned among the Altebed Ouokos by any

theorist, so far as he lias been able to find by diligent research. That it

is correctly built, is acknowledged at once by all the theorists with whom
he has had an opportunity of conversing. Its clainis may Oe stated in a

nut-shell: It is correctly built; It is not the Italiam Sixxa, as it is aiot

made up of the same intervals and resolves differently; It Is not the

Fbexoh Sixth for the same reasons ; It is not the German Sixth (although

it closely resembles it), inasmuch as it consists of a third, fourth, and

Bixth, instead of a third, fiflh, and sixth; It is not capable of the primaTj

resolution of the German Sixth; for example:

Bz. 164. RESOLUTIONS OF THE GEEMAN SISIH.

Primary Resolution-

fe=P=:̂
.

Secondary Resolutioo.

=#=

si S6*4

Or In very elow movemenla,

-I-
I

i^= 23=

«l

1
^•-

It will be seen at a slance. by comparing the above example with the

following, that the two chords are not, and cannot by any possibility lie

coQscrced the sama

Sz. 165 SESOLUTION OF THE AMEEICAN SDCTH.

Its only Reaolntion.

This resolution is essentially the same as the secondary resolution of

the Grerinau Sixth, but it is much better for voice-leading, as will lie seen

in the following example, in which the Alto can sing F-sharp mucti more
easily than they can smg G-Qat.
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Glo-ry to God, Glo-ry to Goa. Glo-ry to Goa, Glo-ry to God.

-N—N-
:!^j-,'_,--«c:^g

:^/-r\

m ^as--:

:

-N—N-^^^=1- ^-^g^

iiEtei

Glo-ry to God, Glo-ry to God.

,-y f ^ ^f:-^_^i_«- --5*-

Glo-ry to God, Glo-ry to God.

fci24^
15=15:

31 i;-
_tj_ii i

^—^-A-

^ Cfei-Tnan Sixth. ^ American HtxUu

Suspensions occur when the progreseiou of one or more tones of a chora

is delayed until tlie others have formed tlie component parts of the follow-

ing chord, (See 404, and 529 to 541.) Tlie characteristic of the suspension

is a discordance against the harmony with which it enters. Three essen-

tial points in the suspension must be taken into consideration, namely:

Preparation, Entrance and Resolution.

It is prepared when, upon an unaccented pulse in the previous chord,

it is taken hy a voice and carried by that voice over into the following

chord.

Its etitrance takes place, when, upon an accented pulse, it forms a dis-

sonance against the ruling harmony.

Its resolution must, as a rule, take place upon the following unaccented

pulse.

Preparation may take place through either member of the Triad, or the

Dominant Seventh, e.g.

:

Ex. 167.

Through the octave of
the fundamental. Through the Sd. Through the 5th.

±E
I
ThToagh the Dom. 7lh.

it
i-^

* ^^4- »—X-'^sa^*-
i

-^T-.^.-r4-^=^^^m
' Suspensions can occur before the octave, and before the third; also be

fore the fifth in certain positions.
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Ex. 168.

Before tlw Octave.

^M \-

I
Before the 3d.

•—-s

i Before tbe 5th._ I I

I I

1 5

h^-m ^f=

Th". tone wl^ich is delayed by a suspension may not be taken by any

other Dart exne.pt the base, and tliey should bfe kept nine degrees apart.

Ex. 169.
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Ex. 172.
|-~-

1 -J=.-L_j U
^—^

-:=*:.-

^44- '^m^ -3SZ

One or more tones may be taken between the suspension, and its reso

tntion; thns:

—

Ex. 173.

siE I

The part which has the suspended tone, can, immediately after thp /e.

solution, pass through several chord-tones, while the other tones ot (hB

chord are held; thus:

—

Ex. 174. ^
„ —-^1 i i

i

"
. !

-(S2-
t9-

r
Insiances sometimes occur in which a suspension has no resoluttoiv

lix. 175.

%
I

S^iI I

-+-^-

9^^
d!Z_r«-
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Such instances arise from tlie omission of the resolving tone. The

above example would be something like the following if correctly resolved.

Ex. 176.

-I-m ^-i:3=2:
3=

ii:
s-

The \ chord often appears as a double suspension ; e. g:

Ex. 177.

i ^- <Sr

I

fl^E zsr

Suspensions of three parts may occur; e. g:

Ex. 178
^

-^. -25-
1-

SI

Anticipation is the reverse of suspension, and occurs when a voice

abandons a tone which is proper to a chord before the metrical division

leads us lo expect it, and in its stead, takes a tone which belongs to the

succeeding chord, and retains it until the other parts follow. (See 407.)

Ex. 179. Anticipation in the Soprano.

i mm^m m:
-^^«; ^r

I31Z XTOZ
ZStZ =ai
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In tlie Base.

> g=F
In several voices.

1 >__

is::

fz. 1-J^
^ ^fe

r"

Anticipation must not be confounded with syncopation, wlilch simply

breaks up tlie regular rhytliin, but does not introduce dissonant tones.

e.g:

Ex. 180. SYNCOPATION.

S ^m£5!

A cadence is the end of a musical expression or thought, (see 542 to

551.) There are six varieties of Cadences; namely:—Perfect Cadence,

Imperfect Cadence,; Halt Cadence, Plagal Cadence, Deceptive Cadance,

and Suspended Cadence.

If a thought or expression ends with the Tonic triad in the 1st posi-

tion, preceded by the Dominant, it is called a

Ex. 181. PERFECT CADENCE.

^: 4
I

=s—N=
.^ I

If the thought or expression ends with the Tonic triad in the 2d or 3d
position, preceded by the Dominant, it is called an

Ex. 182.

id:
IMPEEEECT CADENCE.

a^H i

^

—

A—- E^E JSZ m 4=f:
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If an expression ends in the Dominant harmony, it is called a

Ex. 183. HALF CADENCE.

iiii

If the end of the expression is the Tonic, preceded by the Sub-dominant,

it is called a

Ex. 184. PLAGAL CADENCE.

n
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A Pedal Point or Organ Point is an arrangement whereby the Tonic, or

Dominant, (sometimes both,) is prolonged by the Base, while the upper
voices pursue their harmonic movement without any apparent reference

to it. {8se 552 to 560 inclusive.

)

Care must be taken that the upper parts form of themselves, a perfect

three-part composition, capable of producing a good effect if heard alone,

yet adapted to the general spirit or character of the whoK It is also

necessary that the pedal passage should commence with the harmony to

which the prolonged tone belongs, return to it frequentlj-, and finally con-

clude with it. Abrupt progressions should be avoided in a Pedal Point.

If the prolonged tone be the Dominant, the Plagal Cadence must not
be employed.

The lowest of the three upper voices assumes control of the three-part

movement, and all harmonic progressions must be controlled by it, al-

though the prolonged tone may sometimes, accidentally, so to speak, be-

long to the same h'armony.

When the prolonged tone is held by one of the upper voices, it is called

a Stationary Tone; in which case the three-part harmony should be kept

more quiet, rarely introducing foreign harmonies; for the reason that ihe

upper parts do not possess the power, which is peculiar to the base, of

counter-balancing harsh effects.

The following is a specimen of Organ Point on the Dominant:

Ex. 187.

£mfc
f^^^^i^E^^^^^^^

il=zi±=zN
ZSr--*

Pa - ra - di - si. Pa - ra - di - si. Pa - ra di - si, Pa - ra -

m ^W=^
Glo

IfeS
Glo

W^

t^=^»-

ij^i=i:s=

tilo -
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ite^gi=^^^'^
ili - si, Pa ra di si . .

.". glo -

mm.TOZ

|g ^6 1^]

'^^i^'-fc^-*- -•--.->-—

Sequences are of two kinds
; (gee 411 and 561,) namely, Cliord Sequen-

pes, and Plirase Sequences. A chord sequence is one in wliich several

chords follow each other in a similar harmonic manner. lu forming a

chord sequence the parts should move by similar intervals; each part, it

taken alone, should be regular and self-consistent : and the whole se-

quence should extend over four or more successive accents; e. g.:

Ex. 188.

^S iSi zzci <g—2c;

•^—^- :g=g:i

SI -^

It will be noticed at a and 6 that the rule for the resolution of the

diminished fifth is violated ; which leads to the remark that our musical

perceptions suffer more from lack of symmetry than from lack of pure har-

monic progression ; hence, in such cases, rules are not considered

binding.

A phrase sequence is one in which a phrase, which is called the^^ure,

is repeated at a higher or a lower pitch; e. g.

:

Ex. 189.

F.gure.

^¥£m. dfct ^=3=^
^^}
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iBt repetition.

Hidden, or covered, fifths and octaves occur when two parts, starting

at difl'erent intervals, move in similar motion to a fifth or octave, {see 567

to 575 inclusive.) The reason why they afl'ect the ear disagreeably is in

the fact that our perceptions supply all the tones over which each part

passes, and which, if written out in full, would result in open consecutives;

e. g. :

HIDDEN FIFTHS. HIDDEN OCTAVES.

Ex. 190. It
-«—|i- m -^—^

I

There are Instances where these progressions are not positively dis-

agreeable; namely: 1st, if the upper part moves but one degree; 2d, if

they are between an outside and an inside part; 3d, if they are between

inside parts; 4th, if one or both the other parts move in contrary motion,

or remain stationary; and 5th, when the Base moves one degree and the

chords are bound together by a seventh; e. g. .

Ex.

^
191.

Upper put
moves

one doKTee.

J

—

Ootares between an I

outside and an
imlde pait, |

Fifth!
between

Inside parts.

I

The other two puts I

more in

I contrary motion. |

Base mores one degrte
and the c herds are
bound b; a EeTenth.

It
:r~r—

s

•—

r

Covered fifths and octaves in outer parts are considered faulty if botli

parts skip; e. g. :

Ex. 192. COVERED FIFTHS. COVEBED OCTAVES.

i -f^^i iJ

-I
——z^ -p-^=— m
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Covered octaves which pass over a minor seventh mast be avoided,

e. g.

J I , ^ J L

Ex. 193
m -^-^-

§^^
=F

Covered Fifths and octaves which are formed by inversions of the

same chord are not faulty; for the reason that consecutive faults involve

progression, and when chords simply change position, or are inverted,

they do not progress; e.g.:

Ex. 194.

Cboss kelation, or Fame eelation, occurs when a tone, which is sung

by one voice, is, in the next chord, chromatically altered and given to

another voice. {See 576. ) e. g.

:
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PasSiiio tones are such as are foreign to the harmony, and are intro>

duced for the purpose of embellishing the melody. They always follow

the chord-tone, and rarely progress by skips. {See 415 and 41G.) e. g. :

Ex. 197. b b b

=i^^-
ir

'

1^- ''9~ I
I

Passing tones are both diatonic, (as at a in the above example,) and

chromatic, (as at b.)

The pass presupposes an interval sufHciently large to aamii ol me intro-

duction of an intermediate tone. Thus between E and G, in the following

example, we might introduce P; between G and A we can have G8;

e. g. :

Bz. 198.

E 3E

The interval from B to F is too small to admit of an intermediate tone;

and yet we sometimes feel the necessity of keeping up the motion which

has been begun by a series of passing tones ; b. g. :

Ex. 199.m2Efe

The animation of the passage is seriously impeded at E. This may be

remedied in two ways; first, by repeating the tone E, (as at a. in the

following example,) and, second, by introducing a tone which belongs to

the harmony, (as at 6.)

Ex. 200.

fe^ •^ir-»Erp=p= Wr^' -JjJ Lt—P

Harmonic Tones, thus introducea, are called Bt-tones.
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Ex. 201.

-^'^"^
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When a scale passage occurs in the base, the other parts should haT&

chords only upon the accents. --{See 581.)

Ex. 204. •

-g.- i»^

W^ 3 I ^-.-f^h= -»-*-
• ^ •-f-

=t=t

oxoxoo oxoxoo O X O X o o o o o o o o

p ESE ^

O X X . o o U X o o c ooxoxoo
Modulation takes, place when the home feeling, or tonic, has taken a

new position. (_8ee 514 to 528.)

When the change of the home feeling is of short duration, only consist-

ing of two or three chords, it can hardly be said to rise to the dignity of

a Modulation, and is therefore called a

DIGBESSION.

Ex. 205.
^—

^

^
=^

Modulations may be effected without foreign tones. Hence if the above

digression were written as follows, the change would be just as surely

made.

Ex. 206.

fSC
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Whenever the tones of a key are so arranged that their relations have

changed, centering around a new Tonic, modulation has taken place.

This is done, in many instances, several measures before the sign of the

new key appears. Note the following example, in which the home feeling

centres around a new Tonic just as decidedly as though the sign occurred.

The only reason why it does not appear is because our melody did not

happen to require it.

Ex. 207. Key of C.

Key of G.

\—. t '-i-i -*—l^»».J-^—

1

1 1
; •-*-^—J r-« 1 ^

The principal chords used in modulation are the second inversion of the

triad, (I chord, ) the Dominant seventh chord, and the chord of the di-

minished seventh.

In the following example the ear recognizes the new key as soon as

the I chord is heard. The fact of the modulation is confirmed, however,

by the Dominant seventh chord which follows.

Ex.208. to G Major. C to E Minor.

i^£ =t f

ii-

Be2£ai£k.—For some of the capabilities of the chord of the diminished seventh as a
means of modulation, seepages 89 and Wi.

The following are a few instances of modulation by means of the Domi-
nant seventh chord

:

Ex. 209.
to F M^or. C to A Minor. C to% Major. C to Al; M^or.

b7
I

b7 |,b|

^ -^^-
5221
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It remains to remark, finally, that no key which Is brought about by

modulation should be used as the final key, but coUipositious should en6

in the key in which they commence; and that a composition sliould never

end with an inversion, the finalchord should always be direct. The old

composers went so far as to say that all compositions, whether miijor or

minor, should end with a mc^or triad. The following is an instance ot

such closing:

Ex. 210.

£:?!?:

^-^^^g^gjgr^ji^^SH_ ^—N—

N

Fec-ca-ta mun-di, Fee - ca - ta man di.

0—•-— I—«—•—#~'-ls-'—

Sz5|»£Eg£Eig^^E^^—

"

i^EgzL^ggg
Peo-oa-ta mun-ai, Fee - ca - ta mun di.

i^jS^ fcr-«--=: 1
When a minor composition ends with the Plagal Cadence, it is still

usual to close with a major triad.

We cannot find a more fitting way of ending this chapter on modula-

tion than by inserting a complete Vocabulary of Modulation, in wlilch wiil

be found a modulation from any major key to all major keys ; also from

any major key to all minor keys. The modulations are arranged alpha-

betically, i. e., from C to all keys; then from Dflat to all keys: then from

D to all keys, elc., so that any particular modulation may be readilj

found.
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Ex. 211. C to Dt

MODULATION-o.
Ex. 212. C to D. Ex. 213. C to

Je^Ŝ's=W-
-^l2._^,__^

rr

—fe
iE^

^-it-
iBsi

Ex. 214. C to E.

I

I
I

Ex. 215. C to F.

I

Ex. 216. CtoGfeanclFt.

Trsnz^ « • !»-

nspz-tzia^^ ^^-S»ii

rai
_b^_,_ p^^^^^^J,^^^

Ex. 217. to Q. Ex. 218. to Afe. Ex. 219. to A.

J 1

^=Ei^tm^^m^^m^.
9-

-*-#- — I— "

223$:»--F-T
Ex.220. C to B|j. Ex. 2.31. C to B. Ex. 222. Dt to D.

.- L I J . I

-^^^^^^mM
m -#-l25

azjT. =rt^ £IE

^ib^

SI i^
Ex. 223. Dtrto%. Ex.224. DljtoE. Ex.225. Bfetor.

i^^^^ii-l^l^
.ai..

2!^
ia#-fl«-

-^ #• •- #-
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Ex. S26. DfetoGfeandlX- Ex.227. DfetoG. Ex.228. DfetoAfe.

item^^mmv^^^
^w #—»- ^ •-h

=F 5tl?rta=
--r^:*-.^

i^^i^i ini-tr

:?J2^

Hx. 229. DfetoA.

.1 I ,- !

Ex.230. DttoBfe. Ex.231. DfetoB.

i^Sp^^i^li;^
sss ^^=^^ ^^
Ex.232. DfetoC. . Ex.233. Dtolfe. Ex.234. DtoE.

N=Pt;i:te:

gg^^^ll
:^^f-b._.._

!K'?

Ex. 235. DtoF. Ex. 236. D to I^ and G. Ex. 237. D to &.

I

l^^lESfJ^az^^^
gi

-^ #-
-4-r—^—•-

Et=E
gg_j

Ex. 238. DtoAb. Ex. 239. Dto A.

I I I

Ex. 240. Dto]

^^i^r^^^

Sj?:^|*l2,!^^«

I
jo..

-»- .^^^-.b^Liz^--.
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Ex- 241. DtoB. Ex, 242. D to C. Ex.243. DtoBt.

-i ^gi~-l i-4-J .- LJ ! . U—

,

— •'-Sl, _

ii^^^M^ ----^^^--=^

Ex.244,. EfetoE. Es. £45. %toF. Ex. 246. Ifeto GfeandFJ.

j-j^-Lga^yn j— I-
I ~i

• —j=^

—

B

g^^^gg^g 32=3-^i
ibgz

Ex. 247. EfetoG.

J
I

Ex.248. ^^toA^i. Ex.249. %toA.

*J^^s^s^i^^^^^ap
^rsETipizt-^

zai :a^^=
-•—

^

~^~cg
121

-!^-JI«-

^^^^fi^

Ex. 250. E|jtoB|j.

I ~i r

Ex. 251. EttoB. Ex. 252. IfetoC,

Ete

iS^, E^i^E^^:EE -*—t-

Ex. 253. HjtoDfe. Ex.254. IfetoD. Ex.255. Etoi'.

' ill n L I I
"^^^^a^s^ili

=iE=?= £!f^3^e^^iig:l2zi2z: -^-pg^ ^
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Ex. §56. EtoFfondGI;. Sx. 257. Etoa £z. 258. EtoAj;.

\:\tm^* J -T=^-n-—F ^-^1—

I

F ^•p5^
--^-'-'^*4^7^

%^ 4—«-r^i^^E^s
^,it-.-h

^czpreil?,
f=

Ex. 259. EtoA.



FAXTin.]

Ex.271. rtoB.

ILLTT8TRA.TIVB.

Ex. 272. FtoC.

9-t

-"?i-t'-

^^
>-

Ex. 273. rtoI%.

-^•-^^

Ex. 274. r to D. Ex. 275. Ptol Ex. 276. EtoE.

^^
Ei*^

-•—

^

lis: =1
;#-5^—^-

Ex. 277. FJtoG.

:d=

Ex.278. FJtoAfr. Ex.279. I^ttoA-

! J L I

fN=^^

I -!i«i-P»- i =f=ilpi 1
Ex.280. FJtoBli. Ex.281. FftoB. Ex.282. FJtoC.

i^ =^=l gj^g^^g^a^
I r

Ex.283. FiloDlj. Ex.284. PfltoD. Ex.285. ITttolfe.

^^SEBSter^^S^
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Ex. S88. GtoAfe.

=jfigj|---y—*-
|

1 *-*t-^
i

1 1--|
I

-I

Ex. SSO. OtoA.
I I

Ex. 290. a to Eft.

I I J,.

Ex. S91. GtoB.

^^m^^&^0^i^j^^-

TJ^^^^m
iz—f-gr -0-hi

I
3: i?^i=^

&rarprp

Ex. S9S. GtoC. Ex. 293. GtoBij. Ex.

:^
S94. GtoD.

-JS=3iZ
r

--g-r r»—P*-^—P5- -rS>-^—ti- tt,-

m -?«—»- =^i^1 =^s^t^

Ex.295. Gtolfe. Ex. 296. GtoE.
•

I I

Ex. 297. GtoF.

S :N:^rfi^i^±^,
-*—m—IS'—ig-

-«•-

g:|^^^"fe|fcg^^^fef^^^ai

Ex.298. GtoFS&Gjf. Ex.299. AfetoA, Ex.300. A|jtoEt.

I J „, .,, >-j-j-u-P^P^^^^^S
ggpaJgag^^EJgg-^^
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Ex. 301. AfetoB. Ex. 308. AfetoC.

5— -^^--Jf^-l-il?!

Ex. 303. AfetoDt

^ - zM—^-
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Ex. 316. AtoE,

# S«l-d!-

Ex. 317. AtoF. Ex. 318. AtoPlJandG|j.

J . U-\-^
g—?-:=?*!

*=2---

1^*j;jz*rija_L^_^:

-#—#- >.^p>-E^|fEpEE^:^l^

Ex. 319. AtoG.

I*
Ex. 3S0. AtoA|{. Ex. 321. Bj; to B.

:i

-^ftt

^-'^ff'^ISsir^

gg^gJ^^^JSg^e^
Ex. 322. Bt to C. Ex. 323. Ife to Bfe. Ex. 324. Bfe to D.

fc m^ ps^^^^-iji^-*—8—*«

9=^b=fci
-i»t>i» |»-

«.b.^
-f-' p » 0-

^

Ex. 325. B|2to% Ex. 326. BfetoE. Ex. 327. B(,toF.

^^^^^^^-i^x-%^
^ ^EE~^E^^.:S^*?rC«-Wt

Ex.328. BfetoGbandOt. Ex.329. BttoG. Ex.330. BttoAfe.

r-
g=^E|SEE^ -C •-S#-

-S-S'—w—^—e,-
-*=t?S

-•—«—,»—

•

Sifcbj^i ^gj^l^^^
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Ex.331. B|}'.oA. Ex. 332. BtoO. Ex. 333. BtaI3|i.

^^^m^^m^i^^^
^^^^^m^^
Ex. 334. BtoD. Ex. 335. B to £|t. Ex. S36. BtoE.

'
\ III

fe^i^JisSSJ^f^^^
^ ~l r- m
Ex. 337. BtoF.

JiJt. L

Ex. 338. BtoFfandOl;. Ex. 339. BtaG.

J ^j L

^nfe^'g^r^faf^^^^^^fe^j^
Ex. 340. BtoAfe. Ex. 341. BtoA. Ex. 342. BtoEj^.

S^^^^^^^^^
•L-«-^1=:«^S? IZ2-

^H-

MODTTLATION FROM MAJOR TO MLNOR.

343. C Maj. to CS Min. 344. C Maj. to D Min. 345. C Maj. toEfeorDSMin.

-J Ur-i I II^mm^^m^smm^^
^b'^-g- -•-J21i^.«-

ilzei
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346. CM^. toEMio. 347. Haj. to F Miu. 348. CMaj.tol^orC^Min.

-»—#—«- -^b# ^ii;
_p=pr3i H«—,9-

349. OMnJ. toGMin. 350. CMaj. to AfeMln. 351. Maj. to AMin.

3|t^^^«|i^^^
liif

-^r-
pzipi

.rai -•—1«—1«-

35S. CMaj, toBfeMin. 353. M^. to B Mm. 854. Ci.MaJ. to C Min^

355. DfeMao.toDMin. 356. D|jMaj. toEfrMin. 857. Dfe Maj. to E Min.

I. I !, J_J-J L

358. DjjMaj. toTMin. 359. DfeMaJ.toGbMin. 360. D|j Maj. to G Min.

L- l . ! I. - I
, I iJ- I. !

eJr^^^i^^^^S^p.
-^ - •-

^m -i

—

s-
ifbbp-.
x=t:

iff-i*—•-

ff^te
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361. BIjMaj. to AjjMin. 362. SbMaj. toAMin. 363. DJtMstj. toBJtMin.

I—i-

fei^giilEp^E^^ii^
-*—

^

tzi I
364. D|} Maj. to B Min. 365. D); Maj. to C JVIin. 366. DJtMAJ.toCfMm.

Jh.4—J . i 4-^ . ^-^

^^ippsiigi^:^!
§:rb,fc=^E§|^

_ii-_t^

fei
-«- -^

^^fe
1^? eS
367. DMaj. toKfeMin. 368. D Maj. to E Min. 369. D Maj.-to F Min.

Ill
I , ,

-g-^»%gg=hSg^g=

-»!—

^

is: w^m
g-g^-«-..- -^ #! *-

?*=

370. DMaj. toIlfMin. 371. D Maj. to G Min. 372. D Maj. to Ajj Min.

373. D Maj. to A Min.

;^^gE=iEfeaiteE[^

374. D Maj. to Bfe Min. 375. B Maj. to B Min.

III.
I I

-9—*-§•—

=

M-JBm.#-*T#—(5*-

|g[^;^b^q»=i«^=^=^=zpj« :£.-t
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376. D M^. to Min. 377. D U^. toC{Miii. 378. D M^j. to D Min.

m -#—#- i^*:.

I

—

»-

379. E|; Maj. to E Min.

^
E^Z^l^:

380. Ife M^. to P Min. 381. EtM^. toFf Min.

J J.I _ j_^
-l^ig

—

m—•-
fl
»

—

g-
:srr«zit|5i=^
:S-r

tM' 3t^!

,i=bk;£F^^ 1S2:

T
\ \

38S. ife-Maj. to G Min.

«—^- -m^1^
383. % Maj. to Hj, Mid. 384. E); M^'. to A Min.

Jt. \ !

-^—iSt-: » •-. -m IS-

-H. tf#-ar -B^^

^=-^^*.l^,W^
\V-l<s-

:
• r~ ^ <y I

i I

I

385. % Maj. to% Min. 386. % Maj. to B Min. 387. Ife M^. to C Min.

J \ I i_J_

388. Efct MaJ. to DI7 Min,

fi=rl?^^g-i|-P«|-4

389. 1% Maj. to D Mm. 390. Efe M^. to% Min.

Ill
4--5-f>«>-
:fe

?^b:=r^aa:|t^^m^
I=<^5-1:Ek

^-P^=[^e:^e^e^
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391. EM^. toFMin. 392. E M«j. to If Min. 393. E Maj. to OM;ii.

11 if I i I Li
'

I ' :

¥ •^ies-'-'

j£*«.K
,g;B>oaEg=Sr55EJ.-tsS3^-=S

I r

o94. E M^. to a| Min. 395. E Maj. to A Min. 396. E Maj. to Ej; Min.

S'^.

9: :..f^^I^-^—
^=P^3=

-S «.E^^ J2a?_

-1

—

r

397. E Maj. to B Min. 398. E.Maj. to C Min. 399. E Mju. to C| Min.

_J L_J_ ' '

pSfe^Sl-^Jfe^li^^
yflfe^g*

,_,-h*=3:
^7«-

-•—^—«-
~i— 1 r

400. E Maj. to D Min. 40 1 E Maj. to E|j Min. 402. E Maj. to E Min.

n J* tt
I

l« !
! I

I

'
I , 'U '

I

.

-0-V^—»- -#—1«—

^

pf|::
H«-?^ ba:

I

403. F Maj. to E)f Min. 404. F Maj. to a Min. 405. P Maj. to A|jMin.

J L

i^i^g3^F^-H~—

^

I:5^:=qr?P=T
I
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^,06. FMaj. toAMin. 407. F Maj. to% Min. 408. FMaj. toBMin.

I

-^-fr S!?^=^

409. F Maj. to Min. 410. F Maj. to Dfe Miu. 411. F Maj. to D Min.

I

#-b.P^^Eg^iE^g=^=^-^E^
412. FMaj. to E(jt Min. 413. F Maj. to E Min. 414. F Maj. to F Min.

S^l^fefeSplM^IS
-#—it M

^^^^=^^=^=^^?f̂-^
:&fi=i

415. Fit Maj. to G Min 416. FJMaj.toGJMin. 417. Ff Maj. to A Min,

_1_J , I Li^^^^^^pp
:l^i:gp^« 5a=FS=

F^
P=i= Cis=p:

418. BltM^j. toBljMin. 419. FJMaj. toBMin. 420. Ff M^. to C Min.

J_-. i , L
E*A.IS^iSiM^^i'^F :a-=w=wz^iz^- hz2c^,

sSl^JJF=^-tij£B

r»—•-
--^-^-^ :^_Ffi=S:i3?=r^

-!•—«',
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421. FJMaj. toCtMin. 422. Ff Maj. toDMin. 423. Ff Maj. toife Min.

'^fe^

g;g^^iE^=^^^5E^iEE^

424. FJt Maj. to E Min.

PgSEflapii^l

425. I^Maj. toFMin. 426. IKMaJ. toF|Min.

5^

i*^^i
-^^iE5^

427. G Maj. to GJ Min. 428. G Maj. to A Min.

i L
fei^ll di

429. GMao. toBtMin.

i_j L

-/ii-Y—'

pT|-^-^-
^
,j^:F^I la:

_^__^_
=F=F=1=1::

430. G MaJ. to B M3n. 43 1. G Maj. to C Min.

I I 1

i
432. GMaj.taD|2Mln.

J L

Pt
-j2-

-•-9j
If

-•-d-
i:=*='=fii!;:^t^

=!=C",

. ^ ^
E|?:te:

32:

433. G Maj. to D Min. 434. G Maj. to% Min. 435. G Maj. to B Min.

i
I. -^^

'2-r''*

—

•hm
-^«*- s

E^gEg£ -^-^-^HA^j^^^
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436. aMi4- toFMin. 437. Q Abj. to FJ Min. 438. G M^J. to G Miii.

'ii^^ife-ste^3i^ii

a*
zs. b»>i

* . -ff-T"^"

gfeJ^^M^^^^^^^
439. AjtM^. toAKin. 440. A|; M^. to B|; Min. 441. Aj; Maj. to B Min.

!
I

! J I , L

442. Ab Maj. to C Min. 443. A\t l^°i- *» 1% Uin- 444. A^ Maj. to D Mln.

445. Ab Maj. to% Min. 446. Aj; M^. to £ Min. 447. Aj;M^. toFMin.

4

iS
a* 8«-

Hstitit: gJiUfegibrt^^
448. Afe Mf«I. to FJ Mln. 449. A|, Ma], to G Min. 450. Ab Maj. to A^, Min.

i I^^^^^^^m
-i9-^»-^f-n^# ^—F-r^ -fiPjf:-

g^^^gg^^^gpfE^
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451. A Maj. to B^ Min. 452. A Maj. to B Min. 453. A Maj. to C Min.

p:#'€ L^U-M>. -I
I I -k-L-L

454. A Maj. to Ct Min. 455. A Maj. to D Min. 456 A Maj. to E^ Min.

I
tf

45T. A Maj. to E Min. 458. A Maj. to F Min. 459. A Maj. to F| Min.

4^S^^%^^^^=^^i
^ -*—a- -l?^k>:^^^3^t:S^i=22: lizzt:3C

460. A Maj. to G Min. 461. A. Maj. to GJ Min. 462. A Maj. to A Min.

-I 1-

P* -b^6f^ *^^^^^ 0-*—p-
=t=tzt

463. B^ Maj. to B Min. 464. B^ Maj. to C Min. 465. B^Maj. to D|Min.

-I \^^m^^^^^i
^^m r^-b*

?^ t=\^
-^—*
_l I gz
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466 Bb- KIB} <^ D 1Ii»- 4,67. Bit ^"^^ t° ^l ^i"- 438. B Maj tu E Mio.

^^^^^^^^^^^1-

I

I

469. B Maj. to F Min. 470, B Ma,i. to it Min. 47 1. ByMaj . to G Min.

tm
=̂i=f

|g$^=^l?fc^'ib gg^^l^l
472. Bfe Maj to A), Min. 473. Bfe Maj. to A Min. 474. B|j Maj. to Bfe Min.

i L

^^^^^
9-ifc i^^ :^-^ p*
475. B M^l. to C Min. 476. BM^. toCJMin. 477. B Maj. to D Min.

^^^zgrr^i^^g: f#?©P^

m^^^^m A—«'
=?=4l
tE£

478. BMaj. toEjjMin. 479. BMaj.toEMin. 480. B Maj. to FMin.

-A^^^^^^^^^^^^
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481. BMaj. toFtMia 482. BMa]. toGMin. 483. B iN- >» 6$ Min.

ifi -f-r-^.

434. B Maj. to A Iilin. 485. B Maj. toB|2 Min. 486. BMaj. toBMin.

-i-

\'im^^^^m
487. ASCENDING BY HALF-STEPS.

C<nIiKtoI>toI]>to£to^toC%

^J=JS^teLJ'=rHlrP

fe^ J,
^Wr

•-^-
itec

toe toAlitoA toEbtoBtoC

H>^—

,

^ n fe/S' ^C u. -¥—s-^^fe^ ^i f̂c=t

DESCENDING BY HALF-STEPS.
C toBtoBfetoAtoAfetoGtoFJl;
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to F to E to Efe to D to C| to C

i Ift**^3^*^5^^
^^m^^^mm

I
^

I

^
489. ASCENDINCf BY STEPS. 490. DESCENDING BY STEPS.

C to D to E to Bfe to Afe

i ^^g=^=^•=^^55^2
"^t- -s>

P^E
-#r

-4f-
^%

&c.

#
gE

-•—tea- -^gz

&c.

491. ANOTHER WAY OF DESCENDING BY HALF-STEPS.

C.toB BtoBt BijtoA

s^^g=±Sl^^=Ws*=%^

-^r-l -)2_ V-
f-^

-^^"-'^^^^^^^Eg^fc=t

A to At All to G GtoFt

^^^^ji=t^i^^^j^^j^
g^ ^-•—*- ^^=t

-I—

^

GfetoF F to E E to Eb

fegi^f=g=N^^g^4# 1
I

3t:^
|2*lr^

5EfefE^=?=p'=f^aiEfa:#^
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I^ to D

ILLUSTRATIVB.

D to Dfe D|j to C

'^^i rf^ifiw-^^^Yr^^r-rw^-i: si>v^

:5f= ^ifHSg=:|_^«=ks;»^S=»5r3-q
:^3'

492. ANOTHER WAY OF DESCENDING BT HALF-STEPS.

lii^

4^d—

^

*^3^&,sp^SP
ii ^
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ILLUSTKATIONS OF

PART FOURTH.

(Tkefigures r^er to corresponding questions in Part IV.)

A succession of tones which is regulated by the laws of rhythm, is

called a Tone-chain. ("See 583.)

There are three kinds of Tone-chains, viz. : ascending tone-chains, de-

scending tone-chains, and vague tone-chains. An ascending tone-chain

is one in which the tones progress from low to high. (See 584.)

A descending tone-chain is one in which the tones progress from high

to low. (--See 585.)

In a vague tone-chain are combined the characteristics of both the

others. (See 586.) e.g.:

Ez. 493.
Afloendliig tone^aitu SescendiDK tone-otaBin. Ttgae toae-ehtis.

fc=—c^irrrdii^f^^g^gp^^^g^^^^
A vague tone-chain may, in a general way, be either an ascending one,

or a descending one. (See 589.) e.g. :

Ex. 494.

;d:^ ;̂;j^^3m̂ ^mmm
,

The most satisfactory tone-chain is the diatonic scale, for the reason

that it both commences and ends upon the Tonic. The Tonic being the

point of repose, all that part of the scale which is not Tonic, namely, 2,

3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, is called motion. (See 593 to 595.) e.g.:

Ex. 495.
Repose Hotion. B«pos«,

pSigig^
The indettniteness with which one tone follows another in the aoova
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example may be obviated by dividing them into groups, or measures, by

means of strong and weak pulses, thus

:

Ex. 496.

i^EE i:
-iz. -inwi

Being regulated by rhythm, it has now-become a melody; (see 591) but

It is very, one-sided,—all tension—and fifeems to demand a corresponding

fftlaxation, which being supplied, giv^s a more gratifying result, thus:

Ex. 497.

-^=i::q=3i:jr^:»

Here we have two melodic phrases, —one all exaltation, and the other

all relaxation. The first excites expectation, hence we here call it Thesis;

the second satisfies our expectations, and so becomes Antithesis!. But

while each of these phrases begins upon a strong pulse, it ends with a

weak one, thereby producing an unsatisfactory feeling; it would be bet-

ter if both beginning and ending were satisfactory. This will necessitate

the introduction of eighth notes, thus:

Ex. 498.

m3^s Itt i=c ;i^5•-»!

In the last two measures of the first phrase we have a new form, thus:

Ex. 499.

i ± -»-* '.7BZ.

Forms which contain the germs of thought are called designs. (See 596.

With the above design we can re-construct our scale, as follows:

Ex. 500.

Thus our Designs have crystalized into Phrases, the Phrases into Sec-

tions, and the Sections into a Period. (See 615.)

Designs, Phrases, and Sections may be repeated to form other Pepiodg.

When so repeated they should not a,lways be used in the same form ; they
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should be altered or transformed, but should always be recognizable.

There are many ways in which we may transform a design; among which

may be mentioned,

—

1st Tbansposition; A design is transposed if it is repeated at a higha

or a lower pitch. (See 600.) e.g.:

Ex. 501. , . ^ _„

il^H 2—

h

^
2d. Expansion. A design is expanded when it is made up of larger

intervals.- (See 601.) thus:

Ex. 502.
Design.

i
Expanded. Design.

:ii!!=:=tj:',fci

3d. CoNTEACTioN.—A design is contracted when it is made uj. of small

er intervals. (See 602.) e. g. :

Ex. 503.

i
-!«—,«-

^^
=P -\^

Contiacted.

m
4th...AnGfMENTATioN.-^A design is augmented when the time value of

each note is doubled. ^See 603.) e.g.:

Ex. 504.

=t=*: ri i§li^

m
6th. Diminution.—A design is diminished when the time value of each

note is lessened. (See 60i.) e.g.:

Ex. 505.
Deaign. DlminiBhed. Deaigo. DiminiBhed.

i^ip^ Df5:;3
-i^*-E321

itiiMz-fr^Tii:i
6th. REPETmoN.—The firagments of a design may be repeated, thus:

(Set 605.)
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Ex. 506.
Repetitiou.

-Ti-»—a-

It may be well to state, however, that in this kind of amplification the
original design is sub-divided into three parts, or germs, each of which is

repeated as already shown, and as indicated by the letters a, 6, c. Germs
combined in tliis way form what are called motives.

7th. Omission. - One or more of the fragments of a design may be omit
ted. ^iSfee 606.) e.p'..

Ex. 507.

^3:^s=^S^*
8th. Changing the order of tones.— The members of designs may

be introduced in a different order, an octave above or below, even, with-

out altering the rhj'thm. f^ee 607.) e.g.:

Ex. 508.
ChKiiKe of the order.

i>-^ u-*- ts»" P^
9th. Reversing the order.—This is done by beginning with the last

tone and going backward, without altering the rhythm. (See 608.) e.g.:

Ex. 509.
DeBign. Design.

1?=^-
-^ tH*-

£z:=--*:^i^=Fj-.^r-.:^lE

i
10th. Combinations of fragments of different designs result iii a great

variety of new designs. (See 609.) e.g.:

Ex. 510.

1^ J, 3 ^4
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The fragments of the above phrase may be so combined as to make a

whole period, with no two measures alike.

Ex. 511. COMBINATIONS FEOM MEASUBES
1.12 til in m

n ^ rf
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9- -^ Tmu. lBT«Tted ind InigtheBed b; npetltloii.

4^ r-^-^ 1"=r^^±z

Ex. 517. Ex. 518.
Trani, and ezpanded. Mature.

his^-:^m^^i^s^
Trans., expanded and InveTted.

^^
^irr

Most ot what are called church tunes, and chorals, are written in the

song-torm of one period. They should be so constructed that the first

phrase will excite expectation, which shall be only partially answered by

the second, thereby leading to a reiteration in the third phrase, and a

final, complete and satisfactory conclusion in the last. A good example

of the song form of one period is the tune Seymour.

Ex. 519.
c d^ Ii-*=t :m-gl IZdJ

r '
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mm^ -': ^il ^X ZJ

mId Period,—Coatiiiiied.

W
It will be noticed that the first phrase gives out the proposition, which

is twice repeated, (iii third and seventh phrases.) In the last phrase ot

the first period we find a digression into the key of the Dominant, which

impels us to proceed to the new motive in the first and second phrases of

the second period; these, in turn, lead us back to the original proposition,

which we find answered completely in the final phrase. Having once

started, we are pushed, so to speak, through phrase after phrase,—with

no stopping place until we get to the end of the first period; and there we
are only allowed to . halt long enough to comprehend that it is no place

for permanent repose; and, taking breath, we launch into the second pe-

riod, through which we are carried by the same impelling power, until,

almost out of breath, we arrive at the last tone of the final phrase, glad

enough to get home.

In the Song-form of three periods the second period usually makes a

more decided digression from the first, to which it returns in a very com-

plete manner in the Third period. This third period generally takes the

form of a chorus, which contains the animating designs of the song. It

is hardly necessary to illustrate this Song-form, as reference can be made

to almost any of what are called songs with chorus.

In our illustrations ot the higher Art-forms, (from this point onward,)

we find it much more convenient to leave the realm of vocal music, and

lead the student into the instrumental works of the great masters. This

need not discourage the vocal student, however, for a column can never

be broader than the pedestal upon whicli it stands; and the vocalist, or

vocal teacher, will be by so much the better prepared for his life-work it

he obtain a comprehensive view of these great foundations of art struc-

ture. Pursuing our upward course, then, we come next to the AppuEn
SONG-FORM.

The applied Song-Form is a composition consisting of two ormoro

melodies, (or song-forms,) so related as to form onel Its plan is Theme,

Trio, Theme, (for a more definite explanation of the Applied Song-rForm,

see questions 627 to 634 inclusive.)

For illustration of the Applied Song-Form we will take Franz Schubert's

MInuetto in B minor. Op. 78. It consists of a Theme of three periods, a

Trio of three periods, after which the Theme is repeated.
,

The following is its plan. The first period of the Theme begins thus;
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ILLUSTRATIVE.

FIEST PEEIOD.

^llegro rtwd.

&=±==i
-J--m ••-•-

zszt-i-iz

B:|a.-3=:=»-F*

18 measures.

-•-• •-•

—

[-» *— m

-tUiJ

The secoud period begins thus:

Sx. 522. SECOND PERIOD.

^^\^=i^P^=^i
4_&c.

16 measures.

^^
i

Q-a, d=CJ==|-::_ii=j:

^^

141

TJie lirst Period of 18 measures is then repeated, after which an intro-

duction of two measures leads to the first period of the Trio, thus:

Ex. 523. Jntroductitm of 2 measures. TKIO. • 1st PERIOD.

feS :is»i^E^Bm^^^B.
ms^&i=^ i-.

The second period of the Trio begins thus:

Ex. 524. 2d PERIOD.

-PT-^-

gsî ^ ^P=F

8 measures.

^—^
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After an interlude of 2 measures the third period of the Trio follows,

beginning thus:

Kx. 525. Interlude of two measures.

Ail
Third period of Trio.

-0-
"r' -x: -*^-i — ^-*

^-W-

SifiplE^!f ^-±t-

After which the Theme is repeated.

For further illustrations of the Applied Song-Form see WoUenhuapt's
" Whispering Winds," and Gottschalk's " Marchede Nuit."

Counterpoint (see 635 to 640) is that department of musical science

which has for its object the securing of a flowing movement of the separate

voice-parts. In counterpoint a melody, which is called Cantus-f&i-miis is

given, to which is added one or more flowing voice-parts; the part oi

parts so added being called the Counterpoint (See Note to 635.) A plain

counterpoint has a uniform rhythmic movement of one note for each note

of the melody, {cantus-fermus) called "note against note," or 'two
against one," &c., which motion is maintained throughout the period.

The following is an example of Plain Counterpoint of "two against ouer'

Ex. 526. Cautus feriQus in Soprano.

^i£^^
::d^

BIOHTEB.

IZ5Z

I

I

j2

t

I

y-^-
=1^:

:^f=

I

-/•-#-

Counterpoint t& Bue. < \^

In the following example the Base takes the Cantus fermua, and the*

Soprano the Counterpoint.

£]x. 5&7. Counterpoint in Soprano.

Outoa ftrmiia In But.
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A Florid Counterpoint is one having a diversitted rhythmic motion.

Ex. 528. CantuB fermus in Soprano. cheeubini.

-fi

—

-r-
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Imitation is th.e repetition of a phrase or period which has already ap-

peared in another voice-part, (See 647 to 649 inclusive.) There are three

chief varieties of imitation, viz.

:

Strict Imitation;

Free I-MrrATiON; and

Imitation by contrary motion.

Strict imitation repeats the exact progressions of the original subject:

e. ^.:

Ex. 531. Subject.

«. .0. ' ^
1=±

:^=t-^_

Iiaitation a fourth below. ^

^f—

In Free imitation the melodic progressions of the original phrase are

not strictly repeated, but intervals, either larger or smaller than those ot

the original phrase, may be used, e. g.:

Ex. 532. Subject. Free imitation a

n
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The Rondo is a form of composition in wliicli tlie principal idea returns

after every iligressiou or episode. Hence tlie name " Rondo," repeating

in a circle. (See 657.)

The Rondo has five forms.

The First Rondo Foem (see 659) consists of a Theme, Passage, Theme
and Conclusion. A good example is from Beethoven's little Sonata in G,

(No. 37 Peter's edition.) It has a Theme of 8 measures, beginning thus:

Ex. 535. Theme.

-C-S-j—
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Tbe next movement (Romanze) of the same Sonata is also in ttie First

Bondo Form. Its plan is as follows:

Theme, I Passage, I Theme, I Conclusion,
8 measures. | 13 measures. | 8 measures. { 11 measures.

The Second Rondo Foem, {See 661) consists of a Theme, and an Episode;

after which a short Passage leads back to the Tlieme, the whole ending

with a Conclusion. Take, for example, the Adagio from Beethoven's

Sonata in F minor. Op. 2, No. 1. The two periods of the Theme commence
thus:

Ex. 538. First Period. Second Period.

etc. 8 man.

gp:

^^^3 ^B5 CSS

rCttt,
:3:=

The Episode begins thus:

Ex. 539.

it

Episode.

n
^z0.iz^U:-^zfJH^

'-^^£

A short Passage of i measures leads back to the Theme, as before, (16

measures,) after which comes the Conclusion, beginning thus:

' Ex. 540. OonolUBion.

s- */ etc. limeas.

4=

F
I

:-@

Another example of this Form is the Larffo from Beethoven's Sonata In

A, Op. 2, No. 2, which has the following plan:
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Theme.
lEt Period. 2d Period.

8 meas. 1 1 meas.

Episode.

Ist Per. Pass.

7 meas. 5 meas.

Theme.
1st Per. 2d Per.

8 meas. 11 meas.

CONCLDSION.
30 measures.

19. 12. 19.

This Conclusion of 30 measures has the following plan:

Original. I Theme.
7 meas. i 7 meas.

age.

3 meas.
Theme.
8 meas.

Coda.
5 meas.

In the Third Rondo Fokm (see 663) the Theme appears three times, to-

,a:ether with two Episodes. Dr. Marx compares this Form to two Second

Uundo Forms, which overlap each other, thus:

Theme, Episode, / Theme, \
\ Theme, ) Episode, Theme.

The Theme predominates very decidedly, in this Form, appearing three

times; while the Episodes appear only once each. As an example take

the Adagio from Beethoven's Sonata Pathetique, Op. 13. The Theme of

i8 measures commences thus:

Ex. 541. Theme.

Then follows the 1st Episode of 12 measures, beginning thus:

Ex 54S. First Episode.

etc. 12 Tneoff.

a:»* ^
After this, the Theme (8 measures) is repeated, which brings us to tlie

Second Episode, beginning thus:

Ex. 543. Second Episode.

i--^B
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The entire Theme (16 measures) again appears, followed by a Conciu-

sion of 7 measures, which commences thus: ,

£x. 544. Conclusiou.

*-9
^tf^-

'^^^m^M
Another example of the Third Kendo Form is the Finale (Rondo) of

Beethoven's Sonata, in C, Op. 53, the plan of which is as follows:

Theme
62 m.

1st Ep.
52 m.

Theme.
62 m.

2nd Ep.
138 m.

Theme.
90 m.

Conclusion.

141 m.

The Fourth Rondo Form {See 665) differs in two respects from the

Third Rondo Form; viz:—first by a more clearly marked repose after the

repetition of the Theme; and, Second, by the final re-appearance of its

first Episode, in a different key from that in which it first appeared. A
good illustration of the Fourth Rondo Form will be found In the Finale of

Beethoven's Sonata in C Major, Op. 2. No. 3. Its Theme of 29 measures

begins thus:

Ex. 545. Theme.

f-€"•«*^^uM^m
Allegro assai. etc. 29 meas.

IX r

The first Episode of 38 measures, in the key of the Dominant begins
thus:

Ex. 546. First Episode.

etc. 39 meas.

The first portion of the work closes with a return of tlie Theme, len°th-
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*iied to 34 measures : the second portion consists of tlie second Episode of

78 measures, beginning thus:

Ex. 547. Second Episocle.

i=^=x^iz:Etfedii
•^ * . -»

^=^

The third portion consists of a reappearance of the Theme, lengtliened

to 37 measures: a recapitulation of the first Episocle, (shortened to 35

measures, ) and a Conclusion of 60 measures, which closes the whole wo^k.

The conclusion commences thus:

Ex. 548. ConcluBion.

-N-

± ^̂ ^T^"
'^.-t

-y-?-?-

The Finale of Beethoven's Sonata in Afe, Op. 26, is another example of

the Fourth Eondo Form. It is made up as follows:

Theme. I Ist Ep. I Passage. I Theme. I 2d Episode. I Theme. I Ist Ep. Conclusion.
32 m. 16 m.

i — i —4 m. 28 m. 28 m. 28 m. 41 m.

The Fifth Rondo Form, {see 667) like the Fourth Form, is made up of

three well rounded and distinct divisions. The First Division consists of

the Theme and first Episode, closing with an extended fonn of Conclusion

of great decision. The Second Episode iilone forms the Second Division,

while the Third Division consists of the Theme, first Episode and Conclu-

sion. The only diflerence between the third division and the first, is, that

the First Episode and Conclusion reappear in a diflferent key. Our illus-

tration is the Finale of Beethoven's Sonata in F minor, Op. 2, No. 1.

The Theme of 21 measures commences thus:

Ex. 549. Theme.

^^^i
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The First Episode of 12 measures, begins thus:

Ex. 550. First Episode.

S2
Then comes a Conclusion of 23 measures, which commences thus:

Ex- 551. ConcluBioD.

s
I

^s^=^=

-E"—i"

-s^
efc. 23 meas.

iislz^^^
A'0- II

This is all repeated, forming the First Division. The Second DItoIou

consists of the Second Episode of 80 measures, of which the following is

the commencement:

Ex. 552. Second Episode.

^El=
:?z!2'

-6'--^=;

Sempre piano e dolce^

m- » -0-
-0— —»-

etc. 80 meat.

i6&
W- #- H»--• - m-—•-

-I 1-
-

I I
-I-

-» » #_
-0—^

—

»-

The Third Division begins with the reappearance of the Theme of 23

measures, followed by a, recapitulatiou of the First Episode, commencing
thus:

Ex. 553. Eeappearance of First Episode.

etc. 12 meas.

iifel
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The whole ends with the Conclusion of 23 measures, beginBing thus:

Ex. 554. Conclusion.

P^^Plii
^# 1 i-#- k-l i-# r-# ^-«-

efc. 23 meas.

A Sonatina [See 669] is a work of two or three different movements, each

complete of itself, yet so united that we instinctively perceive them to belong

together. It usually has two movements, one a Sonata-Piece, the other a

Rondo. A Sonata-Piece \Sonateii^Satz\ ditfers from the Fifth Rondo Form

only in one point, viz : that the second espisode iuvariably consists of the chief

motives of the theme and first espisode, which are intermingled and

elaborately worked up. The Germans call this division "durchfarung-aatz"

Beethoven's Sonatina in G, op. 49, consists of two parts— first a Sonata^

Piece in J measure Allegro ; second, a Minueiio in the Third Rondo Form,

The Sonata [^See 670] consists of three or four different movements, one of

ivhich is usually slow. In Sonatas of four movements, the third is more fre-

quently a Minuet, or Scherzo with Trio. [Applied Song Form.] The first

movement is usually a Sonata-Piece. Taking for example Beethoven's Sonata

in F minor, op. 2, No. 1, we find four movements. First an AUegro in F
minor, Sonata-Piece, beginning thus

:

:x. 555.
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The third movement is a Minuet, in F minor, Applied Song-Form, witl>

the Trio in F major. The Minuet couiiiiences tliua:

Third Movement. (Miuuet.)

The Finale in F minor, is written in the Fifth Rondo Form, begiuning

thus:

Sz. 558.

k^4^.^
Fiuale. (Fourth Movement.)

>as3E "ic

Prestissimo. 7> * .* •.

Our space will not admit of further illustrations. We call attention,

/lowever, to one or two other Sonatas, describing their contents; aftf^i

which the student will be enabled to analyze for himself.

Beethoven's Sonata in G, Op. 14, No. 2, has three movements, an Allegrp

in G, J measure Sonata-Piece; Andante J in C, Theme with variations;

Scheizo I in G, Third Rondo Form.

Sonata Pastorale in D, Op. 28, has four movements, Allegro | in D;

o'onata^Piece ; Andante | in D minor, Second Rondo Form; Scherzo | in D^

Applied Song Form ; and Finale | in D, Fourth Rondo Form.

oouata I'alJietique, Op. l.S. has three movements; a slow introduction "'

teu measures, leads to the Allegro in minor, 4 Sonata Piece;

Adasio Ciintabile in Ali major I. Third Rondo Form; Finale in C Itinor

1 Fourth Rondo Form, with a slight deviation, in that the Theme reap-

pears just before the close.

The Suite (see 671) is a musical .form consisting of several distind

pieces, so related in point of key, and contrasted in expression, as to prO'

duce an agreeable eflect when played in succession. This form was verj

popular in the time of Bach and Handel. (A. D. 1684—1750.) and out or

it Philip Emanuel Bacli and his successors developed the Sonata. The

number of pieces properly composing a Suite seems never to have been

definitely settled. Bach's Suites have from six to eight pieces each, and

Handel's about the same. For example the second " French Suite," by
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Bach, consists of six movements, all of which are Song-Forms except the
Cinque, which is a Fugue. They severally begin as follows:

Ex, 559. Fii'st Movement. Allegro moderato, (J^SO.)

AlUwALndA, N
-* u"^^ -Si ^ •? ••-

^m
Sx. 560. Second Movement. Yvoact. (s'-_76.)

Si
7>

CouraTite,

-'-i=i^
^

iB*t̂?z

Ex. 561. Third Movement. Andantino. (J=84.)

m^^m^^m
7>

Sardbandi. y* ^

,Sig
M-;

—

tiH-m
Sx. 562. Fourth Movement. ZTn j70co ^n(2anfe. (J=80.)

^m^ :»_^
.&»:

agl^i^^j
'-0-f^^^-0
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£z. 663. Fifth Movement. AUegreUo. (Jsl20.)

Minuet.

ifiOoElS.

p^^^^EES*

Ex. S64. Sixth Hovement. Allegro. (JrSS.)

Fiu imitatkn.

Eecently tlie Suite Form has been revived by Raff, Bargiel, and oThe^
in a modified form and in the spirit of modern music. One of the niosi

pleasing of these productions is Bargiel's Suite Op. 21 which consiscs ai

Praludium Zweigesang, (duet) Sarabandi, Marsch, Scherzo, and Finale.

Of these the Sarabandi and Marsch are song-forms; the others resemble

rondos, although not strictly conforming to any one of the orthodox forms.

Thase modern Suices are, in eftect. Sonatas, the suite form having beeo

selected by the composer as less pretentious and exacting.

The Overture {see 672) is a composition for orchestra, written as an in-

troduction to an opera, oratorio, etc. It has no settled foi:m, but ils gen-

eral characteristics resemble the Sonata or Sonatina. Mozart's overtuw

to his opera "Figaro," consists of but a single movement, of which tbe

two principal ideas are given in illustrations a and h, as follows:

Ex. 565. a. Presto.

stringed instruments.

gj^^i^^r^^^
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Under the title Chamber Music (See 673) are included duos, trios, quar-

tets, quintets, sextets, septets, and octets, for various instmmenta, adapted

to use in small rooms. The most esteemed works of this class are the

trios, quartets, and quintets, for stringed instruments. In form these

works are almost invariably Sonatas. As to contents they embrace very

many of the most beautiful thoughts of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schu-

mann, Mendelssohn, and Raff. This department of music deserves to be

better known in this country. As an example of Chamber Music we give

the opening measures of the several movements in the quartet for 2 violins,

Viola and Violoncello by Beethoven Qp 18. No 1. It consists of four

movements, Allegro con brio; Adagio; Scherzo with Trio; and Allegro.

The first movement is in the Fifth Rondo Form, and begins thus:

Ex. 567.

IstTIoUn.

FiiBt Movement.

^ :TrS=£@
Allegro con brio.

SdVioUn.Zd Violin. ^M* ;

I

^V
^

~—'^=' . ' -0.- ^—^ . • •

The plan of the First Movement is as follows:

Theme, I lat Ep., 1 Conclnsion, I iA Ep., I Theme. I Ist Ep., I ConetaBloIl.

«in. I
35m. | am.

Jj^
64m^ 81 m. | 3Sm. |

S9m.
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Tbe Ada^o moTement is in the Second Rondo Form, and comment,

thas:

Ex. 568. Second Movement.

Adaffio.

lN.~Ss =5S-'!!s

tr-^|i--7^=^--ii-^--^f**^
pp

5E^
^Jt zr-*-

pp

E^S-#-•-

-*i^- -*»s—>»

The plan of the Second Movement is follows:

Theme, I let Ep. I FasEage, |
Theme, | Conolnaion.

26 m. 20 m. , 18 m. 13 m. 36 m.

The Third Movement is iu the Applied Song-Form, (Theme 85 measures.

Trio 60 measures, etc.,) the opening of which is as follows:

Ex. 569. Third Movement.

S^z0—±Sz '^M
Sclierzo. Allegro inoUo.

m ŝ
^^='aE?

K^E

ii^

,-Z7 •—'--S)

-^W^^m

-*-»- ^1

T^ii

p 223
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The Finale is in the Fourth Eondo Form, and commences thus:

Kx. 570. Fourth Movement. Allegro.

^-^i;i!i^S?^5=*:

g*-
^e^
r • • •

m¥=^

Jlii ^^
tM_it:

The plan of the Fourth Movement is:

Tbeme.
26 m.

I Ist Ep.
I
Tbeme. | 2d Episode, | Theme. I let Ep. I

1 (i4m.
I

46 m.
I

98 m. J 26 m. | ?»m. |

Conclneion.
87 m.

The Symphony {see 675) is a Sonata for a full orchestra, and is usually

oonstructed upon a large and massive plan.

It generally consists of an Introduction, AllegTO, Andante, Scherzo and

Sinale, each of which is more fully developed than is necessary in the

orainary Sonata. Beethoven's celebvated Fifth Symphony, for instance,

consists of four movements. The first is in the Filth Rondo Form, and

opena thus, (we print the piano-score to save room.)

Rx. 671. First Movement

Allegro con brio.

The plan ol this First Movement is:

toboducfaon, 1 Theme, I let Ep. I Con. I 2d Ep. 1 Theme, I IstEp. I Conolueioo.

5 m. I
66 m | 31 mT | 31m. | 127 m.J 61m. | 89 m. | 157 m.
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The Second Movement is a free fantasia on two themes, which contrast

with each other, and are treated alternately throughout. It begins thus:

Ex. 572. Second Movement

Andante con moto.

t=t^^=^j^i4^J^=^

p dolce.

m^ r
The Third Movement is an Allegro in the Applied Song Form, the firsi

four measures of which are as follows:

Ex. 573. Third Movement
Allegro.

gSjSE m
PV

trr ^
The Fourth Movement is the Finale in the Fifth Bondo Fonn, oi wtilcb

the following are the opening measures:

Ex. 674.

i

Fourth Movement. Finale*

fl ^ ± * ±

^P^-?-^S^

ff AUegro.

Si^ ^^.
^^12=3:



VabtIVJ ILLUSTRATIVE.

Ex. 675.

Fianoforte.

Ist Violias.

U Violins,

fiols.

Tioloncdio,

E^t^SE^E^^^S^^&S^^^ Mendelssohn's

-^ .=!r j^ j^ i^^^-^^-^^b& I -^=^iiS^»-
""^ Concerto^ P^::

The CONOEB-
To, (see 676) Is a
Sonata for one
or more solo in-

struments. It

Is deslgnea to

exhibit the ar-

tistic capabili-

ties of the solo

Instrument to

the fullest ex-

tent. The most
famons concer-

tos for the pian-

oforte are those

by Beethoven,

Schnmann, Cho-

pin, Mendels-

Eotan, l!aJf,Liszt

and Henselt.

Those by Beet-

hooven are the

crown of the

classic school

;

those by Schn-

mann and Cho-

pin belong to

the modern ro-

mantic schools.

The others rep-

resent the ex-

treme limit of

pianoforte vir-

tuosity.

The example
given on this

page is from

^B»-

^^^E^^^^rf^^
for

I

the pianoforte

.^û and orchestra,
^*^^

Op. 26.
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The Nocturne (See 678) is a composition usually vmtten in a variety ot

the Song-form, for different instruments; and, as its name implies, takes

on a character which accords with the calmness of a beautiful ni^ht, or a

quiet evening. For example we quote the opening measures of Chopin's

Nocturne, Op. 9, No. 2, in Efe as follows:

Ex. 576. Andante (J=132).

i^^#-#«-»-

express, dolce.

-# * -^ rr ^^ ^m
Fed. # PeA. * PM. # Fed. * fed. * Fed. ^ Fed. # Fed. #

The Fantasia, (See 679) as its name implies, has no definite form. It

must, however, conform to the aesthetic requirements of unity and con-

trast. One of the most celebrated pieces of this class is Mozart's Fantasia,

in C minor, preceding a piano-forte Sonata. This charming piece is de-

veloped from four principal ideas, the beginnings of which are shown iu

the following illustrations, ab c and d.

Ex. 577. a. Adagio.

-^^^"-^•-^-^

Ex. 578.

W-- -%*

»,. ..^ I^ijL ^=! pS^S, r—^,
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Ex. 57©. o. Allegro,

It may be proper tx) mention the difference between the Fantasia sod
Potpourri. The latter consists exclusively of melodies from other sources,

with the addition, only, of the passages necessary to connect them, while

the Fantasia is properly a work of the imajrfnation.

Capriccio {See 680) is a name which composers give to such works as

please them, but which do not fall into any recognized form. Capriccios

are usv.ally in presto movement, and sometimes resemble Song-forms, or

Kondo-forms; at others they assume the unbridled license of a Fantasia.

A good illustration of this style of composition is Von Weber's Momento
Capriccio, Op. 12, which resembles the Rondo-form; the following is its

plan:

Theme in three Periods, Ist Per. in Bfe. 8 m. ; 2d Per. in F. 8 m. ; 3d Per.

Bb 8 ; 1st Episode in C, 26 m. made up of motives from 1st Period of Theme;

then follows 2d Period of Theme in F, 8 m. after which a Passage of 16 m.

(made chiefly of motives taken from 2d Period of Theme) leads to a recapi-

tulation of 1st Episode in D. Then follows a modification of the 1st Pe-

riod of Theme, lensthened to 14 m: after this we have the 2d Episode in

i!h. 32 m., the whole ending with a Conclusion of 54 m. made out, of the

mo'Jves of the Ist Period of Theme.

The Polonaise (See 681) is a composition in the rhythm of an old Polisn

dance, thus:

n etc.
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Its peculiarity is the division of the measure into six pulses, the second

pulse being always divided. The Polonaise is commonly in the applied

Song-form or Rondo-form, or diverges very slightly therefrom. Chopin's

famous "Polonaise Militaire," is developed out of the two motives given

below, (a and b.)

Bz. 581. a. Theme,

Ifti*- ^^

m^^'" t--^'^
l^^aS-f-fl^

I

Ex. 582. 6. Trio.

I4ee^ •^z ^3

ff

-9.—*—t S—•a -,,_,_S_i*i

r^--
The author regrets that the limits originally prescribed for the present

volume prevent him from giving a larger number of illustrations. How-
ever, a full definition of nearly all the forms of musical composition wUl Or

found in Book I. PaetIY.

Th E pN D



INDEX.
AbbrenatlonB : § queBtion; p. page; ill. illuBti'ated; £x. example.

A.

Recent, §39, p. 9.

^cciilentals, S 102, p. 13; ill. p. 65, Ex. 31.

icolacoatura § 189, p. 17; ill. p. 74, Ex.76.

After-toue g 170, p. 17; ill. p. 74, Ex. 75.

Altered cbords, § 375, p. 29; ill. p. 79, Ex. 109, also ill. pp. 92 to 97.

AJto, §62, p. 10.

American Sixth, § 403, p. 31; ill. p. 80, Ex. 113, also p. 96, Ex. 163 to 166

American Sixth—progression of, § 511, p. 39; ill. p. 96, Ex. 163 to 166.

Ambiguous chords, § 520, p. 40.

Anthem §711,p.56.

Anticipation §407, p. 31: ill. p. 101, Ex. 179.

Antithesis, S 618, p. 48; ill. p. 135, Ex.497.

Appoggiatura §167, p. 16; ill. p. 74, Ex. 74.

Applied Song form § 627, p. 49; iU. p. 141.

Aria §704, p. 6.5.

Augmented triad § 378, p. 29; ill. p. 79, Ex. 109, also p. 92, Ex. 147 tol5£

Augmented chord of the sixth,... § 384, p. 29; ill. p. 79, Ex. 109, also p. 93, Ex. 161.

Augmented chord of the 6tJi, 4th and 3d, § 390, p. 30; ill. p. 80, Ex. Ill, also p. 93.

1

Ex. 152 to 155. i

Augmented chord—progression of, § 500, p. 38; ill. p. 92, Ex. 147 to 150.

Augmented chord of the 6th and 5th, § 395, p. 30; ill. p. 80, Ex. 112, also p. 94. i

Ex. 166 to 15&
I

Augmented Sixth chord—origin of, p. 80, also p. 96.

B.

Ballad, § 717, p. 57.

Bars, § 20, p. 8; ill. p. 61. Ex.4.

Base, §62, p. 10.

Beating time § 32, p. 8; ill. p. 62, Ex.11.

Binding-tone, § 429, p. 33; ill., p. 84, Ex. 124.

Bis §83, p. 11; 111. p. 64, Ex.23.

Brace, § 78, p. 11; ill. p. 63, Ex. 20.

C.

Cadenza § 702, p. 65.

Cadences, §542, p. 41; ill. p. 102, Ex. 181 to 186.

Canon § 650, p. 61; ill. p. 144, Ex. 534.

Cantata, § 713, p. 66.

Cancel (natural) g 98, p. 12, see foot-note page 12.

Canzonet, § 699, p. 65.

Caprlccio § 680, p. 53; ill, p. 161.

Cavatina, §700, p. 55.

Chant §707, p. 56.

Choral § 708, p. 66.

Chamber-music § 673, p. 52; ill. p. 155 and 166.

Changing tones §417, p. 32; ill. p. 109, Ex. 202.

Chord of the 7th 8 344, p. 27; ill. p. 79, Ex. 102 to 106.
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Abbreviatioae: g question; p. page; HI. illuBtrated; Ex. example.

Cbord of tbe Tth. progression of 8 470, p. 36; ill. p. 86.

Gbord of tbe diminislied Itb, S 363, p. 28; ill. p. 79, Ex. 107.

Cbord of tbe dlmin. Ttb, progression of,..§ 491, p. 38; ill. p. 88, En. 139 to 144.

Chord of the 9tli S 364, p. 28; 111. p. 79, Ex. 108.

Chord of tbe 9tb, progressioa of 8 498, p. 38; ill. p. 90, Ex. 145 aiid 146.

Chord of the llth 8373, p. 29.

Chord of the 13tb, 8 373, p. 29.

Chord 8 281, p. 23; ill. p. 77, Ex. 95.

Chromatic half-steps 8 232, p. 21; ill. p. 76, Ex. 85.

Chromatic Scale, 8 100, p. 13; ill. p. 65, Ex. 32.

Clef, S 69, p. 10; ill. p. 63, Ex. 16.

Close 8 23, p. 8; ill. p. 61, Ex. 1.

Close barmon;, 8 466, p. 36; ill. p. 83, Ex. 130.

Compound triple measure 8 30, p. 8; ill. p. 62, Ex. 9.

Compound quadruple measure 8 31, p. 8; ill. p. 62, Ex. 10.

Concerto, 8 676, p. 63; ill. p. 169.

Concertino, § 677, p. 63.

Consonant triad, 8 293, p. 24.

Consecutive fifths, 8 437, p. 34; ill. p. 84. Ex. 125.

Consecutive octaves, 8 438, p. 34; III. p. 84, Ex.125.

Counterpoint, 8 835, p. 49; ill. p. 14£., Ex. 526 to 528.

Counter-subject, 8 642, p. 50; ill. p. 143, Ex. 629.

Cotillon 8 697, p. 65.

^Covered fifths and octaves 8 667, p. 43; ill. p. 106, Ex. 190 to 194.

Crescendo 8 177, p. 17; ill. p. 74, Ex. 78.

Cross-relations, 8 576, p. 44; ill. p. 107, Ex. 195 and 196.

D.

Dash, 8 334, p. 26.

Deceptive cadence „ § 660, p. 42; ill. p. 103,^Ex. 185.

Degrees of power, § 171, p. 17; ill. p. 74, Ex. 77.

Design, 8 696, p. 46: ill. p. 136.

Design, transformation of, 8 600, p. 47; ill. p. 136 to 139.

Diatonic Scale, 8 9, p. 7; also 8 592, p. 46; ill, p. 61, Ei.

Diatonic half-steps 8 233, p. 21; lU. p. 76, Ex. 86.

Diminished triad 8 298, p. 24; ill. p. 77, Ex. 97.

Diminished 7th. chord of, 8 363, p. 28; ill. p. 79, Ex. 107.

Diminisbed 7tb, progression of, 8 491, p. 38; ill. p. 88, Ex. 139 to 144.

Diminuendo 8 178, p. 18; ill. p. 74, Ex. 79.

Dispersed harmony, § 467, p. 36; ill. p. 86, Ex. 130.

Dissonance, 8 343, p 27.

Dissonant triad, 8 294, p. 24.

Double Bar, 8 21. p. 8; ill. p. 61. Ex. 4,

Double Measure 8 26, p 8; ill. p. 61. Ex. 6.

Dot 8 80, p. 11; ill. p. 63, Ex. 21.

D. C, 8 86. p. 11; ill. p. 64, Ex. 26.

D. S : 8 88, p. 12; ill. p. 64, Ex. 27.

Dominant 8 278. p. 23.

flominant7th, 8 346, p. 27; ill. p. 78, Ex. 102

Dominant 7tb, Inversions of. 8 348, p. 27 ; ill. p. 79, Ex lOi

Dominant 7tb, progression of, 8 470, p. 36; ill. p. 86, £!> 13}

Duet, 8726, p. 68.
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Abbreviations: § question; p. page; ill. illustrated; Ex. example.

E.

Ecclesiastical chora, § 483, p. 37; 111. p. 87, Ex. 136.

Ecclesiastical forms of vocal music, § 706, p. 56.

Bqulvooal cUora, § 492, p. 38; HI. p. 88, Ex. 139 to 144.

Etude §703, p. 65.

False relations, §576, p. 44; ill. p. 107, Ex. 195 and 196.

Fandango, § 692, p. 54.

Fanfare, § 701, p. 65.

Fantasia, §679, p. 53; ill. p. 160.

Figured triad §329, p. 26; ill. p. 7S, Ex. 100.

Fiats : 8 97, p. 12.

Forte §176, p. 17; ill. p. 74, Ex. 77.

Fortissimo, §176, p. 17; ill. p. 74, Ex. 77.

Fraction, § 46, p. 9; ill. p. 62, Ex. 12.

French 6tti §394, p. 30; ill. p. 80, Ex. Ill, also p. 93, Ex. 162 to 155,

French Oth, progression of, § 605, p. 39; ill. p. 93, Ex. 163 to 165.

Form, §682, p. 46.

Fugue §641, p. 60; ill. p. 143, Ex. 629 and 630.

Fundamental tone §283, p. 24; ill. p. 77, Ex. 95.

G.

Galop §690, p. 64.

Galopade, § 691, p. 54.

German 6tli, ...§99, p. 30; ill. p. SO, Ex. 112, also p. 82, Ex. 12a

German 6tb, progression oi; § 508. p. 39; ill. p. 94, Ex. 156 to 159.

Germ, or design, § 696, p. 46; ill. p. 13S.

Glee §721, p. 57.

Grand opera § 725, p. 68.

n.

Half cadence, § 546, p. 42; ill. p. 103, Ex. 183.

Half-step 8 205, p. 20; ill. p. 76, Ex. 85.

Hidden flftU and octaves, § 567, p. 43; ill. p. 106, Ex. 190 to 194.

Hold 8 84, p. 11; ill. p. 84; Ex. 24.

Horn-pipe, § 693, p. 64.

Hymn, § 709, p. 56.

I.

rmttation § 647, p. 60; ill. p. 144, Ex. 531 to 534.

Imperfect cadence § 045, p. 42; Ul. p. 102, Ex. 182.

Intermediate tones § 02, p. 12. : .

Intervals, § 185, p. 19; ill. p, 76, Ex. 83 to 86.

Inversion of chords §338, p. 27; ill. p, 78, Ex. 101.

fnversinns figured, § 339, p. 27 ; ill. p, 78, Ex. 101.

Inversions of dominant 7th, § 348, p. 27 ; ill, p. 79, Ex. 103.

Inversion of intervals g 234, p. 21; ill. p. 76,. Ex. 86 to 94.

Italian 6th §389, p. 30; ill. p. 80. Ex. lio, also p. 82, Ex. 120.

Italian 6tli. progression of, §602, p. 38; Ul. p. 93iEx. 161.

J.

tig, 8 694,p^S6.
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Abbreviations: g question; p, page; HI. illustiated; Ex. example.

K.

Key, § 3, p. V; ill. pages 72 and 73.

Key-tone §104, p. 13.

Keys, relation of, §623, p. 40.

L.

Leading tone 1280, p. 2S.

Legato § 181, p. 18.

M.

Madrigal S 722, p. 58.

Major triad § 296, p. 24; 111. p. 81, Bz. 114.

Maroli, §688, p. 54.

Mass i 714, p. 56.

Maznrka, S 682, p. 53.

Measure, § 24, p. 8; ill. p. 61, Ex. 4.

Mediant, §276, p. 23.

Melodic minor scale; see remark page 68.

Mezzo § 174, p. 17.

Middle C §67, p. 10.

Minor scale, §136, p. 16; ill. p. 67, Ex.46 see remark, p. 68.

Minor triad, § 296, p. 24; ill. p. 81, Ex. U4.

Minor scales and keys, illustrated pages 67 to 71, also p. 73.

Modulation § 614, p. 40; ill. pages xlO and laain^lnalTe

Motette §712,p.66.

Motion §423, p. 33; also §696, p. 46; Ul. p. 134, Ex. 495.

Mutual tones, § 428, p. 33. ill. p. 84, Ex. 124.

N.

Katnrals (cancel), §98, p. 12; see foot-note page 12.

Nocturne, § 678. p. 53; ill. p. 160.

Notes, S 12, p. 7; ill. page 61, Ex. 2.

O.

?peraEonflie §724, p. 58.

Opera, Grand 8 725, p. 68.

Operetta. S 723, p. 68.

Oratorio, §715, p. 57.

Organ-point, §409, p. 31; ill. p. 104, Ex. 187.

Overture, S 672, p. 62; M. p. 154.

P.

Passage g612,p.47.

Passing chords, § 419, p. 32.

Passing tones § 416, p. 32; also § 166, p. 16; 111. p. 74, Ex. 73, also p- IBS.

Pedal passage §552, p. 42; lU. p. 104, Ex. 187.

Pedal-polnt, §409, p. 31; 111. p. 104, Ex. 187.

Perfect cadence
*

8 542, p. 41; 111. p. 102, Ex. itt.

Period -8 614, p. 48; ill. p. 135, Ex. 50O.

Phrase, S 613, p. 48; ill. p. 135, Ex. 500.

Hanlsslmo, 8 172, p. 17; lU. p. 74. Ex. r? to 81.

Piano § 173, p. 17; ill. p. 74. Ex. 77 to 81-

Plagal cadence § 547. p. 42; lU. p. 103, Ex. 184.

Polka 8 684, p. 63.

Polonaise, orPoIacca,... S 681, p. 53; lU. p. 161 and 162.
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Abbreviations: § question; p. page; ill. illustrated; Ex. example.

Position of oUoras § 317, p. 26; 111. p. 11, Ex. 95-

Potpourri § 689, p. 64.

Preparation g 469, p. 36.

Prime, § 207, p. 20; ill. p. 75, Ex. 82.

Progression § 421, p. 33.

Prosression of cliord of the 9th S 498, p. 38; ill. p. 90, Ex. 145 and 148.

Progression of diminished 7tli, i 491, p. 38; ill. p. 88, Ex. 139 to 144.

Progression of dominant 7th, § 470, p. 36; ill. p. 86, Ex. 131.

Progression of the American 6th, § 51L p. 39; ill. pp. 96, 98, and 97, Ex. 163 and 186

Progression of the augmented chord, ... § 500, p. 38; ill. p. 92. Ex. 147 to 160.

Progression of the French 6th, § 505, p. 39; ill. p. 93, Ex. 152 to 185.

Progression of the German 6th § 508, p. 39 ; ill. p . 94, Ex. 156 to 159.

Progression of the Italian 6th § 502, p. 38; ill. p. 93, Ex. 151.

Pulse g 40, p. 9.

Q.

Quadrille § 696, p. 55.

Quadruple measure § 28, p. 8; UI. p. 62, Ex. 7.

Quickstep, § 687, p. 54.

Quartet, S 729, p. 68.

Quintet, % 730, p. 68.

E.

Recitative § 705, p. 55.

Bedowa §683, p. 53.

Reel § 695, p. 55.

Relation of Keys, § 623, p. 40.

Eondo-forms § 657, p. 51; ill. p. 145 and 151 inclusive.

Repeat § 81, p. 11; ill. p. 84, iSx. 2z.

Repose § 594, p. 48; ill. p. 134, Ex. 495.

Response § 643, p. 60; ill. p. 143. Ex. 629.

Rests, § 53, p. 10; 111. p. 63, Ex. 15.

Rules for beginners, § 579, p. 44.

S.

Safe rules for beginners, § 579, p. 44.

Scales lllostrated pages 86 and 73 inclusive.

Scena § 698. p. 65.

Sohoctische § 685, p. 54.

Score § 79, p. 11.

Second inversion of triad, § 443, p. 34; ill. p. 84, Ex. 126 to 129.

Secular vocal forms § 716, p. 57.

oeutence, § 710, p. 66.

Semi-staccato, g 183, p. 18.

Sequence, §411, p. 31; ill. p. 106. Ex. 188 and 189,

Sequences, formation of, § 561, p. 43; ill. p. 105, Ex. 188 and 189.

Sextuple measure, §29, p. 8; ill. p. 62, Ex. 8.

Sforzando § 180, p. 18; ill. p.. 74, Ex. 81.

Sharps, § 96, p. 12.

Signature ..§ 108, p. 13; ill. p. 71, Ex. 70.

Slur, § 50. p. 9; ill. p. 62, Ex. 13.

Solfeggio § 719, p. 67.

Sonata § 670. p. 62; ill. p. 151 and IBS,

Sonatina, . S 869, p. 62; Ul. p. >,'.«.
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AbbreviafcioDB: 8 question; p. page; iU. illUBtrated; Ex, example.

Song, e 718, p. 67.

Song-form, applied, 8 627, p. 49; ill. p. 141.

Song-form of one pertoa, § 820, p. 48; 111. p. 139, Ex. 619.

Sonis-iorm of three periods, § 624, p. 48.

Song-form of fvo periods § 622, p. 48 ; ill. p. 139, Ex. 820.

Soprano, § 62, p. lo.

Sound S 1, p. 7.

Staccato % 182, p. 18.

Staff, 810, p. 7; ili. p. 61, Ex. 1.

Steps, § 206, p. 20.

Stretto § 644, p. 50; ili. p. 143, Ex. 630.

Sub-dominant, g 277, p. 23.

Sub-mediant, § 279, p. 23.

Sub-tonic § 280, p. 23.

Suite S 671, p. S."!; ill. p. 162 and 163

Super-tonic g 27S, p. 23.

Suspended cadence g 551, p. 42; ill. p. 103, Ex. 186.

Suspension § 404, p. 31; ill. p. 98, Ex. 167 to in^

Suspensions, object of, § 629, p. 41.

SweU § 179, p. 18; ill. p. 74, Ex. 80.

Symphony % 675, p. 63; ill. p. 157 and 168.

Syncopation, § 91, p. 12; ill. p. 65, Ex. 30, also p 102,1

Ex. 180. ]

T.

Tasto Solo, and T. S S 333, p. 26.

Tenor, § 62, p. 10.

Terzetto, S 728, p. 58.

Thesis % 617, p. 48; ill. p. 135, Ex. 497

Thorough Base $ 184, p. 19; ill. pp. 75 to 82.

Tie §61, p. 10; ill. p. 62, Ex.14.

Tierce ai Picardl, S 628, p. 40.

Tone , § 2. p. 7.

Tone-chain 8 683, p. 46; ill. p. 134, Ex. 493.

Tonic 8274, p. 23.

Transformation of designs, § 598, p. 47; ill. p. 136 to 139.

Triad 1282, p. 24; HI. p. 77, Ex. 96.

Triads figured 8 329, p. 26; ill. p. 78, Ex. 100.

Triads, inversions of, 8 338, p. 27; ill. p. 78, Ex. 101.

Triads, positions of, 8 317, 318, 319, p. 26; ill. p. V7, Ex. 98

Trio, 8 629, p. 49; aJso 727, 58.

Triplets, § 89, p. 12; ill. p. 64, Ex. 28.

Triple measure 8 27, p. 8; ill. p. 61, Ex. 6.

U.

Unison, ...8 86, p. U; lil. p. 64, Bx. %»

V.

Vocalise, S720, p. 67.

W.

traltZ,... ....- 8686, p. 64










